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Tilden and jcvefcrm. Letter from Hon.
Geo, Ticknor Curtis.

Journal

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, JULY 20, 1876.

Hon. Geo. T. Curtis of New Vork, readdressed the letter which follows
to iloti. F (). Prince of Boston, and it is

cently

given to the public in the columns of the
Boston Post. We give it place as one ol
the best statements that we have seen of
the
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interview, knowing for the lirst time that l at their picturesque jackets and flowing i
Strange Death i:t Chicago,
;
| she loved Thornlcy, not as a child, but as ! beards. And Ktta, saucily defiant of main
<*n the nth of July a
young man from
And should he say stay, no restrictions, was gently submissive to this
; a woman.
earthly power should force her from him. one, understanding fully the bitter mem- Syracuse, \. V., went to the Palmer
And now, in the unconscious purity of her ory upon which it. was founded. Mot that House, in Chicago, and with great delibyouth, her innocence, she. was letting him she feared harshness. The harshness of eration and singular elaboration commitread this as clearly as if she had spoken the past, that had ended in eighteen years ted
the most remarkable suicide on recit. Yet, with maidenly instinct, she knew' of loneliness, was too bitterly repented to
Before lie began tho work of selfKtta knew well if she loved ord.
that the proposal to clasp hands for life be repeated
must come from him, not from her, and a street beggar her grandfather would destruction, or even before ho reached the
she waited for him to speak, lie turned endure him lor her sake, and this very city, lie wrote a
long and detailed narraat the piteous appeal in her last words, knowledge made her delicately careful
tive ot what lie purposed doing, and after
and she shrank from the white, stern face, only to encourage such friendship as he
Ins death the letter was forwarded to the
little guessing the anguish it covered.
approved.
IS lit in Home to ignore artists was to Chicago Times, whither it was addressed.
‘What am 1 to say?’ he asked, and his
voice was hard and cold. ‘The problem cut one’s self out of soeietv, and Ktta
IKIOKUICK ADDISON .11.I-TliKY’S I.KTTEIi.
we were trying to solve is taken out of our
found herself chattering the familiar jarin an envelope directed to the Chicago
hands.’
with
a
bearded knight of tlm
gon
many
You think 1 ought to go?’ Etta said, in brush, bewildering them olten by her act- limes is a statement of his deliberate ata faint voice.
ual knowledge of that whereof she chat- tempt to kill himself, it is an open let‘You will be an utter idiot if you do not !’ tered so easily. And .Mr. Kamlolph, hav- ter and tlie deceased probably intended it
She shrank from the harsh tone, won- ing once passed the barrier, became fond to be forwarded to his brother at Syradering what could nave changed him so. ot roaming about amongst the galleries cuse through the eouitesy of the Times,
•Med,’ very piteously, ‘must 1 go? l)o and studios, securing many a gem for his as lreipient allusions are made to his
brother ••lid.," and it contains particulars
home.
you want me to go ?’
So one evening, when he announced an regarding the disposition of iiis
Mot a muscle of the rigid face quivered
private
under the pleading of the soft dark eyes. artist to dine with them. Ktta w as not al- effects. Snell portions of it as are of interest
to the public are herewith publish- i
Smothering with all his might of man- together amazed.
'It is the' sun of ail old liiend. my dear.’ ed, and the letter will be placed in the |
hood the wild desire to gather her in his
arms, never, never to let her escape, he the old gentleman said, half apologetical- hands of the Coroner lor its proper transspoke, quietly; yet he did not dare lie ly, remembering certain strictures upon mission to liis relatives.
1 he letter is dated duly 1, and states
artists as a class.
tender.
that he i.-. at the time id writing on the
'Oh!' Etta replied, demurely.
Tl would lie simply insanity for you to
■Tlim; was a family tjuarrel, all about steamer Lady Lee, in the Mississippi, at
refuse this offer, Henrietta.”
how angry he is!’the poor child a eon in who was to lie betrothed to this the loot of Spruce street, St. Louis. lie
thought. ‘He never railed mo Henrietta son at a suitable age, and inherit with says he commences the letter there as he.
him the property of an old maid aunt, feats that when lie gets to
before.’
Chicago lie will
it hen the time came Tlai'nis was unwill- have too little time to
•ion are so utterly alonesay all he wishes
•1 have you-' Then she stopped, the ing,’ the father furious, ami the son dis- to say, as lie will have to mswer some

Where are tliey scattered now,
i'iie old, old friends>
(>ne made her dwelling where the maples glow,
\nd mighty streams through solemn forests How,
But never trom the pine crowned land of snow
A message sends.
•Some meet me oft amid
Life's common wavs;
And then, perchance, a word dr smile declares
flint warm hearts throb beneath their load of cares;
l'or love grows on, like wheat among the tares,
Till harvest days.
“But some are fall'll asleep!"
flie words are sweet!
oh, friends at rest beneath the blessed sod,
My feet >till tread the weary road ve trod
Lre yet your loving souls went back to God!
When shall w»* meet

>ii, thou di\ inest Friend,
When shall it he
That 1 may know them in their garments white?
Ami see them with a new and clearer sight,
-Mine old familiar friends—made lair and bright,
Like unto flier-!

Tko

|
|

Artist

■

Lover.

••I wonder now.”ami Etta Clayton nestleil her ehin in the hollow of her small
iiatiil. and looked up at her companion—
•1 wonder what on earth 1 should have

done without you, Ned ‘.J
‘Somebody else would have turned up.’
‘Very likely!’ with a strong accent of
f r
producing remunerative crops of
'I wish 1 was suffid ol an\ sort, the task of producing a contemptuous scorn.
ni :. of iieaiitilui white spring wheat ciently Mirawherish to think so.’
She was a very small specimen of huill! not be a difficult me.
Wheat is a
tliis young lady of seventeen, sitthat u ill iv'oond re.uiiiv and exten- manity,
rurh d up on a very low stool beside
ting
all
t"
cliorls
on
intelligent
the
.>
part the
lire-plai'e, ami looking into the face of
: ill-. :
tiie s, p
to iniprovi the qualii a tail, broad shouldered, decidedly ugly
>
e
I
cell
| Il" lUC i VC ollMi'aedevelop'
nearly thirty who leaned his elbow
t, ow ;a/
whe.it plants must man,
the mantelpiece, and returned her
il that lias upon
crimson tide tlowing over 1’aee and throat.
lie was tall, big, with irI'arnest gaze,
m
ml 'inn uf fertility
•1—I mean you were my friend, lint you
ecu kept is a:,
blue
heard,
features,
heavy
legiilar
eyes, are
v
ii v generous npplina.,
.,,
angry with me. J’—and the tears
anil magnilicent teeth.
She was petite,
ne,teri.nl and h\
—‘I can’t help having a grandgathered
with
clear
olive
glorious eyes,
..
A s(,,[ t ijlt I lias brunette,
t. i
e;
i_f
father, Ned.’
,ued. cultivated and complexion, and promise of beauty; at
‘You ought to lie very grateful,’ said the
at the sharp elbowed,
,ld\, | ughod again and again present, however,
stern young mentor, whose own gratitude
a
a, a
wfill proper fertilisation, angular age. Her dress, new mourning, of was of the smallest
‘Of,
proportions.
: | ; oduee inon
and better wheat than the eoarsi’st kind; her mended shoes; her course
you will accept his oiler ?’
raven hair,
in a careless knot;
i-oniined
a
-.Ilia
land il d i moil ploughed OlliV
‘No—1 thought-—! hoped—1—oh, Edher whole attitude and appearance told of
e,
ward !’
[ lYaelit-nl 1 a iner
The
artist's
and
sorrow.
room—an
pov erty
•How much of this can 1 stand ?' thought
studio—had no sign of wealth save that
Centennial Eo ttcr ami Clioeso.
tlic tortured man. Aloud he said, ‘Is he
of
in
a
doubtful wealth
genius portrayed
to call again ?’
1ngi leultural feature ot the i-lxposi- levy pictures, linished and unfinished, upon
‘No ; if 1 decide to go to him, 1 am to go
mu-east* from week 11- wee); in interthe walls and iho easel.
to the hotel at three o’clock,
llo will
and will e mtinue to do so till the
Only that day the hand that had worked
send a carriage.’
to coyer the canvas and win daily bread
‘Three o'clock ! You have not too much
In order to gur ;;• butter and cheese had been buried, where never more it
time to get your possessions together
n lost
.-iianeo t- know what they can could caress the shining hair of the only
Shall 1 take
of the pictures till you
a beautiful d
tiry house has been con- child, who, exhausted with grief, leaned are settled?’ charge
:tm led. and arrangements made vvliereagain-t the wall, and aped cheerfulness to
‘Yes.’ Oh, so wearily the word was
lero will boa continuous exhibition
cover sore misery,
male during the whole season.
The c\A pause of expressive silence, and then spoken.
■1 will leave you, then, to pack up.
ihitors themselves have been very active Etta spoke again.
!’ as if they were to meet the
in the
•1 wonder now !’—‘wondering now’ was Good-by
arrangement through their several
next day.
."oeiations
The American Dairymen's a favorite form of expression with this
Etta could scarcely hear it. She rallied
A-s.ieialio: lniili the cheese and butter child of Bohemia—‘I wonder what is to
what Jittlc pride would come at her call.
n-ton and they will < ;np! >y a custodian
become of me ! i cannot paint as poor pahe was glad to lie rid of her.
■o lake
charge of the whole allair during pa did, and I imagine 1 shall not do for a | Surely
Edward !'
•Good-by,
the continuance of the exhibition.
gov erness. 1 might be a lady’s maid.’
lie took the little cold, shaking hand,
i ke dairy is now open and is receiving
•Etta !’
articles, ali of which wiil be reported on;
There was a sharp accent of pain in and with a quick impulse, gathered her
it there will be a special exhibit of butThe dark eyes once in Ids arms, kissed her forehead,
Edward Tlinrnley's tone.
■'■I and eiiei. >e commencing .limeg'bth to
raised to his, danced merrily for a mo- whispered, ‘God bless you, my darling !'
and was gone, leaving a new radiance up•Inly nth. as well as another one from the ment.
on her face.
!7th I
the gist ot October.
At these
‘Or 1 might marry llruin.’
Just in tiiosc words she read the whole
there wil
io e inj til m for dairy pro•Etta!’ in a shocked tone.
lie loved her, and lie would not
duels in manner and form as provided in
•He asked me,’ was the saucy answer. story,
heiluh-s distrihuted by the Bureau ol •I was afraid papa would kick him down take her from this new life of ease and
-Agriculture.
stairs; but lie became grand—you know luxury, lint ho loved her. That was
We presume eompotitiou will be very imvv papa looked when lie was intensely enough to know now.
At
o’clock Ylr. Randolph's grandactive in this d.ajai'tiiieiit.
Philadelphia dignilied. and deciiued the honor ot the child three
stood in that gentleman’s private
:ia
had lh
p patati
n ol bring the best
alliance.’
sitting-room at the hotel, very pale, but
log B >11 i.i tin.- v. arid I or g oo.l butter. Phil‘now ran you jest on stirli a subject?
I- -pok, a < ! all over the
'll was :i
adelphia buth
je.-t to llriiin. lie was in perfectly self-possessed.
‘f am going to Italy, my dear,’ the old
;
unrid
This
mug-id to bo dti to il< earnest. ilo told papa he iiad lifty thouI
j.i.lgentleman said. ‘You must have a .suits- :
sonic :
ip, sand poundgood oo.d ,-p.
bio wardrobe, and a governess.’
itliers to tin* patient can of our good
•And he i- about se\cuty.‘
•A wardrobe if you will, grandfather,
ierm m
cn butter mak•Y-e-e-s. It.' you think weeds would be
j
as
and 1
u .-ain 1 in-:
ai r who think
m) present one might disgrace you;
to
ot
1'hen
my style
beauty?’
becoming
but not a governess. I am young and igin -Ohio pc, ipi a- ! :iid "I nativo grass
noting the deep, deep pain upon the kind
I will ctndjr
(Illif.fi :l. child
wliioh o.'in.-s
porloo; ion here and no- i u,c looking down upon her, Jltta sowing norant but notbid
me. but I will not have
where else.
fin, re is. however, another up, pillowed her soft cheek upon the anything you
a governess.
1 horuloy s coat, and said—oh,
s,eeve ot
a>s that thinks ;> ,di uonsensi. and that
•Hell, my (tear, just as yon wnl. lint !
tiler place could make just as good so gently!—1 tout look grieved. 1 must
about tlie clothes. i>o you know what to I
bailor as Philadelphian- if they do but
laugh or cry. 1 couid scream out now with
?’
tr. : and this is wimt they < repose to do
the pain at my heart. Don’t you see 1 am buy
•Exactly,’
now.
halt-mad ? What is to become of me?’
And, with a full purse, her grandfather
Oh how many times in the last, three
Piiiladelphr.ms will liav to iook out for
II would be too days ’Ihornley had asked himself that for escort, the young lady llitted from
tin ir hiiUery laurels.
shop to shop, enjoying immensely the deid if here on ineir own ground and in
-attic ipiestion ? What is to become of her?
light of unlimited shopping for the first
: iio
(
< ntonnial
lie
her
who
should
her
1>.
reft
of
relative,
father,
groat
year they
only
•oaten.
We do not expect they will. It dropped dead at his easel with heart dis- time in her life. She had accepted her
life with the lull resolve to make the best
:i trilly iu the nature < 1 things that Phila-r
leaving just sullieient money to pay of it. Edward
loved her. Some time it
ndolphia lmttor shall lie dethroned in tiiis funeral expenses, she stood alone. The would all come
right. In the meantime
But then it might, and it will do no landlady was kind hearted, hut had alshe would try to repay her grandfather
n trill for those interested in the
-even
mouthslo
1’ecd.
And
the
ready
reputation
prob- for
every kindness, and grow womanly,
:
Philadelphia's famous article to mind lem u as the more dillicult for him because
more worthy ot her lover.
their p’s ami p
ft iermanlown Tele- he loved her. lie was her lather’s pupil, accomplished,
it had been one of her father's frequent
graph.
caking out a very narrow income by paint- remarks that it was
‘impossible to keep
ing portraits, writing for the press, and
Etta down.’ No matter bow great the
Make Yonr Hogs Work.
accepting odd commissions from customof
of poverty,
ers or patrons.
Looking now into the pressure or circumstances,
In Is! I Mr. Hardy. a, well-informed
trouble,
sorrow, her buoyant spirit
it
seemed
to
him
tlie
face,
M:i- -:u !n!-< 11s farmer. addressing an as- grieved, pitiful
lose ever to carry all lightly.
And the
best refuge he could suggest to gather the
ml lingo o I a grid ill u ri
i a Boston, said ;
little figure into his strong arms and shel- great change in her life once inaugurated,
Kerry farmer lias the material's on his ter her there, lie might have spoken the she became a very sunbeam to the old
I low shall he apply
firm lo eurioh it.
who bad wearied lor eighteen years
words -o very near his lips, so deep in his man,
1 low make liis ompost heaps i1 I
them';
for just such companionship. It pleased
heart, bill there came a knocking at tlie
him to see how
she fell into the
:u.over, with hiy..: I inainiie, and Ills door, and the
bewildering announcement: routine of her naturally’
in the room of
-oil mixed with ii ; am
daily life. It gave him
■An old gentleman wishes to see Miss
i-!n
or lime to make i: decompose, give
keen delight to bow to all her little tyrClayton.’
me lings'noses.
Writers may talk about
annies, and accept her reign cn princcsse
cried j-.tta.
1 <i sec me
their chemical or mineral agents, but. for
over all bis possessions, including himI
into
ami
took
him
my par‘Yes, Miss,
self.
me, give mo bogs.
lor, because this is so confused like, lie is
V' < keep hogs. Keep them in your a
Amt sue learned to love him with a true,
ami
old gentleman,
came in a
splendid
ms.mio cellars and throw in your coarse
with a diamond ring, ami a chain deep attention, worshipping his gentleness
carriage,
in.oi rial-.
their isi-o will sooner deeomand his rare power of intellect. She would
as thick as a rope.’
-id than all the nostrums ol the
po-e
‘What a wonderful carriage !’ saiil Etta, literally sit at his feet and listen while he
I'M ml
11' e- will work better than
taught her more than he ever guessed
and darted away.
Jn-hmeu who
trad" it, is to spade and
And Thornlcy, left alone, walked mood- himself, by his talk of a longlife’s expeloss
II..gs will work seven
rience. lie found himself petted and huup tlm s.so
ily to the little front room that had been mored in a thousand
day r the we.-k, wliile you must be Air.
ways, every whim
and
looked
Clayton's sleeping room,
of advanced years tenderly considered,
pu tty lucky to laid a human laborer who out at tlie
hired one evidently,
carriage—a
will serve you faithfully through six. If a
but handsome enough. Small comfort in and alternating with this a delicatelyl inner has a dozi u iiead "i cattle h" may
that ; so he strolled back again. Proba- veined tyranny, that carried him into a
mak" titty cords or two hundred loads of
thousand gay scenes to which lie had long
bly somebody wanted a picture now that been
excellent manure every yiar. From, say tlie
a-stranger. And Etta, happy in lovorder was a mockery. Etta could not
the tii'st of duly to Sepiember, he must
and giving love, unfolded like a
ing
it.
What
could
Etta
?
do
She
eoulu
paint
i.i-i"isioually haul in oilier materials Per- waken the very soul of music in the rick- dower, studying fiercely’ in her hours of
sons living near the city may buy malearning even more iu the varied
ety old piano in the studio, ami did not solitude,
nures, but those living some ten miles
scenes of travel and in society.
Not that
know one note from another.
She could
away e .n not alford to haul it to their read the
and (ierman books in her she forgot. Many a tear was given to her
Spanish
lai'ins.
|. for one, would not want to haul
lather’s library, but spoke no word of lather’s memory, and never once did the
it, for 1 make just as good lor less than
either tongue. She could contrive dresses faithful heart waver from its allegiance
half what it would cost me in Boston.
to Thornley.
and Imts of exquisite beauty, and (“.itch
Her grandfather had requested her to
Some, farmers, with forty head of cat- them
an
disrewith
together
appalling
hold no correspondence with any of the
tle, I am sorry to say make less manure
for
neatness.
because
she
Clean,
But I gard
than others with but seven head.
companions of her old life, and she obeywas refined by nature; she was not ordercould not advise any "l my friends to lided implicitly.
Loving Edward, firmly
been
the
sole
of an
companion
ly.
having
low the example of the 1 inner with forty
his love, there was a spice of
artist, careless and easy going from her trusting
bead
mischief in her obedience, a thought that
My advise to all is, keep cattle;
iulam-y. Such a poor preparation for bread il was a
make your hogs work—no labor is cheapfitting punishment to her lover
he would do her no
winning.
Surely
er than hog labor, and none brings a betfor ‘giving her up so easily.’
to
ask
her
to
share
his
own
wrong
poverter return.”
She knew that her grandfather hail
ty, even if they must share the toil as
well. Still musing, he walked the room made his will, leaving her his entire esi'lie cabbage caterpillar was imported till Etta returned.
tate, that she could win him to consent
from Kuropo by way of Canada a few
She had Hashed out with that saucy re- to any desire oi her heart, and yet her
years since, Some cabbage leaves were mark on her lips, her black eyes dancing lover’s name never passed her lips. She
thrown from a vessel which contained
with the quick variation of mood charac- toid him of Bruin, the pompous patron of
some of the insects attached to the leaves,
teristic of her disposition. She came in, her lather, who had made money by ragand they have gradually spread over the deadly pale, with a deep gravity ia her picking, and later, paper-making, and she
country doing immense damage to the eyes, not so much sail as solemn, lie had wakened Hie old gentleman’s merry wrath
cabbages. It is produced by the small never seen the shadow of coming woman- by mimicking her ancient adorer’s horriwhite butterfly that is seen tlying about the hood so marked before upon the childlike ble grammar, uncouth manners, and slovcabbage plants in spring; |g attacks the face.
enly habits, touching but lightly upon his
leaves ot the plants and is such a vora‘Ned,’ she said, with her lace steadied age. ft pleased her to see how Mr. Rancious worm that it destroys a whole patch
by a great ellbrt, ‘my grandfather wants dolph frowned upon all possible suitors.
of cabbages in a very short time.
Rich or poor, grand or simple, every man
mo.’
was an ogre to him who threatened to
‘lour grand lamer r
‘it is like a novel, Ned; but it is very take his idol from him. Attention to her
The Worcester < Janette says that several
farmers in its vicinity have discovered that real. My grandfather is travelling for bis pleased him, admiration of her piquant
quick-lime is equally ellieacious with Par- health, and he came here yesterday. In beauty and odd yet graceful manner, deis green, and much more safe, in tin* ex- the Times he saw poor papa's death, and lighted him, but when he thought more
if this bo he came to tind mamma, his only child. personal interest was awakened, he sudtermination ot potato lings.
true—and the test is easily and cheaply .1 ust think,she ran away from him eighteen denly tired of the place in which the fasmade—the fact should he widely known, years ago, and he has never heard of her cinating or fascinated monster resided,
since the late very general use of a poison since. Hut he knew it was papa, and he and moved away. And Etta in merry
mischief would bewail the lost suitor,
so
deadly as Paris green, has been, and cried like a child when 1 told him mamma
died when l was a baby. 1 am like her, and then throw her arms around her
can hardly fail to he, productive of much
he says, and he wants me.
lie is rich, grandfather, vowing she would not leave
mischief.
llis name is Randolph. Ned, why don’t him for any lover—always with a mental
The Eilenville (N. V. ) Journal says a you speak? for Etta had lclt long inter- reservation in favor of Ned.
So for throe years life was a pleasant
farmer living on the banksof the Delaware vals between her sentences to give him an
dream for these two birds of passage, flyand Hudson canal, near Homo wacK, having opportunity to answer her.
been annoyed a long time by the boatmen
AndThorntey stood by a window, look- ing slowly and resting often. They bethrowing coal at liis turkeys, chickens, ing out, and not even turning his face to- came familiar with Continental life, Mr.
and high social standpigs, etc., hit upon a novel way to divert ward her, for lie was lighting his heart, Randolph’s wealth
their attention from his live stock and with sore struggle. In Etta’s quivering ing opening the doors of the best society
poultry, and at the same time make it a voice, in the undertone of yearning, he to them.reveled in
Etta
music; this glorious
paying buisness to himself. He tixed read the anguish it cost her to speak of
Through sorrow she was new world of music opened to her in
poles in his field, on which lie hung old separation.
opera and concert abroad. Mr. Randolph
liats, tin kettles, bottles, cct., at which the learning the secret of her own heart.
At the first word her grandfather had was as enthusiastic as his granddaughter
boatmen are continually throwing coal.
Aboutonce a week lie gathers his harvest, spoken, Etta's thoughts had flown to Ned. about art, but shy of artists. It had been
which is enough for his own use, and with Go from him ! Go to ease and luxury, and an artist who coaxed away his Etta, the
the surplus he is running a small coal leave him to struggle on alone! From mother of this new found treasure, and
child to woman she passed in that brief he distrusted them all, looking grimly
yard.
..
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inherited. I uni sorry to say the father
died with his wrath‘still hot, and the
cross-eyed cousin married, so this poor
tellow was turned out in the cold. I was
abroad at the time, hut as soon as 1 saw
him I was sure he was my old friend’s
son.
Fie is no beauty, Etta, but if ever 1
saw a strong, true lace, lie lias one.
H’m
—Etta. You might wear that thin pink
dress that 1 like !'
And then Etta knew that this son of an
old friend stood very near her grandfather's heart. It was not in human nature
to resist the desire to look as well as
possible under the circumstances. And when
Etta stood fully dressed before the long
mirror, she thought, half exultantly:
'What would Ned say to see me now ?’
I'or the sun of prosperity had agreed
wonderfully with the rich beauty of this
petted damsel. Her small figure had lost
angularity, and was delicately rounded,
while yet gracefully slender. The clear
olive complexion glowed with a healthful
bloom; the delicate oval of the perfect
lace matched well the
regular features.
Ihe raven hair, coiled in heavy braids
around the shapely head, had one ornament of delicate pink coral above the left
ear, and ornaments of dead gold relieved
the pink dress.
A very lovely Etta ilifted into the room
where already .Mr. Randolph was receiving his guest. And the old gentleman's

tone

was

grandchild,

proud
Miss

as

lie

presented,

letters lie expects to get when reaching
there, it then proceeds as tollows:
“I will probably arrive in
Chicago on
Monday evening in time ior supper and
my last night's sleep. I shall stop at the
l’almer House, which I think is tHo best
hotel there. 1 like Chicago better than
an} city 1 have yet been in, though none
of them are exactly what 1 would like for
a home.
1 go back there because that is
I can die in a palace, or next
the best.
thing to it, a lirsL class hotel. Who could
blame me lor not doing so, then? You
may wonder why I am determined to go,
but 1 shall not tell you my full reasons for
it; lor il I were to express my candid
opinion ol this life, and enter into a
lengthy argument such as 1 have had
within myself, 1 would not be alone in
suicide; but 1 shall not do this; let each
one think for himself.
‘■1
am

read of people being gifted with foresight,
who could read the future and tell of coming events. 1 used to think them alt 1mmtigs, but have now personal reasons for
changing mv ideas. What 1 have seen
and what 1 know of the next few
years 1
shall not tell fully and plainly. As 1 said.
I am happy, too happy to continue iu this
state of life, where ail one can get will he
as quickly snatched
away from him. I
wisli that 1 might toll you all and why 1
choose this to a life of joy on earth, for
such 1 might have had. ’Tis not through
loss of hope that this end comes, for I had
hope and was happy, am hippy, in fact,
as I said before.
No one lias ever passed
four months of such genuine happiness as
the last lour have been to me. Neither
has one thought of, learned, or seen such
sights as 1 have been allowed to think,
learn and see. 1 never felt better in all
my life. No one would guess to see me
handle the dirk which 1 brought here that
1 was going to send it through my heart
in less than a week

\Mv

Clayton.

And Etta, looking up, saw smiling blue
eyes, a golden beard, a strong, ugly lace,
and knew, all at once, that her happiness
was to be increased tenfold.
She onlv
eourtesied, demurely, vailing her dancing
eyes, and sal down beside her grandfather.
i.mu; uv
mm; me oiu
gentleman was
drawing forth the answers to his many

questions, that, modestly expressed as
were, betrayed the tact that lii< visitor had already won an enviable position

they

in the profession tiiat he loved.
‘It was a sore light with
poverty for
many years.’ the young artist said. -Imt I
founded my loot upon’ the ladder to forJune ill las! and the discmlim* ivitl eeia...
harm me.
More than that, there are
memories of those hard working, pover-

I

ty-stricken days, that are previous beyond
expression to me.’
And Etta, stealing a glance under her
long lashes, met a gaze that brought a
vivid blush to lu-r cheeks.

She was.yen

shy sitting there, close beside her grandlather, listening to a deep, rich voice,
rousing musical echoes in her heart. Very
shy. presiding at the dainty dinner, lint
in the evening Mr. Itamlolph pottered

away to his room to timl a gem in his
cabinet there to show his friend, and the
artist, standing by the window, looked
down upon Etta in her low seat.
She answered the look, coming slowly
lip to him, till she put her suit cheek upon the sleeve of his coat, and
lilting her
dark eyes, whispered shyly
'You have come at last, Ned.’
‘Andyou waited for me?’ lie answered,
his voice as tender as a woman’s.
‘I waited, Ned.
I knew you would
come.’
Mr. llnmlolph had been weaving romances all day, with Ned and Etta for
the central figures, fancying a long courtship. a happy wedding, a life long home
with these two
As a boy lie had known
him, and tiie ‘son of his odd friend’ was
sure to lie a gallant gentleman, worth
even of his Etta.
Some time—in six or
seven years, say—lie should have tier,
supposing always they fancied each other’s

life-long, society.

lint

coming back with the gem m Ins

hands, it was rather overwhelming to see
his guest holding Etta in an unmistakable
embrace, his beard caressing her glossy
braids, while lie mm inured :
‘My darling 1 my own !’

The crash the gem made as it slid from
the grasp of the owner roused the lovers
to the present scene, instead of allowing

longer glimpse of Paradise. Very shyly Etta slid from her lover’s aims and
crossed the room to where her grandlather stood in motionless, speechless
a

amazement.

‘Dear grandfather,’ s-hu said, as if she
dictating a letter, ‘if you had told
me this morning that ocr expected \ isitor
was Edward Thornlcy, 1 should have told
you he was a very old friend.’
‘Indeed!’
My father’s pupil 1’ Etta faltered.
‘Anil his daughter’s lover.’ said Thornley, coming to join the group. ‘Three
years ago 1 sent her away, to save her
from poverty and toil, though 1 think I
could have kept her in spite of them.’
‘Yes,’ Etta said, simply, ‘1 was not
alraiil of either with you.’
‘Now,’ the young man said, with quiet
dignity, '1 can oiler her comfort, if not
luxury. ‘Must I give her up again?’
‘Hut you must not take her from me,’
said the old man, piteously. ‘He my son,
if you will, Ned. 1 love you already for
your lather’s sake; stay with me for Etta’s ?
•Gladly!’ was the quick reply.
So there was a quiet wedding one line
morning, and Edward Thornlcy won his
bride, while Etta, with perfect trust and
radiant happiness, went with her first love
for all life’s journey. [Frank Leslie’s Lawas

dy’s Magazine.

The other morning us the conductor of
train going West from Detroit was passing around after tickets he came to a man
who waved him away with a very important air, at the same time remarking:
“Pass on, sir, pass on.”
“I want your ticket,” replied the conductor.
Ticket, you hireling of anarchy,
shouted the man, pulling out his cheeks.
“Sir, 1 own this road ! 1 bought it just before leaving Detroit, and while 1 would
like to retain you in my employ, you must
be more civil or I shall discharge you on
the spot, even if you have a dozen children to support!"
“1 must have your ticket or tho money,”
saiil the official.
“Consider yourself discharged !” roared
the man.
lie was left on the track between two
stations, lie sat down on a log to pin his
paper collar on, and his last words as the
train moved off were:
“Gentlemen, this outrage will make this
country shudder from Maiue to Texas.”
a

am not
despondent; tar irom it. 1
happy and shall die so. You may have

"Neithercould one suspect when in the
handsome store getting a rope, that that
self-same cord would help extinguish the
of my life and caused the
double up with laughter,
proprietor
and present it to me, as lie said, •free
gratis, without pay.’ Then there are the
poisons that bothered me the most. How
i did get them finally ii matters not.
vent to the

joke
to

•■One ot these days you will see speed
that will travel as fast as thought or sight.
’Twould he line, wouldn’t it, to rise in the
morning in Boston and hear an opera that
evening in San Francisco? and nice to
rise in the morning in the former place
and pass entirely around the globe, returning in time to 111! the same bed tho
very next night? You may wonder again
why 1, knowing thesis strange, yet not at
all strange things, should want to die.
1'hc very knowledge of them has cost me
my life, or rather my existence, tor actually I do not expect to he what is known
Von may wish to know why I
as dead.
do so much
Well, for more reasons than
one. In tlie first place, to show that death
has no terrors for me. and in another way
to

disfigure myself beyond recognition,

that it any are foolish enough to weep
me, it may he asked for .whom are
they weeping without their being able to
positively assert. At the time of the suicide 1 shall wear my old black pants, an
old shift and a thin striped coat. These
shall be saturated with alcohol, in order
that they may burn with rapidity.
This
is how 1 shall do the deed.
there will be
many who will surmise this way and that.
"In the first place, 1 shall go to the
l’almer House and gi t a room with a bath
ill it. or attached; shall eat my supper,
call for my mail and retire to my room.
This will he on .Monday night. 1 shall
answer the letters whiea 1 receive and
write to Dr. H. V. Pierce of lSutfalo, giving him my body a id telling him how to
dispose of it. i shall also write a letter to
my friends in general, which 1 will see is
sent to the Chicago Times, with one for
This
the editor of that paper of papers.
will consume the greater part of the night
undoubtedly. 1 will then take a “snooze.'1
and alter breakfast shall begin my preparations for the deed. Shall test the hot
water and get things ready for the evening's entertainment. This is to he my
debut in tragedy. When night comes on
1 shall draw a piece of wire across the
bathtub lengthwise, its use to be soon explained. The wire will he properly adjusted. the pistol loaded, and. with the
razor, conveniently hung on strings where
I can readily reach them.
The poisons
will then be carefully fixed and mixed
The ropy, understand, is to come where it
will suspend my body, when attached, exactly over the middle of the tank. Directly over this rope, and on the wire before
mentioned, 1 shall attach cotton or something else which will burn well when
alcohol is poured on it. The noose will
have been made in the cord, and above
my head on the rope shall lie placed a like
torch, which, when ignited, will burn the
cord and let me down. I will then pack
everything but the clothes which I am to
wear, and then being all ready, i’ll lill the
tank with as hot water as I can get. Then
mount the tub with a foot on each side of
it; carefully pour the liquor over my
pants legs and coat and shirt; will allow
a
rope of some soft material to fall from
the torch above down my back; will then
light the prepared torch on the wire,
which I then will be standing over; will
raise myself upon tip-toe and fix the rope
about my neck. It shall be well soaped,
so that when my feet leave the sides of
the tank and my full weight comes upon
it, it will draw up pretty tight. One thing
1 had almost forgotten to mention; 1 am
going to put a mirror before me, just to
see if 1 will be frightened.
“I think it is more likely that 1 shall
laugh, but as I want to enjoy it all I’ll put
the glass up, anyhow. Next 1 reach for
the tumbler of poison, conveniently near,
and swallow its contents entire; probably
shall ‘sigh for more.’ Well, at this point
1 shall hurry up, for deadly acids work
1 next grasp my
destruction quickly.
pretty little dirk and send it with all my
force into my breast as near to a blackened spot showing where the heart is as
possible. The razor and pistol are all
ready and suspended by corks, it must be
remembered. So, after plunging the dagger in I do not want to withdraw it, but
take the razor in my left hand as firmly as
so

over

! am able under the circumstance to do,
while 1 grasp and cock my little silvermounted pistol; tiiis i place to my bead
and pull the
trigger, as I draw the' kcenbladed razor across my neck.”
(He seems to have altered bis programme and not used the dirk lor the
heart, but to have shot himself in the
body instead. As far as the other details
go, he carried them out with tile minutest

precision.)
“My feet

Tuo

Nud©

at

tbo

Centennial.

the main corridor of the memorial
building’s annex, where the most casual
visitors are not likely to miss it, a wax
figure of Cleopatra is displayed. She reclines upon a sort of throne, ami is almost
naked. The workmanship is of tin: best
In

and the effect is startling. The flesh tint
is natural, the hair life-like, and
every detail carefully done. Interior clockwork
(leaves her bare bosom, moves her arms
at intervals, stirs her legs, turns her head
languidly from side to side, and rolls her
eyes, Iier face and form are beautiful,
and tlie accessories are in artistic harmony with a conception of the Egyptian
queen ; yet her features are not Egyptian,
being rattier those of a beautiful French

must slip from their places
by
this time ami my legs will come into contact. with the wire and the lire
upon it,
which will, of course, immediately set
my
clothing alight. I intend the lla'me shall
run up tlie
rope I shall allow to hang
down my back to the place where the
other torch will have been prepared. This
Woman.
An Ethiopian slave
ennnhv
must sever the strands of the
rope and ] mule, stands at her side and tans her.
At
can but fall into the water below to cook
tier feet lies a naked little boy. A bird
and drown.
llutters on the arm of her seat. A golden
“J lie only thing l can think of that will
make it a failure is that when 1 stab my- canopy hangs above the group, all being
sell I'll ilie too quickly to go through with enclosed in a glass ease. The whole is
the remaining part oi the programme. I surprisingly natural, so much so that it
know the heart to be the life-spring in the has a natural oiled upon the spectators.
1 oung
girls come suddenly upon it. draw
body, ami when that is struck you are al- back
they hat e nerved tlounready on your way to eternity. Mow, it selvesappalled.
to look at the
statuary and pictures,
takes about three minutes for the blood to
but this sight is too unexpected and realispass

through

the

body

and return to the

heart. If this time is given me re live,
after 1 strike. 1 can ami will finish up in
good style. Or if one-half a minute, yes,
ten seconds is left me I can make the
proper connections, and you will timl me
in just the condition 1 would like to be in.
"Now I'll give you a joking reason for
selecting this day and Chicago. In the
first place, Chicago is the city of the west.
St. Louis is good enough in many matters
but Chicago suits me better in every particular than all the Western places put
together. And Chicago is livelv am! fund
of excitement ami always gets ahead of
St. Louis when site can.
There is an emulation and generous rivalry between the
two cities which I iike, and Chicago being
my favorite, 1 shall help her, in my humble way, and knock the spots oil' St. Louis
in celebrating the Centennial Fourth. St.
bonis may get up something in the same
line for tin: next centennial, but until then
Chicago wiii be ahead. Site eaa claim
originality if nothing more. I am the
only Frederick Addison Jeffery who will
do tins act first, and the only one who will
do it on the 4th of July, 1*70.
i lire but
one allot, yet that one
puts Chicago so far
out of St. Louis’ sight that it will take a
hundred years to put her near Chicago
again. Then, too, you know that this is a
chance to die which can never come again.
Think of skipping out along with the last
stroke of the midnight boll which proclaims the death of one hundred years of
independence and the birth of the second
centennial of freedom, i could not let this
pass without suitable recognition, unvliow.”
I liis is all in the letter which is ot
any

public interest,

it will be despatched to
liis relatives through the Coroner.
There remains but little more to be said
upon this melancholy and indeed extraordinary subject at the present writing.
l’lie remains were placed in a handsome
collin, tlie effects taken charge of by the
Coroner, who viewed tile body, heard all
tile information that has been given in
these columns, and who directed the remains to lie taken to the undertaker’s
which was accordingly done.
Affluence in Rags.
[Nov

eorre.'iiomUans’s;. (.one (.lol.t IS iu-.i
critt.j
ill front of the St Nicholas Hotel he
went shambling along, with his eyes east
down, a dirty briar-wood tope in his
York

slouched hat

on

Ids

lieail,'pants sadly

tin'

tic I > be borne with steadiness.
They esWomen inspect the
cape without delay.
group sh\ !y. Wen are not to In* soared
away by any feeling of mudestx, and. un

less escorting sisters or s\ve< thearts. -tav
the spot in numbers* sulUeieut t* constantly crowd that part of the corridor 1
am aware that such wax-works and worse
on

are common

in

Kuropean

museums; that

artistically they are to ho commended as
triuinps id' ski'll, tiring totally unlike the
elligies usually shown in this ecuntry, but
1 don't think they
ought to be thrust un*

warningly upon the sight of mixed congregations. Some ot the commissioners
are ol my way ot
thinking, and Cleopatra's stay on the grounds
may be of short
duration. President Hawley is from Connecticut and is puritanical. He stops in
front of Cleopatra while 1 stand there.
•'What do you think of her?’ 1 ask.

“A
not

a

thing of beauty. he answers; but
joy forever, i guess we will have

to get her out of sight.
1 must talk with
Sartaiu about her."
Mr. Sartaiu is the superintendent of the
art
1

department.

also seek M1* Sartaiu and ask him
the fourteen rooms set apart Ibr
France are not open, lie says he does
not know unless the French commission-

why

ers

are

waiting

for more

pictures

to

ar-

Hundreds of paintings are there
now, piled with the fares towards the
walls.
Hlimpses of a few confirm the
presentiment that nudeness will he the
striking feature ot the display 1 am permitted to turn several of the frames so as
to see what they hold,
l'lie first trial di
eloses a life-sized picture of an utterly
naked woman.
The subject is not classical. She is a French woman of the present time.
Of course 1 can't know that
by iter anatomy, for nature follows no
changes of fashions in moulding human
firms; nor by clothing, for there isn't a
vestige of any; but by the fact that her
hair is arranged in one of the elaborate
styles of the present. The catalogue simply tells me stm is **A Woman.” and there
could he. no mistake about that. Another
turn of frame shows me a recumbent wo
man—the other is er* et; and a third reveals one who lias stripped herself to the
waist to pray as a pugilist would In. a
light
[San Francisco (..'lironiele.
rive.

—

Robert

Collycr's

Little

reasons

Ibr the election of'Governor

Triden, and ask

for it a careful

reading—

Far. Rook'\yay. 1,. I.. July i.
31 v I)K\!: >IR: The good work done at St.
which
Louis,
your delegation by their lirmncs*
did >o nuich to promote, impose* upon :,j|
Democrats tic dut\ of laboring lor the .-!iece*>
of our cause. I do not know what may he the
chances in my native State, luit I IV.-1 it strong
de.-irc t«* see i! range itself on tin* side f th:i7
reformation in our National Government, ho
which the nomination of Tilden and Hendrick*
a fiords so excellent a promise and so rlcar a
prospect. I suppose that the content in Massachusetts \vil! he a close one, and that the success of the Democratic ticket, there a* well us
here, must depend upon tin* willingness of vot••rs who have heretofore acted wi.h ti c
Rcpuh
licau party to lay aside their prejudices against
the name of Democrat, and to act upon the
conviction that tin* welfare of tin* country requires a change, both of measures and of men.
I hear it constantly said by Republican*, in
reference i<- the public feeling of this State,
that New Yotk is essential I \ a Republican
>tate: and that while many Republican* limy
have been willing to have Mr. Tilden made
Governor, and even voted for him because
they exported and believed be would govern
tin* State honestly and wisely, yet that they
will not vole to make him President of the
United Sta’cs, because they will not consent to
have the National Government put into the
hands or a Democratic Administration. This
ki" i of prejudice will he appealed to cvcr\v hero, by the leader* and orator* of the Republican party, a* well a* here; and although
if i* a very intangible sort of sentiment, it i*
our duty to meet it and reason with it a*
spccilicaih a* it* nature mu\ admit of, and with entire candor and directness of purpose.
Of
course, no one can -expect to reach the ollirchol ling classes, or to infiuence bv am arguments those who*c political fci lings and prejudices are incapable of being softened by miv
considerations whatever. IbR among tlnTna-ses of voter* who hav
hitherto voted with tin*
Republic,ia party there are multitudes of men
who are .i- iiii—« ilisii ind a* patrio.ii in their
political eon luct -is it i- possible for men oi
average purit\ and intelligenec to he, and with
such nu n ••now is tie day and now the hour”
to reason eaiml> and < a ulidly.
lin* que-lxm for tlx* consideration of such
men i-: I >o not tlx* circumstances of tlx* country now require a change of administration,
and whai rational objection can there he to the
accomplishment of that change by making< h»v.
Tilden IT >idem
Tlx* latter pai l of this ouetton call lie bi'sl ali-Weivd by considering who
and what Mr. Tilden is and what sort of
President In* is morallv
-rtain to !»*• it rho-i n
I have known iiim personally and well
r
about fourteen years in that kiixiot intercoms*
one
which enables
man to nx n-uiv anotlx r.
bin 1 am not conscious that 1 have e>cr incurred any considerable obligation- to him. I
suppose that 1 enjoy a- mueli ol hi- le-peet as
I am entitled to, but I have not the honor' »
his particular friendship. \\ bat 1 say of him
therefore i- fairly to In* cou-idered as impartial,
[’hat he is a statesman of very wide and comprehensive \ x*w- of pllbli qii‘*-tions, and that
lx* also possesses great and accurate keowied-*
of many subjects belonging to the detail- of
Government, i- wiiat no one can hesitate to
assert w ho has observed hi- public career alosely a- I have. I hear and -ee it said that
lx* has never held otliee of any kind under tlx
Federal <io\ernm nt. This js by no nx*ans a
President of
di-qii*alitieation tor tlx* office
I lined Mate-. It i- possible t »r a mall who
lias a natural and an acquired aptitude for public affairs t know a- mix ii of the nature of our
much of tlx*
institutions, to understand
Federal jurisprudence and legislation, and to
appreciate a- w* ll aii que-tion- that may have
arisen or are likely to arise in the admini-t ralion of the Fed rat < iovernment, without ever
having held an oiliee under it, a- lx* could if lx*
had gone through tlx* whole grade of it- otliee-.
from that of a Postmaster to that of Senator or
Cabinet Minister. ! grant that tlx* da.-- of
men in
our country of whom this cm be >ard
and who have reached tlx* age of b.o without
held
having
any Federal otliee i- not a large
class. But lhai <b»v. Tilden belongs to this
class. and ilicit lx* is an eminent example ot
such /hen, I do not Ix-itate to atlirm. 1 -nouM
cheerfully have given mv vote, if 1 had been a
member of In-* St. I.oms Convention, to Mr.
Thurman, or Mr. Bayard. or Mr. lb ixli i< k>.
:i- candidate lor the o.Tiee of President, all of
whom hav e held Federal oliiee: but in bnlane>v. 'i'ili!> n
iiig between either oi thrill and
or(" V. seytnoiir I -*li<» i! ! n*»t Insve been inii.it neit her of ; j,,llucix ed at all by tlx* e
two last named has ever U.
an> position in
i
truth i-, in mv
tlx* Federal <»oveminent.
estimation, that any man who is entitled to be
considered a statesman, and who has had tlx*
political experience and followed tlx* political
studies which we know t<> have been the experience and the studies of Mr. Tilden and Mr.
Seymour, is as well qualitied to be President
av of those who have held F -deral ofas are
f"*r h-w*
lilVn'n v-'eig. v'u’ncAi'W,. •*’ *wV‘4,1 '.* *1
>
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Story.

Tlu' eharaeter of Hie Republican
party
is most admirably illustrated by tin- I'oIi- '.i..
t>.
!
,s. t,
■■■

for wear, rolled up over dirty bro•T have no liesilation in saying that tho
gans. His whole get-up was strikingly Republican party, it it cannot be made
suggestive. “How much would you give clean, and good, and true again,—and 1
for what is on that old fellow"? 1 asked think that it can, 1 have no hesitation in
my companion. After he had turned and ; saying that the sooner we form a new
surveyed him from head to toot the an- party tie* better. This is the special and
swer came, "Well, his old clothes
might parlicnl ir business that has called os tobring i?d at a second-hand shop; but why gether, to-day, as I look at it. Who this
do you ask that question’
“Because,"’ I time—this crisis—comes round once in
responded, "that old specimen of immuni- every tour years, and the nation is disty is worth three or four millions, and lie heartened by the revelations that lave
usually carries in those old clothes from been made ol public and private eorrup
Sdd.ootl In s 10,UO(l ill rcited States seem i- lion, it begins to fuel that something ought
ties." And such are the tacts,
l'he man to la* done. T he leaders of the Repiildiis named Connors.
.Many years ago he
party begin to feel that, something
landed in Halifax from Ireland with but ought to be done too. And so they go to
Sis in his pockets. Strolling along Water work and make great professions of restreet lie saw in a junk shop a large quan- form, and say: “If you trust us another
tity of old brass. An idea struck him. term, and if y ou elect our candidate again,
Could he not make a sueee.-.-ful deal ia a mov era will commence. We will unold brass? lie entered and inquired how dertake every kind of reform."
much per pound would be accepted fuA great
1 will fell you what it is like.
IIis next move was in the di- many years ago, on one of our southwesttile iitiik.
rcctuin in (lie piers on (lie river trout. Hr ern rivers, there was an old skipper who
l'ouinI a vessel about. In sail I'm' Boston in had a steamboat which was sailing in
ballast, ami sought an interview with the slioaly water, and got. stuck in the mud.
captain, who proved In be a countrymen of She swung around in the water, and there
his. From him he ascertained the price of was no ehaneo to get her alloat, do what
brass in Boston, and alter a little calcula- they would. He was a terribly profane
tion they found that they could clear about old follow, and everybody knew it through
$400 by buying out the junkman. The the country. Suddenly an idea struck him
skipper advanced the money, the brass In* said to one ol bis deek hands: *A oil
was transferred to llie schooner.
They go up to the town and tell them 1 have
set sail for the Hub, where they arrived got religion, and that I want them to
in due time, and sidling their cargo, come and ho hi a prayer-meeting on board.”
cleared $400 by the transaction, which Tin* deck hand went t.) the town and
they divided between them. Connors re- spread the news around, and ever* one
mained ill Boston, where he made a few being interested in the old skipper’s conmore lucky speculations ot this nature,
version, went down to hold ilu* prayer
and then came to this city, lie lived the meeting.
The old man was standing
life of a miser, in a dilapidated tenement- ready to receive them, and, as they eame
house, cooking his own meals, and having down, lie said to every man, “Ho alt,”
as his only companion a little dog, with
and they all went aft until the great held
whom he divided his frugal meals, livery w a's nt uiiii uu.
1 hoy all went alt until there was a great
speculation he entered inLo yielded him
gold, and finally, when lie had accumu- weight and the end which was in the mud
As
lated about $.4000, he began to operate in got, loose, and the ship limited oil'.
real estate, lie was remarkably shrewd, soon as the ship got alloat the skipper said :
and everything he touched seemed to turn “The meeting is over, dump ashore!"
into gold as if by magic. All this time In our llopublican party—1 mean those
his wife ar.il children 1 -mained in Ireland, leaders—there are men who get religion
and rarely would he condescend to write every time there is going' to lie an electhem, owing to the necessity of purchas- tion. They say, ••Gentlemen, go alt; go
ing Hie postage stamp that would be in- aft." And we go all. We are a goodvolved. llis wealth doubled nearly every natured crowd in this country.. The best
year; lots purchased for a mere song en- Matured fellows anywhere ou this planet
hanced in value rapidly; ami us lie pros- is a crowd of Americans, such as 1 see liepered he placed much in tenement houses lore me, to-niglft. We are good fellows,
that gave handsome prolits. Some years and we go aft and the old ship Heats again
ago he purchased the l’ark Hotel, corner mid we jump ashore. Now I don’t mean
Later to go into that prayer-meeting any more.
of Beckman and Nassau streets.
the Central l’ark Hotel was erected hy 1 don’t mean to have anything more to do
him. and slill later the Astor-Place Hotel, with that old skipper, l mean to find, it 1
lie now owns, it is said, live or six hotels can, something that doesn’t get religion
anil other real estate, valued in the aggre- once in every lour years.”
gate at between §;>,0(10,000 and §4,000,out).
Connors is a miser in every sense of
Somktiiixc; Qrm: Sorr.
“Why, your
A lew years ago he sent to hand feels as soft as silk,” said 1, as I
the word.
Ireland and brought out his eldest son to shook hands with the widow.
aid him in the management of his large
“Nonsense, Doctor,” she replied. “Here
estate. The young man toiled diligently; with some more of your llaltery, are you?
fellow did not give him sulli- My hands are not as soft as your own this
but the ol
cient to pay his board, and the young man minute.”
“\\ hv, your hand, said 1, “teels so sott
left him and is now running a real estate
office in Brooklyn on his own account. I'il be afraid to squeeze it. 1 never felt
During all tiiis time Connors carelully anything so soft.”
■•Now, doctor, just listen at you again !
guarded from every one, including his
son, his place of abode. None of his ten- If you never felt anything as soft as my
ants know where to find him except on hand, and even softer—much softer—you
rent day, when he calls promptly to the know it has been your own fault,” and 1
hour and demands the uttermost farthing. thought the widow blushed as though sorry she had said it.
“Cray.” said 1. becoming deeply interA story of reA Br.avi: Workman.
“what might 1 hav felt that is softested,
is
told by the London
markable self-control
er than your hand ?"
Builder, of a slater namei I M. A. Karis, a
“Hush, now ! You don’t know, of course.
Belgian. This man was engaged with a You are
very innocent;” and then I could
companion in tixing a lightning conductor have sworn
the widow was blushing.
on the summit of a church steeple at Ville“Upon my honor I don’t know,” was
Sur Ourthe. Karis was supporting the
still more interested reply; "won't
other man upon his shoulders, and this my
tell me or show me?”
man accidentally spilled some molten lead you
"No, you know I won’t tell you.”
upon the other’s forearm. The pain of
“Then show me, won’t you?”
course was intense, but knowing that the
“1 don’t like to.
l>ut you are such a
slightest movement might precipitate his tease and such a dunce one must do alcompanion into the street, Karis remained most anything to get rid of you.”
motionless while the lead burned its way
“Certainly.”
into tbe ilesli. The men were at a height
And she took my hand mincingly in
of seventy feet from the ground.
heis.
“Now shut your eyes, doctor."
About two weeks ugo a party ut Lakeville, Mass.,
I closed my eyes in an instant. She
desperadoes went to the bouse of a man named lifted
my hand up and up. 1 held my
beard
a
tbe
and
in
a
short
time
neighbors
Wilkie,
Tbe man
terrible noise and struggle going on.
breath, and, dear reader, before I suspectWilkie lias not been seen or beard of since, and us ed what she was
about, she lmd placed it
lie was alone in the house foul play is suspected, and
tbe Selectmen are looking into tbe affair.
gently upon—my head.
worse

if Mr. TiMcn is cl*-emd President lie will In*
elected beeails.* the puhlie x oir-- demands til
the llxeeutive branch of the National liovernmetlt shall In* taken <»t:t of tie* hands of tin* ihptihheatl parly and he entrusted lo one win*
will Us ali its inllueuee ami a!! il> power to
purity it from the abuses ami eorrup!ion- whieh
tin K«*pnl»Iit»ti parly has hmimli' upon ii>.
Tin* i"lie is between ref-■miation and no reformat ion : for all experience of free m>\ eminent *
ami .til common sense concur i:i ;<• a. hill" us
that win u a jntlilieai party 1:ial lia- Ion:: had
t 11• possession of power has introduced o|* has
ami ar at corrupt ions
tolerated irr. at Nthti'-'
tin* old v ia t trmal itin I Ini' e:. n !*■• prat-I i< ably s,
cured l»y t urn in.\o id ’hat parly and puiliim in
anolher. if <; »\ Tilden In* vines I’re-d ut,
lie w ill he p! lt*ed ill the position beeaiise public
opinion demands a thoroii"h reformation m tin
(io\crimini! of the l llite l Slates, and because
tin people have .seen that they have no "ile
means of s t*iiriuy? that reformation <-\eepfin.;
by transferring the l:\ceiilive Hie** to t hem *
erat. fortunately lor tin* people, and fortuna!
lv for tiov.TildVu hims- ii :h.- hi unisian •<
of his eaudidattire mak< if In- liiyle I ambition
and los s.troimesl persona! interest ; l> ■eonie a
patriot President : to enter upon am! io administer the odi'-e with no personal lV't-idnients to
"ratify-, with no friends unduly or impropei I;
to reward, ami with no om* to punish except
ini: those w hom public justice may demand
shall In math* t » sutler for actual crime, or w lm
uii"iit tt> In* made !<» civ.* place hi belter public
llis administration, then I >r< while
servants.
!•<*
i:
will necessarily he hemoeraii •. will
e\
hound by
».*r> in eessity that can surround and
press upon a National Administration to
eru the country w ill: a "ii_i
«■>«* to the public
"nod. d'lm Democratie parly slands before the
for
this candidate
sullYaves
their
askiu"
people
h- ails. t,r represents the spirit of n hi m. l ln
|
eandidate himself, if elected, mil'l s| do- Ills
for pe -on d renown, Mr era ti lied amhiiion. t»*r
ut or future, for peace of
honorable tame pn
mind and repose of conscience, upon wliat he
ran do to n store our (lovernnient to its ancient
puril\ ami tin* p* op!-- to their wonted prosperi\\ it 11 a candidate so houu I
ty and happiness.
in the adamantine chains of y irtlie, so fore, d !•*
strain every faculty ami every nerve to tie* I
mamis hi p.oi iet isni, it. won Id he the idlest t*»d>
lor the people to allow a vaizuc distrust of tieDemocrat to divert their 'iitlram
name ot
from him, and to continue in power the parly
that has brought upon us all that we now sutler
from disgrace, Irom imbecility, Irom ••orrnpl
practices, and from a yvide-spread tinaneial dis■.

s

tress.
( oilsi,it>r loo, my

dear sir, or rather ask \ on r

Republican friends, the old \\ hii; friends of mv
youth and early mat.hood, the men anion-

whom l was horn and reared, and w hose habit*
of thought and action I know so well, ask /!/• m
to consider how is it possible for the Itcpuhii< an party, it' continued in power. t<> rescue our
eountry from it* present linaneial eoudition.
That condition has for its root and primary
cause the cnaclruenl of the le-al tender provisions, and the creation of a currency that i*
utterly irredeemable in anything that i I e e i \ i I
i/.ed world or the habits of a commercial people can receive as a measure of values. It is oi
no consequence now what was the real or pretended lie cess it fur the original creation of this
currency, ibis stupendous violation ot a.I the
monetary provisions of our National Constitution, this liuyfe departure from every sound
principle of public tinaucc. I lie evil once done,
it was of course to be undone as soon as the
pressure of tin* real or the pretext for tin* supposed cause for doiii# it was ivmo\ ed. I tut w hat
lias the Republican party done for its removal.
No sooner had the force of ( oiistimtemal truth
wruiux from a reluctant Chid Justice of the
1'nit.eil States a easting Vi te which made a decision that pronounced the haral tender law
unconstitutional tiiaii

the whole

loive

m

me

brought to
bear to produce si now majority of the Bench,
what had
to
reverse
new
and by that
majority
been once judicially determined; and not only
to reverse*, blit to declare that it is competent
to Congiess, at any time when it shall set* lit to
assert a public nccc-sltv for m) doing, t• * create
the monstrous lietion of a legal tender paper
currency. 'The procuring of this 1 atal decision
is the one great achievement of the Republicans
oil the subject of specie pu> incuts >inee the
dose of tlu» war. Not a single step lias been
taken, not a single measure has been adopted,
having the smallest tendency to bring about a
resumption of specie payments. Having procured a declaration by a new majority of the
Supreme Bench that Congress has the power
to make paper money a legal tender, the Republicans have rested content with vague utterances of the desirableness of a return to
specie payments, and with a sham promise
that it shall come about ill l*7P, without any
mortal mail of them having suggested how that
is to he done in 1ST!) which has not been done
or attempted in any year of the past decade.
'L'he consequence of ad this imbecility and incapacity is that business is utterly paralyzed.
No mail knows what to do, tor no man can tell
what the future is to bring forth. Was there,
then, ever a dearer ease for changing the administration of affairs from one party to another? What is wanted is a man of sound
financial views and a deal* head in the olticeof
President of the United States. He may go o
until doomsday, trusting to the representatives
of the people in either House of Congress to
reconcile the differences ot opinion among their
constituents, whose opinions they personally
reflect, in the hope that soft-money men wiil

Republican

Administration

was

of their ways and that hard-mowill find the concessions which they
ought to make. It will all come t<> nothing until there is a man in the otli
of IT. -ulen! who,
raised above tin* necessity lor conciliatory local
opinions, grasping the whole of 1 lie gre :l problem v. it a the band of a master and the brain of
a slaiemiau. aiming at not!iinir but Hie welfare
I e i pi
of ilr
a lid
cap..Me of understanding whai ill-'.. wMfar*' r« quir. s. shall present
\ einie r<■form that will
a p! n *
linam-iai anu
-1 11?
and confidence of the
'onimaud tin
wiil
be compelled b> the
ii.-.i
1 •nple
t'engress
li-il
lie. nation at large at on<*c to make it
;a v.
Then conlideiiee w ill return and hu.-iness
w ill ivviv.
i: we fail to gm sucli a President
we shall blander on and wrangH on until the
rviiiLV and the rich have become the
p • »r a:e
poor, and n -u sectional diiferonees ami collisii
ons arc add' d to lie- social disorganization,
know of no. m. m in the nation to whom I si mu id
more
willingly cuirust the linancial problem
than 1 should io Gov. Tildcn. He is not a rash
man.
He i- not only comprehensive ami ccarsighud. but lie is cautious and conservative,
lie will neither ruin men by a great and sudd- n contraction, nor will he hazard their welfare by giving way to schemes of inflation. If
an\ man can solve this problem of a safe and
speed.' return to specie payments. Gov. Tildcn
may be expected to do it; and although 1 he
necessary measures do not call for the exercise
of the one-man power, it is eminently a question that demands for its lirst treatment the
exercise of the one-brain power.
1 ii my itally passages between the ntv ol New
V*»rk ami my e<mnlry home at this season ol
tiie year 1 am obliged to pass along the East
mor hr a distance ot about two miles on a
liny-boat. Jt is absolutely appalling to contra-1 the present condition of our wharves and
docks with what it was when 1 began, fourteen
>ears ago, to male this passage before one of
the noblest water-fronts in the world. New
York had then a commerce whicli it made om ’*
heart-wi ll to behold, fin al hulls, who*c enormous hulk betokened wii.it they hud brought
or were to take aw
ay, lay tier on tier along the
"'bore. Eore-is ol masts, smoke-stacks, dertoo
thick for any unpractised eye to
rick*,
count, almost hid the buildings behind them
from sight. The iuees* ant rattle ol the caulkr-* hanniK r- made a music, wiiieh any eonlemphitive man might fora moment prefer to the
mein viral harmonics of an opera house. NuLw
.!hstamiiiig that one feds like an insiguiiieaut
atom in the presence of any great manifeslaUon
ot c• 11!• c11ve human power and activity, there
iai v.
something exhilarating in -itch a
-cce
ii is nearly ail gone.
1 lie traveller on
the-:- Waters now pas.-es whole stretches ol
wiiieh
no
cral't
is lying. In
whatever
I
m n\
and many a slip he sees no objects big-'i
iium the heads of hoys whom the heat of
the day ha" driven into the tide.
Skirting yesrday afternoon by these melancholy place*, 1
I on the deck of the ferry-boat with a liepub;; an friend, who in an unguarded moment
ilow'-d an e:,‘eiamafioii to e-cape him which
>i.ow t-.i dial lie 1 11 tin- contrast as I did. “And
v<
-aid 1, “you are not willing to have us
J> mocrais change tin- Administration of the
davi t nlin :i:. and try what can he done to rc-re
our
National commerce to its former
i-; >viiei■;t ■..'
In an instant all my friend's poati'-al antagonism wa* aroused. “No,” lie lead.
i wid tie', r consent that the men who
n.ade all tin- desolation necessary by encourb> making the rebellion, shall he
aging.
'’brush'd v.bh tin* l.ov-rnineni.” Aly friend
who uttered ibis sentiment is a man of great
intelligence and purity oi' character, hut knowand in’, eteraie are his poi
mew-.
I d1 not continue the cunver-ation.
i’herc are tho-.* with whom one cannot reason
oi.
Ilii-s subject, because they pei'i»etually go
'•aek lYmu the pn sent to the past, and. illog;«
ally pulling' the responsibility lor the late ei\ ii
war
‘.marc u certamly doc* not
belong, they
argue iliaL iho-c who have caused great )>ublie
mi-chi* !- arc not the persons to remedy ihem.
I*ut there are oihrr- whom we call po.ssib y

When the rascality about the
whites.
Black Hills is settled, then he will stop his
New 1’oiiK, July 14—The following
lias promised
new account of
Custer’s light is from rascality. The government
much to the agency people that never was
THURSDAY, JULY 20, 187(3.
Lieut John (lariand of Co. il. sixth infulfilled, and it wants to move the agenlantry:
cies again. If moved, who will occupy PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY -MORIS I XU
lie says that Custer arranged for Keno
the lands? It belongs to you. If you
la attack the Indians in the rear, while he
remain where you are, 1 want you to send WILLIAM II. SIMPSON.
them
in
front.
This
would
have
fought
liie good white people won't
worked all right, as Keno had got in tint me word, if
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
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for the Journal.
Crook
has
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been heard from at his
when it was too late, he made a hold dash,
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trying to cut through them, but the enemy camp on Goose Creek, under date of July York,
will receive advertisements for this paper, at j
were too many,
lie fell about the iirst 15th. lie
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
says—
attention.
one, and the horses becoming unmanageHorace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
My last information trom Bed Cloud
able, the poor soldiers were cut down in
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
was that the Cheyennes had left
Agency
it.
The
less time than it takes to tell
there to reinforce the enemy in my front.
Sioux then turned all their force upon
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Major Keno, who charged them with one
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permission and ordered the date.
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Although
It nukes ones heart sick to look over
desiring their advertisements published in tin Jourto whip them with my present nal will please so slate to the Court.
my
ability
the battle ground and see the poor follows,
force, the victory would likely lie one barsome of them with their entrails cut out,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the adJn-ss of
ren of results, and 1 have thought it betpapers changed, must state the Post Cilice to which
others with eyes dug out and their hearts
ter to defer the attack until l can get the tin* paper has been sent as well ns the one to which
laid across their faces. The most fearful
5th here and then end the campaign with it is to go.
sight was Col. Cook. He was a splendid one
crushing blow. The hostile Indians
4i>'S. IF Niles, No. 0 Ticmont Street, Boston, is
looking man, with long dark whiskers, are,
according to my advices, encamped agent for the publisher of this paper, and his iv.i ipt>
and the Indians dug his face all out, in
and orders aroYilways recognized.
on the Little Horn, near the base of the
order to get his line beard, it is supposed.
mountain and will probably remain there
&tTln sending money, state THE POrfI' OFFJCL
They did not disfigure (ion. Custer in any until
my reinforcements come up. 1 re- to which the paper is sent—c*
wav, lmt bis brother, Tom Custer, was
ceived a despatch from Get. Terry this
opened and his heart taken out.
[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
me to co operate, l will
control to appear in tin* Journal, will i:> ed to make
It i estimated that the enemy lost oOU morning, asking
do so to the best of my ability.
that request of the Court. 1
men, though it is hard to tell how many
Geo. T. Crook,
were killed, as they carried most of them
Brigadier-General.
l'OK PRESIDENT,
our
SitSome
ot
men
claim
Unit
away.
ting Hull was killed, as he is known to
Gov Tililen's reply to the Committee.
some, and an Indian answering his deThe following is tlio reply of (iov. Tilscription was found dead, but no doubt
o
OF \ i:W VnUM.
this is a mistake as they would have tried
den to tiie Committee Lliat officially inGen. Terry and the
to carry him along.
Ft hi Vice Pn evident,
formed him of his nomination
remaining officers are feeling very badly.
General MeClernand and Gentleman of
W hen Gen. Terry name up and looked
down on the body of the noble general, the Committee: 1 shall at my earliest
ok Indiana.
the tears coursed down his face and he convenience prepare and transmit to you
said, “The Mower ot the army is gone at a iormal acceptance of the nomination
Custer was supposed to be the which you now tender to me in behalf of
last.
FOR COVF.KNOI;,
first one who died, hut though he fell the Democratic National Convention, ami
first we found seventeen cartridge shells 1 do not desire on this occasion to anticiby Itis side where he had kept them oil' pate any topic which might be appropriOF EAST AIACHI AS.
ate to that communication,
it may, howuntil the last moment.
There can bo no blame attached to any ever, lie permitted to me to say that my
For Electors of President and Vice-President
If Custer nomination was not a mere personal prefone for tnis fearful slaughter.
At Large—.JOS111’11 TITO)ML,
lmd had the whole regiment it would erence between citizens and statesmen of
CLIAKLFS W. KURFKTS.
only have been worse as the Sioux were this republic who might very well have
in great force. Lieut. Garland says that ot been chosen for so august a duty.
It was
: e.iiu-c there will be some one blamed
by rather a declaration of that august body
the joistcm papers, but as an eye-witness in whose behalf you speak in favor of adThe Democrats of the Fifth
Di.-trict
of the battle he cannot censure any one. ministrative reform, with which events of Maine are requested to meetCongressional
by their delegates at
Then is one poor Crow Indian w ho has hail associated me in the public mind.
KLLSWORTH, THURSDAY, AUOUST in, 1S7(!,
AT 10 O’CLOCK A. 31.
The strength, of the universality and
live shots through him, yet he is happy
eacn.
the efficiency of the demand for adminis- To nominate a Candidate Tor Representative to Conbecause he has nine scalps at liis side.
and
a
Candidate
for Presidential Fleet or, for
11 is singular that men of fair intelligence and
The Sioux were all from some agency, trative relorm in all governments, and gress,
said District.
common candor should not be able to see that if
The
of
basis
as we found camp equipments that had
in
the
administration
ot
the
representation will be one delegate
especially
a
balance of iv-pou-ibility for tie* late civil war
1
not been used and blankets that were Federal Government, with which the for every City, own and organized Plantation, and
v
re to be struck between the two
an
additional
polili.al
delegate for every seventy-live votes
parties ol the country, the larger .share of blame new and branded I'. S. Indian department j Democratic masses everywhere were in- cast for the Democratic Candidate for Oovornor at.
would m>; tall to the Democrats, iiut the truth
: the State election of 1x74, and majority fraction will
| stinet have led to a series of surprises in entitle to an additional delegate.
a<;::nt v\x devkuV kepout.
is that v. ith no sin»vv of justice can the war b«the popular assemblages, and perhaps in
R. A. Tkeat.
regarded as all} thing but a sectional collision,
Wasuixcton, July 11..—Indian inspect- the convention itself, it would be unnatAi:niru Modi:.
having its origin in remote causes, the existence or Van Dover
H milton .Jay.
that
at the council ural.
reports
if
a
and operation of which it is idle to impute to
gentlemen,
popular movement,
Peltiah Mom:.
with the Indians of lied Cloud and .Spotted so
the part} action of any porliou of the
and so powerful, should stop
Lowin' Rose.
genuine
people,
■North or Mouth; a- if such party action Had Tail agencies June doth, these chiefs and with ;i,.jOO.OOU
July 10, 1S7<*.
|
Democrats; that it should
produced tin* <t! tempi* *i paralion of the St ales others expressed their willingness to re- ! not extend
to that large
by
contagion
mto two nations.
The war. however, like all
linquish the lilac!; Hills country upon the | mass oi independent voters who stand bewars of git
magnitude and long continuance, terms named
'flic most transparent luimbuggery of
by Van Dever. The chiefs tween parties in our country and even to
has left behind it a train of enormous evils,
it
all promise to keep their people at home | a moderate
ha- exhausted the resources of the
of the party under the Hayes letter of acceptance is its surcountry by
portion
creating a National debt that lias never yet been and remain about the agencies.
They whose administration the evils to be cor- face devotion to the reform of tlm civil
-o managed as not to press with a
terrible declare and the evidence here sustains rected have
grown up.
service. The hypocrisy that underlies it
weight upon the industries of the people*. and their declaration that
very few .Sioux are
l crimps m wnat we have witnessed i
b
the introduction of a curren- y which, a- a
all is as plain as the nose on a man’s face.
medium tor tin* inea-urc and exchange of values absent, and that if is eldelly the Cheyen- there may be an augury in respect to
nes who have committed the doprepations
waste- every ill.ill's labor faster than lie can
what we may witness in the election The writer must think this a nation of
aivumuiab* a protit from either his labor or his in this
and have gone north about to take
neighborhood
place throughout our eoun- fools, to put confidence in such nonsense.
•'apital. The removal of these evils was in the to join the liostiles.
trv : at least let us hope so aiul believe so.
hands ol the lb-publicans. They have had the
to the Hayes theory, the vast
the
the
inspector says
arrangement 1 am not without experience of the dilli- According
lull power of legislation ami government loi a
of
ofiicc-hoiders
that got together at
llie
that
1
as
with
Indians
practica- eully and the labor of elfectiug adminis- army
regard
]"•■ iud of sixP’cii y ear-, if they think that they
are eiitui-d to jdtime themselves on the fact
ble, is an agreement between them and trative reform when it
did so for the purpose id'nomJJineinnati,
a
revolurequires
^•a! tSn-y earn d usuccessfully through the the government by which they shall re- tion in p dicics and in measures long esinating a candidate whose first duty, il
war, whal can lie-aid oi their success in freeing
all right to the l>laek Hills and tablished ia
linquish
n- from its deplorable
government. If 1 were to elected, would he to turn out the incomconsequences? it they
consent lo sitah diminished boundaries of
have demonstrated their utter
judge in the year and a halt in which .1
mcajeieitv to ivtheir reservation as shall secure this ob- have been in the State Government, 1 petent, the useless and th * dishonest, and
ia-\e the people Iroiil those
consequence-—a
t in that i- -o glaring and undeniable that it
In
consideration
the
ject.
government should say that the routine duties of the till their places with men of integrity and
“how.- in it- turn how little oi credit is due to
shall guarantee to continue the supplies trust 1 have had
imposed on me are a capacity. If this were understood 1" Inthem a- a mere
Jur the iiroseci.it ion of the
see

the

]!»■>

men

error

■

...

--

Samuel J.

Tilden,

1

Thomas A. Hendricks,
JOHN C. TALBOT,

Fiftli District Democratic Convention.

<

pari}
-"oh r:Ye coiiiihiVeu energies of i lie Whole
ot
the
North
without reference to party
people
divisions. Tin- case then now stand- thus; the
ib pubheaii party, us a political
organization, is
inc.r -able of
restoring the couniry to a condition
<ii prosperity, and at the same time its leaders
and politicians are unwilling to have tin*
people
'"di upon th' Democratic party to undertake
‘hat duty.
They expert by appeals to the
biri. -t prejudices to induce tin*
people to hear
l-uim r and indefinitely -tin* ill- they have" ie.-t
‘*‘e\ ma\ *‘lly to oilier- that
they know' not of."
W b.ii are the-e other iil- tiiatthev know not ol r
All m>n
everyvyhere, of all political stripes,'
li;.\•* aerepit'd the Nationa
supremacy under
.ib f on.-lituiioii as it ha* been established bv
•'

d.e

result

tin*

oi

war.

All

men

everywhere

have accepted as filial tin* new social condition
"i li e former slave-holding Male.-. The Democrat v party, discarding all
questions oil wliieii
‘h"r<* can be a11 \ dillereuee oi opinion among
lioue>t and patriotic citizens, n-k nothing but to
»•"
reform tin* administration
aiiovyed to try
oM i>e < i. v rnmeld \\ b ieh tile I b
publican- hav
i»;i-• i. ami to it build the
prosperity of the
«';• '*■ hi* h tin U» publican have laid vv asle.
; ei the people are lo be told that
they ought
not to permit thi- eilort to be made because me
Mint lit rn slav e-htddei', oi' some til them who
aiteiiipb-d lo breaiv up the fnion, were forimri
called inumerals.
Ii i- very much a- it a
-tewardoi the name of Smith were to say to hima-lti. "Mr, your ailairs are in
great coulu* am >orry 1 have not been able to
straighten them out; but 1 advise yam not to
nipiov Mi. done-, for you remember that it
wa
a m.m of lIn* name of Jones with
whom
}ou had that great law-suit about one of vour
farms, and you know that I heal him and saved
!iie property for \ou."
replies the unhapp\ owner* ol a great property mortgaged
with an enormous dib:,
1 know. Air.
Smith, that you were -levvard when i had that
law-suit, but you made it cost two or three
what b should have cost by your ruinous
method of procuring tie money. You have
nice so squam.li r d and
mismanaged my revenue- that i cannot
pay an hone.-t. debt. You
may go. i shall try what Air. Jones can do for
mm
i in iv i- nothing but his name in
common
beivvren him and m- old adversary in the lawait."
>

■

•“>*

>'<

sa...

wiusMiii

metaphor

or

cn-

that it' the Republican partv had
anything to rely upon hut its boast that “its
'*■ 'ds liav passed into
history;'* if, in other
words, !i had manifested any power to relieve
tin- distr«:.'>es ol the
people; if it could point to
:uiy uiie practical measure as an earnest that it
h :d loimd and can he trusted to
apply the remedy, then I should say, in Heaven's name let it
continue to govern the country. But it is to be
presumed that it. lias put forth its strongest
eiaiius in what is called its “platform," and i
look through that document in vain for a single
recital of any such ground of conlidence. I Jind
nothing on the .subject of our greatest diilieulty
in this hour of supreme
anxiety and distress,
but tiii- vague and indetinite resolution.
rumloer:

.on,

fourth—la the first act of Congress
signed bv
I'resident Grant the .National Government assumed
any doubts ot its purpose to discharge
all just obligations to public creditors, and
solemnly
pledged its faith to make provision at the earliest
practicable period for the redemption of the United
.states notes in coin. Commercial prosperity,
public* interests and .National cr« «tTt demand that this
promise be fulfilled by a continuous and steady proto
gress
specie payment.
i'» remove

period of nearly eight years has elapsed
>ince this uncertain promise was put forth.
\\ hat one thing lias been done which shows
that
a continuous and steady
progress to
specie payment” lias even been begun? Jl
seems as if the wisest beads of the
party had
been employed in framing a palpable condemnation of their own inellicieucy. They assert
a promise to do
something and a public duty to
do it; but in no single line of the whole document do they undertake to show that they have
made any "provision” to tullill the ptoniise, to
discharge the duty, or that they know or have
conceived of any means of meeting what they
say tin: public interest demands. Yet upon
them lias been the burthen, upon them has
been the responsibility, in their hands lias been
the power, year alter year, through the
long
mid dreary period in which we have waited
and waited for their action; and, now that
they
have nothing to show and the time lias come
lor tlie pec ip jo to determine whether
they will
grant to this party’ a new lease of power, the
people are to be cajoled with a ‘’continuous and
steady progress” in that which lias had no beginning, which in the nature of things can have
no continuity, of which neither steadiness nor
unsteadiness ran he predicated, and which in
tiie place of progress gives us blank vacuity
and nothingness. The promises of the
licans to restore specie payment are like the
promises of the currency’ itself. You present
a greenback for payment, anil you get another
promise to pay. You ask for a fulfillment of
pledges and you get another pledge. Where
and how is this to end? I see no end that is
possible but to put the power and responsibility of legislation and government into other
hands.' Whether the people will see it in the
same light we shall know when
they have acted. In the meantime, we who advocate the
change have a very plain duty to perform.
With great regard, and many congratulations
on the results at St. Louis, ]
remain, yours sinGeo. Ticknok Curtis.
cerely,
Frederick O. Prince, Esq., Boston, Mass.
A

itepnh-

The New York Ilerald suggests
to Custer and subscribes #1000.

a

monument

Tho

The Indians-

Sit'.. .(‘Mini1)!)! iiHlhVi.aVftfhk

e'nu'sTroih by

the attempt to change tin; policy of tiie
(iovernment of which 1 have been the Executive head. Especially is this so where
the reform is to bo worked out with more
or less of the
co-operation of public ollicers who either have been tainted with
the e\ils to lie redressed or who have been
incapacitated by habit or toleration of tlie
wrongs to Ire corrected to which they
have been consenting witnesses.
1. therefore, if your choice should be
ratified by the people at the election,
should enter upon the great duties which
would bill upon me not as a holiday recreation. but very much in that spirit of
consecration in which the soldier enters
battle. ( Applause.) lint lot us believe,
as 1 do believe, that we now see the dawn
lor cultivation, and to those engaged in of
a better
day for our country, and that
stock raising or other useful industry.
diliienlt as is Liie work to which the DemProvision also should be made for school- ocratic
party, with ninny-of the allies and
ing the children and lor the instruction of former members id other parties, lias adA law dressed
young men in the mechanic arts.
itself, the republic is yet to be
should be established among them, the
renovated, to live in all the future and to
jurisdiction ol our courts extended to lie transmitted to future
generations as
them the -nine as to white men.
1 would Jefferson
contributed to form ilia his day,
the
Sioux
the
of
give
privilege
sending and in which it has been ever since until
one of tin ir people to sit us a
delegate in a recent period, a blessing to the whole
Congress.
(Applause.) Gentlemen. 1 thank
rim Indians ol Spotted Tail and Rod people.
for tins very kind terms in which you
Cloud agencies have not at any time since you
have made your communication, and 1
the recent troubles commenced been in- extend to
you collectively and individually
clined to join the hostile tribes of the
a most cordial
greeting.
north.
The northern Cheyennes who do
not properly
have
belong here,
gone out
The Preliminary Elections.
in considerable numbers to avenge the destruction of one oi their villages.
Xearlv
Kentucky, first Monday in August.
tin- entire force of Sioux Indians, old men
Vermont, second Tuesday in Septemand young, are at home and with tlie ex- ber.
ception of liOO or 400 have not at any
California, first Wednesday in Septemtime been absent within the past seven ber.
months. 11, however, they are deprived
Maine, second Monday in September.
of the means of subsistance at home,
(ieorgia, first Wednesday in October.
they
will necessarily scatter in search ot someOhio. Indiana. Iowa. Nebraska and
thing to eat. Many of them will strike West Virginia, second Tuesday in Octofor the buffalo country and that will take
ber.
them to the vicinity of the hostile
camps
and tend to swell the forces now opposed
The boiler explosion of the British ironto weti. (.rook.
plated turret ship Thunderer, by which
to
tlio
is
the
Appended
report
following twenty persons were killed and sixty
statement of ‘•Bear-Stands-up,” an Indian
wounded, will revive the distrust enterof Spotted Tail agency, win arrived from tained
in England regarding the efficienBull’s
Sitting
camp June 25th.
cy of the navy. The disabled vessel is one
1 went to the hostile camp for the ot
the tour great steamers which form the
purpose of bringing homo sumo relations “first class” of the British iron-clad fleet.
and children belonging to my wife. There She
carries four 35-ton guns, weighs
are a few lufl'thern Santees, Vanktonais.
157 tons, and has space for 1,000 tons of
Ariekoras and i irosventres. The chiefs of coal.
She is, accordingly, of greater acthe above are Santce-Bed-Knd and White
count than the Vanguard, the loss of which
Face. The others are not known. Of the made the British
people fear that their
above there are but very few people. (>f naval oilicers
and sailors lacked ability
(lie Northern Cheyenne, Black Moccasin
to manage iron-dads of the
proportions
is chief of about 17d lodges; Blackfoot which
modern warfare demands.
chief is Scabby Head; Uncapapas chief is
Sitting Bull; Sansorcs chief. Spotted
\\ hen Theodore Tilton returned to New
Kagle; Minneeonjous chief. Black Shield; York from his recent
lecturing tour, lie
Horse.
In
all
chief,
Ogolallas
Crazy
sent Mrs. Tilton $1000 and $100
specially
these there are a little over 2U0U lodges.
lor tlie son Ralph.
Mrs. Tilton refused
After the troops got into the country I
the money for her own use and
placed it
could not get away. The Indians made
in a bank to the credit of the children, but
the soldiers watch ihe camp and keep the
said nothing to Ralph about the father’s
people together. I talked with Sitting
Mr. Tilton considered this act as
Bull before leaving, and then moved my gilt.
evidence that the mother could not longer
lodge out in the night, coming very lar be trusted with the
boy, took the child to
around to keep out of the way of both
Indians and troops, and came homo by New Jersey, where he insists upon keepthe road known as the old Fort Pierre ing him. Airs. Tilton i3 almost frantic
with grief.
road on the east side of the Black Hills,
the
road
about halfway between
striking
The correspondent of the Rockland
the Missouri and the Black Hills, and then
came straight to this agency.
Sitting Opinion, writing from Camden, says—
Thunks lo the editor of the Belfast Journal,
Bull sends now to my agent to Bismelte
and to Bouchet that he does not intend to for the suggestion in his last week's issue in
relation to the Presidential elector in this dismolest any one south of the Black Hills, trict. Jinn. Edward
Cushing is just the man
but will light the whites in that country for the position, and Ids Camden friends would
as long as the question is unsettled, and if feel grateful if the convention which will soon
meet should nominate him for that position.
not settled, as long as he lives. As soon
as the Black Hills question is settled, lie
Bartlett, the Bowdoinham bank robber, is
wants my agent to send him word and tell
wasting away within the walls of 1 he
him what to do.
He says lie linds a great gradually
Slate Prison. His disease may be styled the
and
other
about
the
“old-fashioned”
guns
many
things
consumption. He refuses to
Hills where the white men have killed take the doctors’ medicines, but lias a treatment of his own that lie puts in force, with a
each other and left them on the prairies.
determination to struggle on and live as long
Sitting Bull asked how the Brides were as possible.
treated at their agency. 1 told him well,
A little son of William Conpe of South Attlebut he does not believe it. He does not.
boro was bitten on the linger by a blaek-aml
want to light tho whites, only steal from
tan terrier about two months
On Wedthem, as they have done. White men nesday morning last Hr. S. Clappago.
of Pawtucket
steal and Indians will not come to the pronounced him to have decided symptoms of
settlement.
The whites kill themselves hydrophobia, and the child died on Thursday
and make the Black Hills stink with dead morning, after a night of terrible suffering.
lie says lie heard that the Indians
men.
A schooner of about 145 tons, laden with cord
coining from the Agency would not he wood, stripped and abandoned, with a hole
allowed to return, lie has made a law stove in the bow, was picked up off Cape Elizabeth and towed into Portland by the Revenue
that no visitors shall pass between the steamer Dallas and a
pilot boat Saturday mornagency and his camp, either Indians or ing. Her name cannot be ascertained.
the date of the new agreement. 1 would
further stipulate with the Indians that
they shall whenever the government requires consent, to the removal of the
agencies from their present location to
any point that may be designated for tuem,
on or near the Missouri river where better
tanning lands can be found, or to wherever the government may choose to transfer them to better their condition.
As an
inducement to their consent to such removal or transfer there should lie offered
them a reasonable supply of stock, cattle,
oxen, farming implements, lumber for
houses, cooking stoves and utensils, wagons, Ac. to lie distributed to those onlv
where they lake land and settle upon it.

•

would begin to secretly oppose the election of tlio candidate, and ho would be

straightway slaughtered in the lion-c ol
his professed friends. He. cannot alibi'd
to have it understood that lie means to
cause a

reformation, by sifting

less office holders: for the

docs, good bye to support
class of patriots.
(bant tried, or professed

out the u

;e-

moment

In-

from that
to

try, that

very tiling in LS70. In his message of that
year lie called the attention of Congress,
then overwhelmingly’ of his own party, to
the matter of civil service reform, in these
words—
Always l.iVorin.L? )>r:i -lit*al reform, I respectfully call your attention 1» one almse of loiiy

>t:iII«liii:;. which I Would like to see remedied
by this <'ou^re>s. ll i- a reform in the « i\ iI
service of the country. J would have ii y<> beyond t!e mere lix in" of the tenure of clerks and
employes, who do not require “the advice and
consent ot the Senate’’ t<> make their appointments complete.
i would have it govern not
the tenure, but the manner of making all appointments. There is no duly which so much
embarrasses the Kxcculive and heads of !»
[tarlnunits as that of appointments, nor i l Imre
any such arduous and thankless labor impo-u d
upon our Senators and K »pro«*cntati ves as that
oflindinuc places for constituents. The. present
system does not secure the best men, and often
not even lit men for public places.

This is quite as plain as the recent declaration of Hayes, but how much has it
amounted to?

There has not been

one

step taken in the interest ot such reform,
not one incompetent civil servant removed
in pursuance of reform. A lew have been
punished—but that was done in spite of
executive interference in their favor, laththan by any Presidential aid to reformation. As we said at the outset, tSie scheme
is a transparent humbug.
Wait and see

er

if it. don't prove
It

Some of tile

so.

Won't

I3o.

papers arc denouncing the i’residoiit since iiis removal
of Jewell without any apparent cause,

except

Republican

gratify

to

a

spite,

and show

ail

in-

tention to cut loose from him. That can't
be done. The resolution is scarcely cold
from the forge of the Cincinnati Convention. in which Grant and his administration

was

endorsed

fully

and

thoroughly.

You can't get from under it, try you ever
so hard.
Resides, this administration and
its office holders arc

for

the'coming eight

a
power in the land
months. They must

bo consulted, conciliated and sustained,
there will bo trouble. Grant can't be

or

converted into a pack-horse to carry all
the party sins, anil pointed at with the

linger

of scorn, not unless you want to

fuss in your

see a

Grant

are

menagerie.
yoked together by

Hayes and

yoyr platform, ami there must be lair treatment
all around, or the team will pull different
ways.
Great interest is excited by tile attitude
of Gen Bristow, late Secretary of the
Treasury, in respect to the investigating
committee. Being summoned, and questioned as to certain matters discussed with
the President, he refused to answer, saving that conferences between the President
and Cabinet officers were privileged and
should not be

Since that time
the President has written a letter author-

izing

and

make

answer

divulged.

requesting

the late

to all such

Secretary to
inquiries, it is

reported that Bristow will

not make any

statement, notwithstanding, and that the
President knew he would not before making the request. Meanwhile the public arc
imagining a very had state of things concerning the whiskey frauds and other subjects of Congressional inquiry.

Congrossional Nomination.

We have received numerous letters in
regard to the coming Convention at Ellsworth, and the claims ot Mr. Spofford to
the

Congressional

nomination. They all
agree that any other course than the one
which shall give Mr. S. the undisputed
usage accorded to candidates, will bo a
wrong to that gentleman and disastrous
to the party. Says a prominent Democrat
in

western town of Hancock—

a

“I am surprised to Irani that anybody even
tliinks of 1 a king the nomination from Mr. SpofI'onl, to whom it certainly la-longs.
Wo don’t
want to commit parly suicide by tilling his
friends with anger and resentment, as they
certainly would bn by such a course. Then let
all such “feelers" that may lie put forth, he
met with a refusal to even consider them at
all."

Mr. Madigan Declines.
The

Bangor Commercial publishes
following card—

Letter from Philadelphia.
the

To the Democratic and Independent Electors
of the Fourth Congressional Dis’t of Maine:
Gentlemen—The reluctance with which 1
accepted last year’s nomination has been well
understood by you all. and 1 have not concealed from you the improbabilities of my being a
candidate at the coming canvass.
I have been induced by the solicitation of
many persons, to withhold, up to the present,
an absolute declination; but 1 feel it would be
improper longer to delay it. Profoundly grateful. therefore, for vour unusually liberal and
kindly support at'the last election—so liberal
and so kind that the remembrance of it will
ever be cherished among the fondest of
my recollections, J hereby decline a nomination for
the current year, but, as a fellow worker with
you, I shall give my hearty support to the
nominee of your adoption.
Yours most respectfully,
James C. Madigan

Iloulton, July 13,1870.

That there is -v bad state of things in
South Carolina cannot be doubted. The
usual and legitimate fruit of carpet-bag
rule is fully apparent, in jealousy ot races,

distrust, defiance, collision and bloodshed, At the Hamburg riot, of last week,
a colored military company on
parade
needlessly blocked the road and stopped passage for a carriage, when white
like circumstances, would
men, under
have allowed the travellers to pass. When
summoned before a colored magistrate,
the captain and his followers refused to

bite magistrate called

obey,

a

posse, and

in tho endeavor to enforce the law lives

sacrificed.

were

While

li>* customary howl about rebel
atrocities goes up, let the tacts be kept in
mind, that the negroes lost their lives in
1

resisting the law, ami that they were stimulated t<> tiie riot by carpet bag teachings.
Such things do not happen in states not

The Commercial names for the position
declined by Mr. Madigan, Ebon S. Coe,
Esq a well known and much esteemed

preserves the rights of all,
and oppresses none. The races live together in peace and harmony.

locality

When

a

discussion

arose

in the

House

of the

ami Australian children, who have often
visited us in a side-show capacity, are
made known to the public by loud-

Journal.

Philadelphia, July 8, 187G.
The celebration of our one hundredth
national birthday was such a lilting tribute

mouthed shooters; dance halls arc plenty
in the city. Kim Avenue has three at least;
all the theatres are playing to line houses;
the magic of Operti’s Garden draws a

patriotic Americans would be
to pay such a day in their existence.
The initiatory steps were taken on
the evening of tin; third, when the grandest torch-light procession ever formed in
this country, martial music and midnight
ceremonies at Independence Hall, helped
as

supposed

goodly throng; and lastly on the streets,
there surges a crowd, the make up of
which is more various than the colors of
Joseph's

Tim Aroostook Times says that the
Powers libel suit, to which it was a party, is by no means at an end. It says that
the petition filed in 1*7.) was set aside on
motion ol the defendant’s counsel, for the
purpose of offering a new petition, asking for another trial of the ease, and al-

to entertain an immense concourse of peo-

ple. The representatives of ail nations fects, the French will try
distance us in
participated in the procession ; their peo- 187b. Though tlie job looks difficult at
ple as well were sprinkled in among the first sight, we can but allow that it is to
spectators to the imposing scenes. On he placed in most enterprising hands.
Broad and Chestnut streets many private
F.
residences

were

illuminated, and

some

Some of the hotels in the

city

til In* is dead.

and

near

Speaker Kerr writes from Bock Alum Spring-*
that he i- ‘Steadily and substantially improving in health.”

the grounds were greatly over-crowded.
At the Elm Avenue the nights preceding

succeeding the Fourth, cot
placed in the halls and parlors
and

modate the extra numbers.

1 luring three dav s there were D deaths from
sunstroke in Washington, ur, in New York, and
-I* in Baltimore.

beds were
to accom-

The day

was

A man I-;. Tin mum
! il. N. 1. iiuh of Linus, was found dead in a barn in Brewer.
Cause, heart disease.
«

also very profitable tor the soda-fountain
At Tafts’Grand Pavilion, outside
men.

m

Exposition Grounds, they claim to
have sold upwards of -Ibuo glasses, and

The Countess of Duil'erin i- 01 b*et 0 ini,.-,
long and has g:i f, < o inches hr. adth of beam.
The countess is a yacht.

out ot the way,

James L. 31 ills, one of tin* mint prominent
business im n of Boston, diid Fridav night. H
was one of the Dartmoor prisom rs.

the

this is

a

place somewhat

Tufts has

too.

numerous

fountains in the

buildings as well as a line exhibit in Machinery Hall, but none compares with this
monster. Its height is ;!:! leet; value
000. The horse-ears from the grounds to
the city are jammed full, morning and
gentleman night. 1 have never seen a ear so full hero

During a sev< iv thunder shower at Kenticbunk. Friday night, the I niturian < hunh w
-trin-k by lightning. Damage slight.

We publish to-day a second letter from
the Centennial from the penot Charles W.
Frederick of this city. This was intended
for last week’s issue, but came to hand

the other day, on the bill for employing
the army to protect the Texas 1 rentier, a
negro member moved that no troops be
withdrawn from South Carolina, and had

hat rtl'cct doe- cutting otf a dog*-tail have
hi> !o uuoii >n'/ It h i- no effect <n hi- c. :•
riai'c.but -fop- his vvaggin’. [New Orleans P
W

on

too late. 1 he writer is a young
who lias decided powers of observation
yet but they were always willing to acand a very pleasant way of recording what commodate ono or two more. Our foreign
he sees.
Ho will write out for the col- cousins have the advantage of us, in that
read a letter on the Hamburg riot. Mr. umns of the Journal some of his notes of the
companies have more, idea ol comfort
Cox touched tiie core of the whole mat- the Great
tor their patrons than love of nickel pieces,
Exposition.
ter when lie said—
and admit only enough to till the seats.
Hurrah for the ladies! After all efforts
lh* conics here and has an anonymous letter
The hot weather seems to have no efis
intended
to
tic
in
shaken
road, This letter
for the preservation of the Old South
fect on the number of visitors at the Exthe lace of the House i'or hud purposes. (Jeorgiu
lia> nc\ er touched this matter, (feorgia is en- Church have failed, the telegraph bears
At Memorial Hall tohibition (jrour.ds.
tirely innocent of it. The State of .South Caro- to us this
announcement—“Twenty ladies day the crowd was so dense ns to hardly
lina is 1 o-day a Republican State—the worse
governed Slate in the Cnioii, bad all around of Hi is city have purchased the old South allow of one's
passing through the corriits borders, bad in its heart, bud on tiie sea
Church building, and if they fail to secure
coast, bad in Klgetield County, everywhere
dors. The average attendance the past
rotten to tiie core, so your own party papers requisite funds for the purchase of the
few days, has reached nearly tjojitio. Phc
have said. (Jive South Carolina a Democratic
land within 00 days, they will take down
government and fair play as in Tennessee. Virrestaurants are well filled at noon, though
ginia. and other Slates, that have been rescued the building, and re-erect it elsewhere.”
not generally crowded. The French llcsfrom this maladministration, and von will see
that every man white or black will bo oared
tam..ut ol Troi' Frcrcs Provcrseaux is one
The subscriptions to save the Old South
for under the law. i do not believe that tin*
of the mo.-t extensive; this is a branch of,
United States (Jovernmcnt is to look out for Church
from demolition come in very
and
trouble
in
the
States
every
apply military
and conducted on the same plan as their
power. 'That is a new idea n this country
slowly. $ 1-0,000 is the price asked, and
establishments in Paris. Prices very
that you have to touch with a federal bayonet
only $00,000 has been put on the paper, grand
every ^mdi place. The object is to get up a
unreasonable. The Vienna Restaurant, as
between memory and mammon the conerv all through this land this fall for had purwell as others, both native and foreign, is
Malignant hat.*, spice, bloody sliirtDm, test
poses.
appears to be unequal.
are all that are in it.
an excellent, place to get a good dinner,
1 lie hot weather calls with a loud voice but one must expect to pay exorbitant
I ul Scliuiz rather likes Tihlen, but
for ice, and iL is going from the banks of rates.
tears that lie may die in olliee, ami that
In looking over the Maine Educational
the
Kennebec as last as shipping can take
he
don't
bewhom
like,
Hendricks,
may
it.
The
cities
are
full
of
big
come (’resident.
Don't worry, Carl. That
parched Department, 1 thought it compared favorthat
for
the
article. ably with the exhibits of other Slates.
to a tongues
is an accident that never

long

happened

Democratic I’residenl, and a man who
can smash a New York ring needn’t be
afraid of
my is as

in four years. fncle Samhe is honest.
tough

dying

as

Tlie Democrats of Boston held a

rousing

Tihlen and Hendricks meeting at l'aneuil
Jlull on the evening of the lf.th. Charles
!**'••

....’

■'

1

1

•*.

..

■

The Journal will please put ns among
the doubters. Wo don't believe in any
such anchorite.

nui..

W'•
in

exceedingly mortilicU last week to
paragraph which was written and put
type, at tin- Pist moment before going to
press, and of which we did not sec- the proof,

by Judge Abbott-, and by
.Messrs. Collins, Dacey and others,
l'hc
old cradle was rooked by cheers for the
great reformer, Im who is to be the next
1’resident.
An emir occurred in

columns last
week, in stating last fall’s majority in the
fifth Congressional District. Upon the
Governor vote in the towns composing
our

The

-New \ ork from the fir-d, to the seventeenth
of July.

Augusta papers talk about UK! as the
summer temperature of that place.
Xo
wonder they long for Squirrel Island.

can

the Democratic

be readied.

counts the leaders had

The Connecticut cabinet ollicer, that
--like a rich Jewell in an Ethiop’s

was

ear,” suddenly dropped
It costs but

got into

a

A

quarrel

New

1).

tled
ious

by, pastor

three

city.

The Bangor Whig is
shirt of prodigious size.

shaking

grips
liap is

one

the

a

bloody

While the editor

wristbands,

ensanguined

in South Carolina and the other in

Missouri—and the gleam of the editorial
eye is tearful to behold.
their fruits ye shall know them,”
says the Bangor Whig, speaking of the
Democracy. Just so. They present Tilden and llendrieks as an improved pair

“By

over

anything

The

seen

of late at Washington.

Bangor Whig

is

abusing

Boston

for entertaining southern soldiers. It
torgel that Massachusetts didn’t yote
for Blaine at Cincinnati, and now to tie

men

can't

feasting cm rebels on her
much, too much.

own

soil! It’s too

The House of

seated

Representatives lias unCongressman Frost of Massachu-

setts, who
and
it

given

elected by navy yard frauds,
his place to Mr. Abbot, to whom

was

belongs.

Alum Tilden was elected (fovernor of
New York the taxes were sixteen millions. I nder his Administration they have
been reduced to eight millions.
1’re tty significant, the support of Tilden by Herndon, Lincoln's old law partner.
Likewise that Lincoln’s son is to
take the stump for Tilde;;.
The Boston Journal
a

gives

currency to

report that the President has softening

of the brain.

It would lie gratifying to
hear that his heart had softened.

Ex-Postmaster (feneral Jewell has got
home to Connecticut, where lie had an
enthusiastic reception, lie is still at a
loss to know what it was that hurt him
The Kennebec Journal heads its cditoral
column with pictures of Hayes and Wheeler.
They bear a remarkable resemblance
to Chang and Eng the Siamese twins.
'Tin; New York World has hit it. ft calls
Carl Sehurz “that
cian.”

stem-winding politi-

by

Mr.

Bixby.

indices the issue
Appleton &• Co., ot :i work enti‘Similarities of Physical and Relig-

There is to lie another Republican candidate tor Congress nominated in the
fourth District, who will be supported by
four newspapers of that party,
t here seems 10 lie trouble all around for
tiie patriots.

Bock

The Christian

by

or

cent now l<> mail a news-

paper to any part of the country.

At last, ac-

among themselves.

one

out.

Register

Knowledge,” by
The

Rev. James T. P»ix-

of the Unitarian chinch in this

Register

says—

To the readers of the Register Mr. Hixby is
already well and favorably kn avn through his
\aluable contributions to our columns.
To
other readers Hiis book will alford the pleasing
surprise of a discovery; here is a star of the
tirst magnitude gazing upon them for the lir.-t
time, l! is no exaggeration to say that this
author, in treating here of subjects of the higlii->t moment, which have engaged the attention
of Martiueau, Tyndall, Huxley, Clause!, Carpenter, Mill, Spencer, and the rc-t, ha- produced a treatise which is worthy of equal rank
with the best that has been written. He has
mounted up all at once with strong wings. The
wide range of topics considered may be illustrated b\ reference to the writers just named,
and is indicated in the title of the hook. Physical knowledge and religious knowledge include everything that i- known, and through
the exigencies of discussion include also what
is unknown, and even whatever may have
been authoritatively alleged to be unknowable.
Here is tremendous range! One might well
apprehend that the author had undertaken
more than he could carry; at any rate, would
be unable to give orderiy arrangement to all
this matter within the compass of one .-mall
volume. Rut, after all, sout'ecs are small, of
the widest ramilieatioiis, and our author is able
to do well what he has undertaken, because he
is able to trace discursive lines of thought to
their source, and then to hold them all in comprehensive, grasp. He deals with centres and
starting-points and sirbxtancr of doctrine, lie
mu>L be, therefore, very abstruse and unintelligible? Not at all. ih* is not more a master
ot bis subject than of the art of perspicacious
lie buckles
arrangement ana presentation.
down to bis work, and does not forget it under
enticement of pyrotechnic opportunity: h«- is
no circus-horse to astonish with wonderful antics; lie is a roadster, with a pace as free and
easy as it is strong anti effective. If lie has not
the rich and discursive imagination of Mr. Martineau, his work—be it said with all reverence
—is the better for that lack. It is not so poetical as Martiueaifs writing, and much less so
than Longfellow’s, for example; but, as a philosophical discussion, it is far more simple, direct, clear and intelligible than if it were decked out by llowcrs of rhetoric or painted in spots
with gorgeous coloring of fancy.
It would he impossible, within the space of a
book-notice, to present a more adequate description of the essential contents of the volume than is given in the title itself.
The general purpose of the author is to bring the two
poles of modern thought into harmonious relations with each other; to coordinate the aspirations of soul and the perceptions of intellect. He attempts this, not from the theological,
but from the rational, stand-point. “Mv purpose is not, I wish it to he understood, to
smooth over any real difficulties, to bridge any
natural hiatuses, or to accommodate or compromise any inherent antagonisms. Such work
is always, T believe, useless, if not mischievous.”
We commend this book, without reservation,
as one of the most
important contributions yet
made to the discussion arising from the relations of science and religion.
Messrs, (ieo. Waterhouse & Co. of Portland
have chartered the fast and beautiful steamer
Florence to run as an excursion and pleasure
boat among the Islands of Casco Pay. She has
carrying capacity of 1,000 persons, and can
be chartered at any time for excursion parties.
a

--

noon.

Tie; venerable !pi [ M a-hburne, la Uni «»i
the nuim oils e\-< ongn -.-m«-n ami bnvrniuis,
i- still living at lii- home in Livermore, in hi071 year.
Tin* value of a toe is now detiuitcly determined. A Brooklyn court has awarded a mai
who lost four o! them on a. !n>r>e ear $137.ho
per toe.
A congratulatory letter from the* Emperor ot
Kus-ia. upon tin* occasion of tin* centennial of
Uneiicnu Imlepemlcn •.alias been ree.iv. d b
tin* President.
Warren P* r-iv til, E-q.. ot Vassalhoro'. has
he.ii appointed on tin* jury on neat stock .1 the
CaiP nnial; Dr
11. Towk-hurv f Portiaud.
jury on lior-e-.

Iluring tin* gale of Fridaj a covered bridge
> feet
long, at Turner < enti*'*. was blown
down into the river. The wind also blew down
am! unroofed several barns.
G:’

Emerson Baker, the eccentric milfi made, has
given e\-<rn\
Gaston of Massachusetts, and
live other trustees a tarm of tilt \ acres and sbi,
lino to found a school of cooking.
Saturday morning a 10-year-old daughter of
James Meade of Bm*u>port, lead her thumb
neariv eiu otf and her arm cut badly by coming in contact with a -eyth
>am

iiiii'ii

is a

banieior, but

ins bachelor-

hood h i- i:- compensate n-. lie has no Krotha
( i-a
e r-i ti-i
and <!i 1 not many into tie
Deni family. L-d. Loui- Times.

Ii:i> wood Drain was hung at Koine, * a., Pm
mfr--ed to having killed
Friday, i!"

ar-on

four lie n, one e,f whom wa- Deneral Hindman
of the
ndederate army at Helena. \rk.
11

i- this for
Hbu.
Ilani I I'm.
I -hi j coin.
»\v

a

straw'
1 s7«».
T

id

j
heard ot since its shipment, inn11. n J *ii icktwo months since, and he presumed it to
1 here are -oni
ion:. Indian- a. tihi
Jo,non
in this i file liniils of [lie i uited State-, and as inaiiv
be lost bevond hope of recovery,
ni »ie i,i
Hriti-li Anierie
and th
atin
room there is a register tor Maine visitors.
wilde-r I in I in- v
h:i\e ever had tn\ d- dings
seen or

in'l

mu.

m|

so

in

ti 10 i*

ill in* «lo

par tun

t

ni

the Main building. The shmv of div- s
goods and eolton fabrics of (he Lewiston
and Biddeford mills is unite large and \ er\
tastily arranged. The display of main ol
the

is

foreign nations

in the Main

building

extensive and

magnificent

that one

so

leaves them always with regret. That of
France in silks and satins; that of Switzerland in watches, clocks, and wooden
notions; that o| Italy in gloves, silks,

Kilty unknown persons who died from
heat, were buried by the authorities of jewelry

altogether

Tiic Republican Legislature o! New
Hampshire lias been recently engaged in

ollieers that

precedent in

Mi
1.7 i
!app, I’< legraph opera* »r it
Ib'advilh M i--.. v.
install!Iv killed by lightat
while
iii il:•• dii
work
Tuesdav :dtcr
ning

Was sorry not to see Delta4 represented.
Mr. Johnson informed me that the box
containing the llelfast matter, with thatot
two or three other places, hadn't been

and fancy articles,—are only a
trifle above many other specialities all almost innumerable. 1’ilt the, Lnited Statetowers above them all.

from the cll'i-els of an enemy introduced
into tie' mouth.

removing by address all

is not without

administration is liiil of thieves—and the
proof is seen, besides.

The Washington correspondent of the
Boston fost says that it isn’t softening of
the brain that the IVesitlent has, but that
gone

error

your party. The platform on which (Irunt
was elected was full of theories, and his

votes better nl> than in 1x71.

frcipienlly

a

that the word -'theories.'' was turned into
-'thieves." [Maehias Iti-publiean.

there was verv nearly one
hundred Democratic majority.
So the
Democracy will go into the contest about,

brain H

were

[ind
in

the district,

Ids

cooling

A gentleman is living in this city, who, in
the hey-day nl'liis youth. lifted from the ground
and removed :i distance of three feet, an anchor
weighing eighteen hundred and fifty pounds.
[Augusta Journal.

made

were

coat.

in all these outside matters, in extent
of display, and in all magnificence of et-

show of fireworks was made, but the
Genenvlitie*.
grand culmination ot fireworks was reThe Bank of England has in its vaults $143,businessman of Bangor, who would make served for the
evening of tiie Fourth. On 000,000 in gold.
tin excellent run, and honor the
(.'lain bake* are in order again, all along tin*
place if this evening, Nature assisted, by a contrishores of Narragansctt Bay.
elected.
bution in the shape of some very vivid
The harbor bill has agreed to give $10,000 tor
The exercises
with little rain.
Tilden ami Hendricks have had a coi:- lightning,
removing obstructions from Penobscot river.
of the day were successfully carried out
The situation is thus contrasted by tin* Ciniercnce at Saratoga. They agree perfectcinnati Gazette: 1770, John Bull: 1n70, Sit tin
as the people of ail parts of the United
ly concerning the platform and plan of the
Bull.
States knew the next morning by telecampaign. Tilden’s letter of acceptance
Gen. Glister was a temperance man nevei
There
were hardly any accidents
will soon be out, and then for the warm graph.
using tobacco, nor drinking spirituous liquor in
in the city, notwithstanding the any form.
work ot the campaign. Everything is reported
given by the free use of
fitting Bull j•!* qmses to light tin* white man
opportunities
looking splendidly.
until the Black Hills question i< settled, or un
fireworks, etc.

leging fraud, perjury, tampering with the
under radical control.
(Georgia is tree jury, improper conduct of jurors, and newfrom them. So are Virginia, and Tenly discovered evidence; and upon this penessee, and Kentucky and Missouri, and
tition a stay of the proceedings has been
Florida, and Texas, in those states a ordered, until a
hearing can be had.
just and kindly government by the people

of the

Correspondence

There is scarcely
exhibited by any other conn trv
with which she does not compete, and
successfully ti o. Yankee ingenuity shines
forth in places heretofore supposed to !>.■

anything

occupied solely by outside talent, and the
judges of awards will need to exercise
great particularity in the presenting of
medals. Among other tilings, Americans
now
claim precedence in line wairite-.
The foreign exhibit of
jewelry, etc.
liquors in Agricultural Hall Is very com-

plete,

but it is allowed that Americans de-

tlie medal, if not lor the greatest
display and choicest brands, tit least for
greater zeal in defrauding the government
in distilling. In the Brcwei's Building
are shown the kinds nt grain used and tie
manner of distilling all varieties ol ale,
porter, beer, etc as well as tic liquors
serve

themselves in the correct state "to make
the licarL and warm the stomach."

glad

It is needless to state that there is
Maine law enforced here.
As

the

a

no

change irom the heat and dust ol

grounds,the Schuylkill presents

attractions,

i found it to be so

many

I'hursdny,

the occasion of the re-union of Cook's
European excursionists of isf.:. '7 1 and

on

'7.7,

At mJ o'clock in the afternoon some

sixty persons, members
assembled

on

id' these

parties,

board the little steamer Dia-

mond, and made the pleasant trip

to

An
Wissahikon.
elegant dinner was
served them at .7 o'clock, after which re-

marks

were

made by different

gentlemen,

the names of the ’7.">

|

with.

I

}•!•<»iniri«*iit advoeaie
da> >, and one of VI r.

Hener.a! John F.

haporier- in !
and Ilendriek-.

ti.

.arnworlli, of min e.,
of abolitionism in other
reelv
mo-t ardent -u,
taken Ihe -him:* for Tildmi
I

(■

i’ is gravely slated by the local
pap- m that
the dwelling hon-e of Augn-tti*
KlIiut, <*r
I'oW. was
| mi are m til :'ef j I i. e -. bv new
milk pans which Were drying on a bench.’ Wednesday ii:li nit.
-.

Hanger Whig -ay-there are f,(lfv pri-i:i the county jail now, tweniv-nme oi
whom arc -mb-nced in.-n. tin* iv-t ai
in for
want of bail. Twenty-live arc in tlx workhop.
which i- a busy place 11..
hot days.
the

oie r-

< i lor.ee Her
ha\v -Iniek a botiaii/.i in
part a
the shipping of li-ii to di-iaut port-, tin* l.de-t
-11 i j u u c 111 Inin _• a load <-t heriing it i ,: •. n
aw a.
berg, Swed* 11. by 111" Schooner
1'h
l usiiies w a- i:::ui nil-alt d in d mu; rv.

I In1 -arri-oii at I ort Hamilton. Nh-w 'i orl
barbor. ha- been ordered to lie* frontier, ami
the -oldier- got their Stead- -havetl on •Saturday in order in -a\e tiuii scalp- from I»a_*ing*
taken po- -e.- in ,a by
i: tin: Hull.
•-

A handsome temperance girl of Urooklyu,
when a g. ntlemati i- introduced to h* r. showhim a total abstinence pledge ami .-ay- : If y on
wi-Il b» beeiMIt" a iViflld «11 lllilie \ oil Jill|s| >jgn
tlii-." 'I S:e temperance movement i -aid to b.
U -lifer--.

An “ill eiti, ell of Port-mouth. < larke < ha.-e,
years old, has been guilty of burning t lie h iv
-tack- and poisoning and -Libbing the hog- a nil
ami hor-e•• "I 1‘o-tma-P r Anthor\, with whom
lie ha- I;ad a p iarr- !. lb w. .:
hi,
b«-. n
mobbed but for id- : ge.
>t;

L\-<b». doit 11 M, I ’a 1 till r "1 lliimds deeIa les
him-idf entirely -ali-m-; with ’.lit* St. l.oiiiticket, thinks i! a -trong one, am! promise- to
support it. K\->! uator Lyman I ruin f Mil I i- ot
a similar mind, and otfer- his services to the
I h.'iuoeratie managers.
rati-c. agi d I
of Lrie. p
w
i,t.-.•
Holly
to gowest to
her brother, lb rt ith( r wouh
not give Imr money.
She thereupon drew
elite iv lor SiT’*. ami forg> I Imr fa tin r’- name |,»
■

it. Tic crime wa-di-eo\ered. and the girl went
in a lot and cm her throat.

out

to

Friday afternoon a- the -hip N. T. Hill wa-ail from I»uek-pt»rt, the eaptaill ordered a

sailor to the lopmn-t to lix a tlag. When h
there he lost his balance and fell to deck
strikin
N
eii but lie was ven badly bruised,
got

Thursday night a large bottle of kerosene
thrown through the window into the parlor of Mr. d.njm -, at Augu-ia, who has been
conspicuous in prosecuting the saloon keepers.
A call ha- beep, i'-ued for a meeting t*i lake
action in behalf of a rigid enforcement of the
liquor law.
was

Whenever voil go to a Democratic meeting
and* hear .-omebodv on flic outskirts of th<
crowd cry ‘'Hurrah for detf. Davi-.” let him
have a bl iek be! wceii the eyes, and the next
morning you will hear ! a L’adieal hummer
laid up with a broki n In ad.
Louisville 'mirier Journal.

party were read, and
out of 1.70 members, only one death had
A fellow was accumulating
fortune m Ama
occurred .since their parting.
With the dor. < 'al., by lobbing the sluice boxes of min
Lv,
rv
ers.
night for years he worked faithful
exception of some hall dozen, all could ly, and had stored
away nearly enough nuniev
be accounted for as being alive and well. to no to his home in t!ie I! i.-t and live upon the
result of Ins enterprise, w hen he ran against a
Among this number were tho Messrs. e.»rd that was attached to a gun trap, ami w a-

nangor, me oniy instantly killed.
Some of the young
A >> rums casually occurred at l.vnn, Tuesladies had been married meanwhile, and day, which appears to In* due to tin* eriuiina!
reek!-'siiess of a >tage driver. A
in hiet, two marriages grew solely out of coach containing three ladies and a passenger
1 i11Itr girl
was driven across the Kastern Kiilroud track,
intimacies resulting from the trip, This
in the lace of an approaching train and in opmeeting of old friends could not he any- position to the warnings of ihe flagman. The
struck the coach, and the occupants
thing other than pleasant, and the efforts engine
wen' thrown out and seriously iuiun d.
ot Mr. Cook wore unsparing to add to the
UocKl.AM), -July I I. < iiarles Tilton Uobdelightcdness of the occasion. All who bins,
the “Annie I'.-' murderer, escaped from
have any spare lime in Philadelphia should the Insane Hospital last night and arrived lu re
on a freight train this afternoon.
City Marshal
visit AVissahickon ; it is within the hounds
uanoweii ami

ones

from

our

u 11son oi

State.

Low

was

notified of Kolduns' escape l>v tele-

ot Fairmount Park, and within easy reach graph this afternoon, and within a tew minutes
lien- arrested him at the Thornot the city by river or steam cars. One after his arrival
dike Hotel and commit! I him to the loek-up.
can not imagine a more beautiful place, to
'The Wa doboio’ News says the mystery that
which the great number of picnics daily
surrounded the burning of Mr. Converse's buildbear witness. Voting ladies Hocked in all ings last March, is at last explained. A little
has congirl, whom they took from an
parts of the woods, and in the river, seem- fessed to setting the lire. Sheasylum,
said she didn't
there
to
to
want
have
but
and
one
stay
longer
took
that
any
ing
pullback—beg par- means to get
Stic is about twelve years
don, I should say drawback,—to their old, and, the away.
asylum refusing to receive her
complete happiness, viz : the lack of young again, has been returned to her father.
men.
I am told that the number of young
Hath, July 14.
During a short thunder
ladies here is to the number ot the other storm this afternoon tin* lightning struck tin*
coal shed of Seth T. Woodward in this city
sex as three to one, which fact renders
and
severely injured four boys—Frank Merritt,
Scholtield, Wm. Jackson and Lawrence
Philadelphia just tlm place to emigrate to. <«eo.
! ’• Delchanty—who were sitting under a stage
The evenings arc very lively ; number- at the end of the shed. The fluid entered Merless restaurants make tempting shows to ritt's hat, tearing his scalp, crossing his breast,
and escaping through his pants at the knee.
draw the mighty dollar, some of the most Scolticld received a similar portion, the fluid
at his shoe, which was torn to pieces,
enterprising even having private orches- escaping

tras; the claims of the

same

fat

woman

Their recovery is doubtful.
were not much hurt.

banty

Jackson and Dele-

Nows of tlio City and
have shortened over

The days

remains ol Mrs. Fcnno
lor interment.
Hie

were

an

Pioneer brought

\ickels-Carey

the

Strawberries
that

was

party from Castine to

a

concert.

brief.

like

delicious vision

a

Such is life.

Hie familiar fly that makes in one minute K atmpts to light on a person's nose, has come.
One of l'Jli,’ line
pair of team horses fell and died

■1

while

being

driven in

single

a

A

iago

can

Sunday.

on

inker mackerel
the

•lorry

are now

morning

boats each

Prom

twenty

seen

in that

be

can

icinity.
-Merrithcw

u*

!" 'Wind
!n-\\, wli<>

spoken of las' week as having
Tenant’s Harbor, was Jack Mer-

near

time ago

some

e-c

:]>cd

from the

jail in

city.

this
i;

of the ale

ca-"

il;o

i/e.t

reeeutly by Constable

mg, came la-fore tin* Police Court .Saturday,
it was ord« red destroyed, as no claimant ap-

1

1

oik

ir;

1

otirell, whose house

(

A.

Tsorthport

on

el another
I

M
.mi

a\enue, has commenced the
on the site ol' tin- one

dwelling

etl.

i\

on

•:

1‘rebate

Md

iileery

Curt,
petition
an allowance out el the estate,
i ust has awarded the sum of elo.neii. Wo
that an appeal will be *aken.
the

on

ot Mrs. Wil

for

!• "gg. who drives the S< arsmout

long

.;

be

to

;

but

Monday li

on

hanghao, < kina.
Mason, the lady who recently

ranee

here,

day-- ago, to
r*‘i.11• 1. i< etare

••

English clergyman.

an

other

now on

audience

at

tie-

<

a:renounce,

was about a
file crowd extended

••••:, and as far down * 'lnu-e!;
Mi-s ( arev could be in ard.

tin

the

In!

oic-

■

v;

>.gij)g

tin

.1

•.ai'-i
t!.

il

/".it

I--.

;M

week.

term"

Were

llp-et.
hoar- and a

half,

ig vessel.
fhey were
:.ud3Ir. Hall. of Boston.

J

i

hieng",

.!

A

1

state
was

It
It

m:i!I

liou.'C owned

Si

nd

on

discovered
wa

-oon

by the Timothy

tcupi

.!. 11. Kaler

a

sailing parties.
on Monday cut seven

tons of

Pitcher&(lorham

are loading sell. Sarah
hay for Charleston, and Pitcher Sc
loading sell. Empire with hay for Boston.

hay

iu

The

E. Davis
Son

are

Friday
slight

defective

sale at f»‘J Court

recently supplied the market with
nice cultivated strawberries, grown in the
a

The fish market of Titos.
and

from $iu to

clew to the

Condon,

on

|

burglars.

w viKin.
Some of our young chaps take a good deal
of .Johnsonian comfort these summer evenings.

drop

Those inclined to

line

the

tinny tribes
will he glad to learn that (ieo. <L Wells now keeps
a tine assortment of
tishing gear of all kinds, which
has recently bum lacking among our local stores.
It el fast Cornet
: rout

a

t*>

hand will

of the post office

give

on

an

out door

Saturday veiling,

j>j-«>j>o>:• to give one or more open air concerts
per we k in different part- of the city during the
;(<•■.

season.

Some camper

at

Little l.’iver

>et a

net for li.-h

>a:ur-hi\

nnht, ami made preparations for a s unlay
In the morning not a vestage of that net

fe.-i't.

it i

seen,

Hippo-ed

tb.it

ti

horse mackerel

made oil' with it.
Amur,
1;iI

a

dev

porgy 'Laniers have been in JJelweek, and are unking immense hauls
u

bay for a
tnli.ofieu securing

of the

•••earner.

The fish

v'ssels to the J'actorii
iiM.-ii
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rooms on
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organizing the Club.
A. Pihsbury, Msq., has arrived from Washingand will occupy in- cottage in this city until
of

in the steamer Pi

Ratifies.

a

ratification

meeting

in

City Hall, which was very largely altended. Will. 11. Clifford presided, and opened the meeting with a stirring speech. He
said, in course of his remarks—
'flic Democracy enter upon this campaign
with no ordinary or common motives.
We
feci that now i lie Government and the countiy have need of us, to lift our public administration from the depths of degradation into
which it has fallen. To-day we must rely upon the intelligence and patriotism of the people. Without this, ail hope is gone. We believe the people love intelligence enough to
understand that infamy lias reigned triumphant in our government for six years gone. The
people have that honest love for their institutions, and such pride in their character as a
people, that they must, now perceive that there
i> no remedy for the existing, shameful, monstruns state of public aifairs but in a complete
dism ssal of that parly that has so disgraced
the nation by so corrupting every branch of the
public service.
We enter upon the campaign with the feelings of men who have a positive and manifest
duty to perform. With us it is no mere scramble for political power, no mercenary aid for
lie- >poiis of oiiiee. With us this campaign is
no auction of the people's manhood, no barter
and >ale of their conscience and their votes,
fhe Democracy have at. this time no soothing
words or Hattcries, no eulogies upon the Centennial grandeur of our majestic republic to
lull public perceptions into unconsciousness.
We have no praises for the wondrous beauty
ol our institutions, when we sec that a hideous
deformity i- growing upon our national chara *ter. and a loathsome disease preying upon the
vitality of our nation and its institutions.
On the contrary we come with words of warning and denunciation against the parly whom
the people have so long favored and upheld.
We call upon m 01 to break up their political
associations and form new ones, for new and
great purposes. We aim to alarm the public
We
mind and prick the public conscience.
come saying you have done wrong—you must
These are not
pausi—-you must break oil.
pleasant lessons to learn, they are not easy
doctrines to inculcate; but they are healthy.

uenkie

in

the chair, on (he bill to protect the Texas
frontier. The pending question was on
the amendment olfered last .Saturday by
Smalls of S. <J., in connection with the

Hamburg trouble, that t:o troops shall lie
withdrawn from South Carolina.
Mi.
Smalls advocated his amendment.
lie

?

Saturday evening the Democrats of

Portland held

Main

ol l'al-e

means

Dr. .Johnson u«d to say lhatlor hi:n the height of
enjoyment was riding in a chaise beside a pretty

in

Oil

street,
keys,
I .' stolen from the drawer. No

3ionday night by

'entered

bay

street.—Change

Portland

man's entire crop for his customers.

was

the

oncer’s time table.

31 r. Wells luis
very
lie took

gaiters cruising in

known in this vicinity is their
agent, and is always ready for a trade—G. A. Quimby .X Co., call the attention of the Monroe people to
their notice of vest makers wanted. Also notice of
Domestic sewing machines and other articles for
sale.—The ladies will be pleased to read the notice
of lJ. F. Wells’ real hair switches which he is selling
at a low price.—House for sale at Saturday Cove,
Xorthport, by Sirs. Pliebe Pendleton.—House for

Merrill, whose millinery store was hist week
by the sherilf, has been trying to ellect a set
t lenient, and is reported to have succeeded.

!‘t

lady pieknieker

at the camp-

John I. Watts well

A. .E

■met

a

The attention of grocery dealers is called to the
the notice of Twitch ell, Champlin & Co., Portland.
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caught in the ’'number from

concert, made
the steamer as she

hours, with a mower and pair of horses.
grass was very heavy, of course.

city,

broken.

islands, she forgot that the tide
was rising.
On looking around for her foot gear,
she discovert d that the boots were afloat and under
way for a cruise, one running off with the wind free,
while the other was on the sta rboard tack heading
for I- lesboro. lias any mariner seen a pair of num-

to the

came

of lire-works from

three

Neal

fire at 7 o’clock

on

extinguished

were

With the delightful
upon a rock to bathe her feet.
coolness of the spot and the attractive panorama of

fruit and vegetables, and careful
The season of summer sickness is

down the harbor.

to etieh
i

|

opened the cellar door
badly bruised but no bones

child and
was

ground on Tuesday. In a secluded spot on the
shore, she removed her boots and stockings, ami set

internal troubles.
watermelons have arrived in this
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could be
North port, while

ill
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will be used for
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across
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Capt. Pearl Bagley has purchased a very pretty
sloop yacht, from parties in Eden, ?It. Desert. She

'■die’ll

arey-\i«-kd<
large ;i- the

an arm

be alone in her

The excursioni4s that

a

subject

Hiursday evening

ri

lectured

married in Neva Scotia

was

outside street
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was

people
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stage, always

memorandum ofirramls for
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recently

was

of Ilarvev broke

by mistake. She

Army Bill, ijiveiy
Congress.

The discussion elsewhere noticed as occurring on Saturday, was renewed on
Monday, as follows—
The House at 2 o'clock went into committee of the whole, Monroe of Ohio in

tile mountains and

what you drink.
hand.

some

peared.

name

ai

caught in large numbers

battery and shipyards.

the

a

;

A sad

barn scaffold at the Point last week.

Ih-ware of stale

went

c< o!g<-ran the Concert nicely tlie other evening. Not a hitch anywhere, and every body more
_i atilied with the perfection of arrangements.

up at the call of
a

market.

present
ni:i

a

Turkey is not to
Creen apples and

a

a.-on.

are

Ilersey was bitten in the face by
Saturday, and thf animal si ill lives.

big dog on
A hoy by

That plague of gardeners the striped bug, does
numbers in this locality the
not appear in lurm
m

pleasure
running full.

of Col.

-on

fall from

fading,

are

all too

are now

The

crow

and steamers

engaged in catching porgies,
cruising about the bay.
.;mer

Asa’s

hour.

taken to Augusta

Steamers,

Sii

The deliciously cool nights that follow our sultry
are very plenty in the bay.
has gone to pass the season with Dr. I days are very enjoyable.
Mrs. Charles Gilmore received a severe injury by
Davis at Turtle Head.
;
She got
1 his is the season of
travel, and the cars j falling down the cellar stairs Tuesday night.

llorse mackerel

County.

quartcrof

a

replied

lt> ( <>a, who said the amend-

merit hail been oll'ered lor bad political
purposes. It was not so with him (Air.

Smalls.) lie agreed with that gentleman
that the State ot South Carolina was rotten
to the core and it was lor that reason he
wished the troops to remain there in order
to lop off that rottenness,
it' he (Smalls)
had given the name of the writer of the
letter he read last Saturday’ he would not
; give 10 cents for that man’s life.
General
flutler, who was concerned in the matter,
would at once organize another band of
Ku-KIux and hunt him down.
Mr. Cox replied to Smalls, and tgiotcd
from a book written by I’ike, late Minister
to Hague, entitled “A Prostrate State.
South Carolina Under a Negro Government,” anil in which the members of the
Legislature are characterized as highwaymen and pickpockets, who under the law
roh the pour and rich alike.
He spoke of
the hook as a “Revelation of the blackness
oi darkness in robbery anil rascality."
Air. Smalls asked Air. Cox whether he
had got a hook of the history ot the city of
New York. (Laughter on the Republican
side.)

Mr. Cox replied that he had belonged
to that portion of the Democratic party
which had driven out the rascals Irom
New York, and asked why they had not
done the same in North Carolina. (Applause on t ie Democratic side.)
Air. Tow isend id New York admitted
[ironically] that the city of New York
was “a land of pun;
delight where saints
immortal dwell,” and he went on to compare tile population and debt of South
Carolina and tlu; city ot New York. He
spoke of Wm. Al. Tweed as the ruler of
the city for more than 12 years, and said
during that time when Tammany Hall
was in its power and
glory, under Tweed,
the gentleman from Ohio (Cox) brought
his little carpet hag into the city, set it
down in Tammany Hall and looked up
smilingly for the approbation of Win, AU
Tweed.
(Laughtei on the Republican

side.)

Probate
Wm. 31. Rust, Judge,

Court.
U. r.

Field, Register.

The following business was transacted at the July
Term of said Court.
Administration granted on Estates of—
.Mary l’otter late of Troy,Lorenzo G ircelon,Administrator ; John E. Whitcomb late of Searsport, Christiana Whitcomb, Administratrix; William Taber
late of Unity, James R. Taber, Administrator; Nathaniel Averill late of Montville, Amos XV. Sprowl,
Administrator; William C. Crosby late of Urooks,
Eliza J. Crosby, Administratrix; Ezra Cox late of
Liberty, Riioda Cox, Administratrix; John C'. Robbins late of Northport, Yinal Hills, Administrator.
Guardians Appointed—Emma Young over
minor heirs of Hanson W. Young late of
Waldo;
Fredrick XV. Ritchie over minor son of Minot C.
Libby late of Winterport : Rufus I‘>. .Stone over
minor soil of Joseph D. Sanderson late of Troy.
Jwier.A.sE

TO SELL

KIAL

INSTATE

OX

ESTATE

—David Durgin late of Belfast, deceased.
Inventories Filed ox Estates or—Fhineas
A. Griflln late of Searsport, William E. Chalmers
late of Unity; .John Knight of Searsmont, a non
compos; Ferdinand A. Treat of Frankfort, a minor.
oi

Accounts Allowed ox Estates of—Oliver
J. W hitten late of Burnham; William E. Chalmers
late of Unity; Simeon Fletcher late of
Stockton;
Jeremiah Merrithew late oi Searspor:; Josiali seekins late of Waldo: William Mansfield late of Winter
port; minor of Minot C. Libby late of Winterport;
minor heir of IL B. liurligh late of-Allowance Male to Widows ox Estates
"i —Lodney li. Carver late of
.Searsport.; David .1.
small late of Unity; William
McGilvery late of

Searsport.

Decree <>f Adoriton <>r—Win. Edward Fowler
and change of name to William Edward Harriman;
A della V.. Hamilton, and eliange of name to Adella
W. Garland.
H ills i‘R*hiated— William liendeil late of
Stockton, in which after making a small bequest
to the lours of hi. son
Benjamin, hegives the residue
b itli real and personal to his wife,
daring her natural
d< cea-e the balance, if anv, to go to
lile, upon !n
iii- children.
Josiali Harmon late of Unity, he
bequeaths to his
wilt- all his property, real, personal and
mixed, to
her and iwr heirs and assigns forever.
.Mary June Salmoml late of Belfast, she devises to
h< r three daughters, Eunice,
Agnes and Josephine,
the homestead to be held and used
by them in common, and as a family home.

Farmers.

Double

your

crops

by

using

Bradley’s Super Phosphate. Dr. da-. W. F.
Johnson, F. It. S. S., F. F., says
‘■Ivventy years of experience have demonstrated the tart, that Bradley's Phosphate of
Fime, with or without farm-yard manure, increases tiie crops.
-Chemistry demonstrates that it adds to their
quality and permanently impro. es tiie land.
••'I he same kind of turnips grown on tiie same
field, one witli Phosphate and the oilier with
farm-yard manure, presents this striking difi'
enec in t lie proportion of
Phosphate contain* d
in the ash of the turnips. The ones grown on
Phosphate yielded JO per cent, of Piosphato,
while the manure crop contained only It per
emit, of Piiosphale. Tliis could not lai! to make
an important dillcrencc in their relative value
lor the leeding ot stock whoso bones arc growing, and which require a large amount of Phosphate in their food.''
While tiie above is true in reference to the
turnip and root crops, it i- equally true in
reference^ to all grain and hay •Tops and pastures. For sale by
]•’, Beaman,
l* w. J.

Caked Sraasts, Rheumatism, Sciatica, Swellings, Sprains, Stiff Joints, Hums,
Scalds, Poisonous Hites, and all flesh, bone and
muscle ailments, can be absolutely cured by
the Centaur Liniments. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Liniment is for spavined, galled, and lame horses
and animals.

Ar. at
ter.

Liverpool, July 13th, ship Calledonia,
liangor,

DlSA-’i 1:1

Think

for

Yourself.

Thousands lead miserable lives, .suifering
from dvspe >sia, a discorded stomach am! liver,
producing biliousness, heartburn, eostiveness,
weakness, irregular appetite, low .spirits, raising food after eating and often ending in fatal
attacks of fever. Tiii-iv know m:\ auk sick,
yet get little sympathy. 'l'i*<; unfaiiing remedy,
which is yearly restoring thousands, is DaCo'sta’s liadieal Cure sold by \V. O. Poor A Son,
sol(|).agents for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent
for Orland. it. I>. Stover, agent lor Bucksport.

A 2oe. bottle will convince you of its merit-;.
Don’t delay another hour after reading this,
but go and get a bottle, and your relief is as
certain as you live.
Wiil you do it, or will you
continue to suffer? Think for yourself.
Professer Parker’s Pleasant "Worm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No
physic required. Costs 2o cents. Try it. till)
To

Coxsumptivj.s.

flic

advertiser, a retireil
physician, having providentally discovered, while a
.Medical Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple
vegetable remedy lor the speedy and permanent cure
of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
all throat and lung utleclions,—also a positive and
radical speeitic l'or Nervous Debility, Premature
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
to make ii known to his sutiering fellows. Actuated
by this motive, lie will cheerfully send (free of
charge) to ail who desire it, the recipe for pi eparing,
and full directions for successfully using, this prov-

while in .James River below Harrison’s liar, and io?t
mainsail, mainboom and gall.
Live -pool, .July 3d. The derelict schr. James Wall,
(of St. (ieorge,) waterlogged, gutted and covered
with barnacle-, was pa-se.l May 15th, in lat. kl X.,
Ion. .a) W, by the Ini; lie, Plant, arrived here front

IIel fast.

May 10,

•jr~x***. itr-:. ■ juc\ius.’-juameoa

Muncssccwu1/

■

1

<

many

I

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

Canned Goad

s

Pickles,

JELLIES, NU”S, FIGS, RAISINS, &c.

moo,'

$35.00,

$45,00.

Pure Cider & Cider \ iiiejiar

Also for Sale

1 Singer Taping Machine.
1 Arm Presses, (Howe
Railroad Presses, (Howe'.'-* Storr’s Arm Presses.
Stoves for heating Slrgs.
Tabh*s, horses, chairs &c., being the balance oi
machinery from our pant manufactory.
l or terms, addre.ee
CKO. A. Ol LMIIY & Co.
IwJ
l.elfast, July IT, lsY*.

BY THE e>( ANTI I V FOB FAMILY FSE.

■-

Real

yt#-Best Five Cent Cigars
in the City.
(iilW. in. WliLLS,

Hair

18

J 1 'ST

ever

Belfast,
High St.,
ill

Me.

Boots, Siioes tfc Rubbers

RKCKI V Kl).

Largest ami Cheapest Stock

offered to tin

Ladies.

(in

SWITCH KS

$1.50, 2.50. 3.50, 4.00 & 6.00 1
Just

half what

they

wer**

huy yoi;y M\ ITCIIKS

now

before there i-

one

in the
Ml kiwiJ .allies

price.

a

changi

The

mail for Switches will b

B. F.

place

liny is at

to

a. si. ns tutus*

mrfect

!y atished in Price and Shad-.

BOSTON MARKET.

inducement to Buyers ot

Bools & Shoes

two years ago.

f HAlii COOPS kepi and IIAIL W«»RA
done ;i! 'hurt notice.

sending by

at

FOR

Who

acr-mnt ol failing health, prope-es to sell
-n-h
BOOTS ami SHOES lt
lit- original
at ."*■?:» i 1. tln-rdo ^ivim;tln*
U e;.ier ti
:j! nt ... low nil (IIS lor < ASH
ami < ASII'ONIA
al ,.r. p<.-c to close up my
business very soon no red.; v.H ‘. i;i\ 11.
roll'i't' if all til.
i
'•l.\
<iv!e- of I Ai CHILDRF\S’ >v//>, • urni,
DIES. MISS
ami A /1> I'oXI.D HiJOlS, a!-, ■«././/»/•/ /,• v /; / /
/■/.V shots, ;h„ mews ,-.d ROY’S '< i/.r
Hoots, A USAS H'iO'l, .-do r\!.T <TUAH
HI ('ALT Sffo/ '■, ai.'• ? » otnmou A IT, J'HK A,
ami SHI IH SHOT'S, lm* comimm \u r. In fact
tin* dock is t<>.j numerous to inmilion ii. detail, ami
dually, call and examine tin- (Jf ALII V and /*/.*/
1 /•'>, and \mi will be -lire u, !,u
a I propu-e to
ill coon J:AI:CAI.\S as Kniir a> th. y l.ASi
if I am ,-d !e to attend to bii-ine.—. Uon’t
forget tin*

WELLS,

on

1

to

Belfast, Me.

unit

t

■

f
\

1A\ohtaiu work ol'MIiS. I.nn.-A WLV.ATl•,
a; her house, ior a limited time.
<;:.o. a. orrMJiv .t </<>.
»u-‘.
ilellasr, .July lh, 187<‘.

pivi*

He alluded to Ll:e other lights of TamModern Women.
Hall, Richard 15. Connelly, Peter
om,
i>. Sweeny, A.J. Harvey, Ingersoli, Fields,
Pi. a sad commentary upon our boasted
in the fii!i. Mr. 1*. is a clerk of an important
Srightoa. Cattle Market.
the women of our times have
w-re i• v
.i to
Harry Genet, and spoke of the various civilization that
city ami loaded on
onunittee of toe lion -e, and i- correspondent for
in health and physique until tliev
degenerated
\Via>ni>i»av, July id.
: "in the wain, -in- '.'.ill !•*•
stuns
which
each
had
stolen
sea
and
am1
ready for
referring are literally a race of invalids—pale, nervous,
-eu ml leading Southern
Arrivals of stock at marker—Cattle ddbl; Sheep
newspaper.-*.
lie la- t of tin* W eel;.
to the escape, ot Tweed said the Governor feeble
and back-achy, with only here and there anil Lambs b?dd; Swine 4N>o; number Western ( at
The (iootl IVm; lar excursion last week was a suchad not yet found time to investigate the a lew noble exceptions in the persons of tin* ro- ledldl; Eastern Cattle; Milch Cows and Northern !
In at<al term culminated Thursday ill the hotre
llut the ('amdcti llerahl complains that the
of the sex in Cattle Hu.
m)\vn in fiiii;
icinity for a liuniberof yeai s.
outrage of letting him escape and that bust, buxom ladies characteristic
Prices of Leef Cattle p-r loo Ih-q live weight —Exr k \ m 1: k
D' lfast vi.-itors came :tii paired off, and didn't give
days gone by. IJy a very large experience, tra
the Sheriff still held his ollioe.
!• •«• k in the morning the thoricoinetei markquality sb boab 7b; first quality S-A -'bub :;7 Id;
folks there a chance to get acquainted. Don't be
Mr. Gov replied to Townsend, and re- covering :t period of years, and embracing the second quality s» 1,' 1-da 1 7b; third quality SI -'-a
'd > degree- in the shade, and at noon had readied
treatment
filially thousands of cases those, ali- HU 1-d; poorest grade ot coarse oxm, Lulls, Nc
Me; c of our girls, boys— there's enough to go round
minded him that it was because of Gov. ments
fin heat in 11;• afternoon w as disp* lied by a
peculiar to Women, l)r. Pierce, of the $d:.baldb.
and some to spare.
Tilden's eminent service in driving out World's Di>i»cnsarv. iUitialo, N. V., has perit show*
of rain and a cool bi cc/e.
Lrightou Hides tic per i’>. Lrightou fallow >ab
lb. Country Hides b 1-babe per ib ; Country 'falWill run until further notice, on and after SaturThe trial of Leonard Larrabec lbr an assault on
The President was followed by Hen. Tweed that he was now the Democratic fected, by the combination of certain vegetable per
low
bac per lb.
:ing the tempest ot } riday aft* moon lightning
as follow
la a. e lielfast for » as! in<*
day. .) illy
extracts, a natural specific, which he does not
M. Dickey, that was set down for Monday has
candidate tor the Presidency.
llalue per lb; sheared Sheep skins dbc.
Calfskins
and
Sam.
who
said
he
would
d.
Anderson,
extol as a cure-all, but one which admirably
lirooksviile, on iue-da\ at h o’clock A M .; on
m k a tree m ar the farm lions* of Kbon W* liman,
be in is--; j-on-, d to >.0 unlay the gal, IMerit not being
Lamb Skins bUe; wool Skins Slal 7b eacli.
Mr. Garlield of Ohio, alluded to Go v as l'u 11 i i i s a
at
o’clock \. M. and d 1’. M.; on Muirs
Wednesday
of
singleness
purpose, being a most
ar-mont, uprooiing ami 'hivering it to piece-,
Working Oxen —-Not much call lor workers, and
at d 1’. M., on Frhlavat '.'A. M.; on Saturday
aide to put in an appearance. The parties belong in
give some account of the St. Louis Con- trying to laugh the murder out of the ease positive and
reliable remedy for those weak- but a few pairs offered in market lbr sale. I in- day
A. M., continues to \ inalhavei
at
•m-nssion j.rodin'i-il by tin- bolt shook the house
Sear-port, and got into a row recently, in which vention and the nomination of Tilden and and complimented Mr. Cartridge of Geor- iie>se> and complaints that aillict the women of trude for workers will be light until Cattle come in
Ketnndny Loaves lirooksviile, Wasson’s Wharf
breaking ninety x pane- of glas- from Dickey had an arm broken.
I lie pre.-ent day.
This natural specific com- more plenty from the North and Maine.
for lielfast, on Monday at Id M., Pastille Id :d* l'.M.;
for
ids
and
honorable
Hendricks.
He
said
the
when
gia,
manly
speech
delegates,
Store (’ahle—Not much call lor them and but a
window.-, and ill .-ome places taking tin- -ash
i calh d Dr. Pierce's Favorite
on Tuesday at d 1*. M.. pastine at d;!d P. M.. on
PrescripI be huh Maim JL giment will hold its third reon (Saturday last.
He wished to know pound
*■ No one about the premises received
tion. The following are among those diseases few in market, nearly all the small Cattle being sold Wednesday at d P. M C'a-tin* at d Id P.; on I'hursthey arrived, were pervaded by a feeling whether
any injury.
for heel*.
union thi' year at Portland, August 10th, in conthe Hamburg e lse was a sporad- in which this
day at 7 Id M. M., Pa-tim- at A. M. and 0 P. M
wonderful medicine has worked
Milch Cows—Extra sbba'.'b; oidiuary 6dba50 per
the ic or a
on Frid.ay at d P. M., l astine at
Id P.M., touch
me
are now very plenty in tin- bay and liarjunction with the Association of Maine Soldiers ami bordering upon strife, concerning;
symptomatic ease, indicating a cures as if by magic and with a certainly never head. Most of the Cows oif-red in market for sale
at I’xder's Harbor, I ie-boreach w ay
\c< ju
m-hool- of tlmm can be seen at any time ski in>aiiors. An oration wil! be delivered by Col. Coder,
choice of candidates. lie reviewed the genera! feeling that black men shall not before attained by any medicine*: Weak back, of a common grade. Prices for .Milch Cows do not in#?
ini'the c. p M. trip-.
»n days of excar-ion- and
t !;*• surface of tin wat* r.
ami an historical addrThe lishoniien take
late arrival of Poston Sp awn rs nniv leave lielfast
by Major Mash. Haihond various claims presented by the iriends of tie allowed the rights and privileges of ner\ oils and general debility, falling and other vary miu-h from week to week.
Sheep and Lamh—Light supply from the West, a late a- lo .do A. M.
displacements of internal organs, resulting from
a ambers of tln-m in their
fare at reduced rates on the Maine Central.
sweep nets, Large
American citizens.
by butchers, costing from b 1 d to 7 l.'.T
Fai:t
l-'iotu Pell'asi to lirooksviile or return,
Allen, Parker, Hancock, llayard, Thurdebility and lack of strength in natural sup- all owin-d
ati’ii .s of shad me mixed wilh them, and at onelb. for sheep; lambs, 7ao. Northern lambs base
of
of
the
Hamper
Lamar,
$l.oo; f rom lielfast to Mesboro or < a-tiue oi reinternal
lever, congestion, intlanimatiou
Mississippi spoke
]f you want to know bow many liiemls you have,
pori-.
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moving to do there will be such a fueling excil- had del elided G rant and his administration
Farm Hill Station, Stoneham, Mass., ui at Store l'Jl
see that had tie- repose of eouscions power, ami
ed with the dyspepsia, or derangement of the
July 10th, >ehs. Empire, Patterson, Rockport, Summer St., Bo.-ton, Ma.-s.
cd throughout this country that not all the
are—II. II. Forbes, AV. C. T.; ,!. AA'. AVilkins, V. T. :
tiiut looked straight into those of her audience,
It os ton ; J antes Holmes
all
and
those
liver
and
when
stomach,
the genMANX & BRACK KTT.
men,
producing genera, prostra- Mass; ('amen, Cunningham,
tid
haven.els that (Irant ran bring call place Hayes against
and
Mc<;. A. Russell, AV. IF; (.’. II. Sargent, AV. F. IF; J.
Boston; Mary Farrow,
Ryder, Rondout,
one accustomed to exercise a magnetism, and
tlemen
from New York (Townsend) tion of strength. I would recommend the Pi-ur- Carty,
in the ITesidental chair.
Bangor; Lafayette, Eaton, tishing; Sea
IF A'arnum, AA'. T.; Tho-. Gannon, AV. < .; Geo.
rm bv sweetness of voice and manner.
There
vi \x Svurp as one of the most effectual remeSaco
via.
Flower, Bates, Bangor; North, Mathews,
The meeting closed at half past ten talked so glibly of Tweed and others with dies that I have ever known.” Sold
1*. F.rnald, AV. I). lb; Geo.
by all Bueksport.
-•nuething indescrihubly alluring and bewitching Del’roux, AN- i
whom lie (Cox) had no association, he druggists.
with a ringing speech from lion. L. 1). M.
F. Ren, AA'. (i ; AA'. H. Sanborn, AA'. S.; A. lb ( lark,
“i tin- tones
July 17th, schrs. D. K. Arey, Ryan, Boston; Hero,
of Miss Carey’s voice—a something
wanted to know how it was with Babcock,
McDonald, do.
1
J. S. Fernald was appointed I). G. AV. S.
F. AA <
our readers will lind in another column the
cannot be described, which stirs one’s soul in
Sweat, in which he made a terrible ar- with
July lsth, sells. Alpha, Cousins, File an Hunt;
Avery, with Williams, and the rest advertisement of the “Peabody Medical Insti- Fannie
and Edith, Bartlett, Plymouth, Mass; White
>:■ pths—something which is Heaven's dower to
I'm: Iv n
aktln
«>i:
Child Gakden.
of the leading officials of the of these men.
raignment
of
tute,”
Huston, which publishes the immense- Foam, Sawyer, Castine.
lew of the gifted, and which is perfected b\
Mr. 'Townsend—When did you dissolve ly popular work entitled “The Science of Life,
July l'Jth, selc. Deni. Mead*
Holmes, Boston:
Through the enterprise of a lady of this city who i* Republican party—
;ii long and careful training.
The aria ended in
Volant, Smith, Carver’s Harbor.
or Self-lh eservation,” which treats upon all the
! deeply interested in the cause of education, an ex.
with them!1
partnership
President
(tram's
own
views
oi
the
high
SAILED.
“longed applause that called for her reappearance, perienced Kindergartener has been engaged to come
Mr. Cox—1 never had any connection disorder-' that result from the errors of youth
responsibility and obligations attaching to the
i would take no denial. She came to the foolin a
ft should be in the
manner,
July 1 .’tit, sells. Sea Flower. Bates, Brewer ; Young
here and open u training-school for 1lu* purpose of
trust which the American people have
with them to dissolve, it was the Repub- handsmasterly
great
of
Camden.
man
and
Chief,
wonderful
every
Tripp,
voice was uplifted I
young
every person
-.its, and again that
imparting to school-teachers and to mothers of small reposed in him, i.s well illustrated by his letter lican legislature of which
July huh, sells. Eveline, White, New York; Malayou were the Milfering hum a decline of the physical powers.
in the liquid notes of the foreign tongue, but
children a knowledge of the principles and operative to the President of the State Convention, in
bar, Welsh, do; Emma W. Day. (irilliu, Rockport,
which
Tweed
to The Institute also publishes those invaluable
great
helped
trumpeter,
which he urged his claims to a second nominarst forth in the fervid patriotism of The Star
Ala "S ; Orion, Patterson, New York.
methods of that wonderful yet simple system of pri
treatises,
of
Woman,” and
Physiology
tion upon tin'ground that he bad relinquished Ins frauds in New York.
Everybody “Diseases“.Sexual
July 15th, sells. F. A. Coleord, Jones, Boston;
P.a0BATE NOTICES.
of the Nerves and Nervous Mala- Mart
angled Banner—
mary education employed in the Kindergarten.
ha, Sargent, do.
knows that J never in my life gave voice
1 the office of Major General, which was a posi■'
A
dies."
ami
(fold
Medelaborate
very
costly
huh Kith, sell. Lillian, Ryan, Boston
say, can you see by the dawn’s early light,
that
student
of
the
About fifty years ago
profound
tion not only ol honor but of more emolument. or vote to
him.
'Vhat -o proudly we hailed at the twilight’s hist
help
al lias recently been presented to The author of
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
July 17th sells. Mary Farrow, McCarty, Boston.
science of childhood, Frocbel, founded the KinderWilli such views as to this high place and its
Mr. lownsenu—lou never east a vote these works by the National Medical Associathe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
gleaming
July isth, sell. Sea Flower, Bates, Bangor.
" hose broad stripes and bright stars thro’tin* perilgarten, and since that time his wise methods of duties, how could it he expected that he would
tion. Don’t fail to read the advertisement.
duly, A. !>., Is7ti.
July l'Jth, sells. Esperanza, Smalley, Bay do Chasince
God
made
against
Tammany
you.
surround
himself
with
statesmen
of
ous light,
well-known
I'.HIA (A 111 .MI’S, widow of Abner K. Humps
leur:
Forest
Mchave
Robbins,
Queen,
Bangor; Hero,
spread through Herteaching little children
r the ramparts we watched were so gallantly
latent' I'horndike, in said County of Waldo,
Donald, Boston, via. Winterport; Whit" Foam, SawSensible Advice.
ability, high-toned character, and undoubted (Loud Shouts of order.) You are the most
many, France anil the l nifed otato*4, and the great patriotism. With such u head, how could the
Boston.
streaming'
deceased,
having presented a petition that her dower
perfect tool of Tammany that has ever You are asked every day through the columns yer, Castine; Empire, Ryan,
A nd the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air.
be assigned her in the real estate of said tiesuucess of the fast pervading system of Froebel atmay
be
well
to
lind
in
votir
country
surprised
judges
been in New York.
of newspapers and*by your Druggist to use
(Laughter,
uproar
DOM
KSTIC.
ceased.
proof thro’ the night that our Hag was still tests the fact that it is
grounded on the “«ternal ill- courts impeached, chairmen of the committees and
there;
Ordered, That the said Rebecca give notice to all
great confusion.) You had to leave something lor Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint
Ar. at Boston, .July Htli, brig Sarah (Jilmore, (of
in the House ol Representatives bribed, your
ness of things,” and is peculiarly adapted to the un-ay, does tiie star spangled banner yet wave
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
that
chair thank God, at the call of Kelley that you know nothing about, you get discour- Stockton.) Clifford, Portland.
late
vice
?”
brave
‘T t lib land ol the free and the home of the
be published three weeks successively in the Repubyielding to the fa-cinaling
with but little success.
aged
derstandings of little children. The Kindergarten mlliienees president
spending
money
from
sell.
A
Fred
Chi.
Boston, July Mth,
Carle,
of Credit MobilierJ A minister to and go to St. Louis; thank God, you are Now togive
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may apAt the close of the first verse the finger was inter
makes the amusements of children a source of disciyou satisfactory proof that Gke.En’s Condon, Queenstown or Falmouth for orders.
England dabbling in mines like a curb-stone onto! it, and can't get hacK.
Arcu.ST Flower will cure you of Dyspepsia
Ar. at New York, July loth, soli. Earl, Cunning- pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
1
oI ted by a perfect storm of applause. At its subsipline and instruction, and every art of the institu- broker, bringing
and for said Cmmty, on the second Tuesday of
disgrace upon the great counMr. Cox—You sit down, ijhave got the and Liver Complaint with ail its effects, such ham, this port.
ucc she again proceeded with the strains of that
tion is based upon principles deduced from the careAugust next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
Passed through Ill'll Cafe July Pith, schs. II. M.
try which lie represented abroad! With such
as Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Habitual Cos1
that
floor.
left
the
chair
When you say
show cause, if aiiv they have, why the prayer of
^
lions battle hymn. The audience fairly held their
and I!. A, Hunt, Bose for Boston.
ful st udy of childhood. The alphabet of the Kindera man at the bead of affairs, how could we exof the Heart, Heart-burn, Condon, McCarty,
tiveness,
palpitation
said petition should not be granted.
Ar. at Philadeiphia, July Mth, sell. Laura E. Alesat the beck of any one, it is untrue. 1 was
Breath in rapture, bound by the double spell of mel
Water brash, coming lip of food after eating,
garten is not the alphabet of letters, but that of ited honest and faithful men to be his personal
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
Boston.
ser,
(iregory,
Attest— B. P. Fn:u>, Register.
A true copy.
“dy and patriotism; and at the concluding words— things. As has been truly said, letters and words family attendants, and though for the credit of elected as a delegate lrom the New York low spirits, &c„ we ask you to go to your Drugsch.
Chi from Boston, July Pith,
Prescott Hazel
our nation’s school at West
Point, and to the district and my alternate not being here 1 gist, It. 11. Moody, and get a Sample Bottle of tine, McDonald, Portsmouth, X. II.
A ml the star-spangled banner in triumph shall
are abstractions, and infancy can only reach the abhigh and honorable, and brave men which that had to
green's Vrc.psT Flower for 10 cents and try
Ar. at Vineyard Haven, July Mth, sch. Mary Ann,
wave
hereby gives public not ice to all
rpilE subscriber
go, hut it was at no man’s call.
institution lias sent forth to light our battles
tin land oft he free and the home of the brave”— stract by progressive steps. The lessons of tlie KinJL_ concerned, that lie lias been duly appointed and
it, or a Regular Size for To cents, two doses McCann,Cavanaugh, this port for Wilmington, N. C.
are
not
Ar. at Alexandria, Va., July Pith, sell. Lark,
taken up >n himself the trust of Administrator of
only object lessons, but those of and protect our honor at home and abroad, we [Shouts of time! order! order! and great will relieve you.
dergarten
’he hall
cow.
0
.‘12
mos.
shook
with
applause.
fairly
I be estate of
Hutchinson, Beach Haven, X. J.
action also. The child learns not only by seeing but would unwillingly believe the charges which confusion.]
Among the remaining noteworthy parts in the
( Id. from Jacksonville, July f»tl»,sch. Annie L.McNATHANIEL AVEUILL, late of Montvillo,
Mr. Tucker oi Va., ofl'ered a substitute
No Humor, however bad. can withstand the
lie grows in comparison and analy- were made against his private secretary Babby
producing,
New
York.
McKeen,
were
the
her
she’s
Keeu,
duett
“Trust
not,
programme,
cock, and though we were glad for the sake of for tlie second section, but without action purifying properties of Talbot’s Ikon Tonic.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
Shi. from Boston, July 17th, ship Wildwood, Herboth taking apart and building up, by means
t
sis,
by
Miss
and
Miss
Nickels
Carey—an
tin- honorable standing of our West Point gradiling thee,” by
as the law directs; In* therefore requests all persons
the conmittoe rose and the House at live By the use of this powerful medic ine the blood rimaii, Sail Francisco.
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
"luptution of Longfellow’s song. Miss Carey also of the blocks, cylinders, spheres, cubes, sticks and uates to hear of his acquittal upon his trial at
is cleansed from all impurities, and made rich
Sid. from Bucksport, .July Mth, ship X. T. Hill,
o’clock adjourned.
called “gifts’* with which he is furnished, St. Louis, the result shows that lie was not
immediate payment, and those who have any deand
Snow,
the
an
excellent
with exquisite taste and feeling the ballad other so
itient
lias
only
Liverpool.
healthy;
appe- (new)
p
mands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
Ar. at Vineyard llaven, July Mth, schs. M. W.
tite for food, and soon becomes fleshy, strong
Kathleen mavourneen—and for an encore Coining and play thus is made to serve the ends of education. guiltv and ought to have been convicted, but
AMOS W. Sl’ROWL.
Drew, French, Bath for Washington: Malabar, to him.
had added to the. main crime alleged
Aitlhtox. On Sunday the house, ell and and vigorous. Try Talbot’s Ikon Tonic.
thro’ the Rye. The rendering by Miss Nickels of In this brief notice it is impossible to even touch up- that lie
Welsh, this port for New York; Eveline, White do.,
against him the other crime of stealing from barn owned by Angus Mdver were
2wl
on the many useful and beautiful occupations of the
the
defor
Bondout.
Last
IS
HEREBY
of
The
Rose
of
Summer
GIVEN, that the subtotally
touching pathos
their lawful possessor Hie proofs of his now
Ar. at New York, July Mth, brig Isaac Carver,
scriber has been duly appointed Administra"us beautiful, and called out great applause. The Kindergarten. We sincerely hope that the young
Mothers can secure health for their chil- llced,
well-known guilt. Passing over with but a stroyed by lire, together with the larger part of
of
trix
on
the
estate
Bangor.
entertainment ended with “Lift thine Eyes” from mothers and school teachers of this city and vicinity mere allusion to other members of Grant’s cab- the furniture, two carriages, farm implements dren and rest for themselves by the use of CusELBRILKiE G. K NIGH i\ late of Camden,
FOKKICSX POUTS.
-'b-ndelssohn, sung in trio by Misses Carey, Clark will avail themselves in large numbers of the rare inet, like Richardson, Creswcll, Delano, Bout- and some stock. Mr. Mdver was absent from tora, a perfect substitute for Castor Oil. It is
in the County of Knox, deceased, intestate, and has
of
Sid. from St. John, N. B. July 1.1th, ship Belle
whom
have
well
and
within
their
shaken
“" l Nickels.
Williams,—all
to
be
of
soon
were
placed
reach,
privilege
Bouquets in great profusion
undertaken that trust by giving bond as the law
of whom bv their home at the time of the accident. The lire is absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take O’Brien, O’Brien, Liverpool.
thrown upon the stage. And thus ended by far the learning to become accomplished Kindergarteners,* the public faith and some
Ar. at Falmouth, July gd, ship Louis Walsh, directs:—All persons, therefore, having demands
official acts have blackened tlreir own reputa- supposed to have originated by a hoy lighting as honey. For Wind-Colie, Sour Stomach,
against the estateof said deceased are desired to exnio.-t attractive musical entertainment with which and that the good effects of their zeal and teachings
Pabellondi
Pica.
W’hite,
tion, we find our Senate to-day trying one of his a match on a bale of liny in flic barn. Mrs. Worms or
hibit the same for settlement; and all indebted to
Ar. at Penarth, July Pith, brig Josie A. Deverour city was ever
Constipation, for young or old. there
estate arc requested to make immediate payfavored, and the memory of which may be felt by the rising generation. It is a noble most honored eabiuet officers for bribery, ad.said
Higgins, Boston.
"ill long dwell with all whose good fortune it was work, well worth y*of the attention of all who come mitted by himself and proved by the most j Mdver lost a very valuable gold watch. Loss is nothing in existence like it. It is certain, it eau.x,
ment to
MY It A II. KNIGHT.
Ar. at Swansea, July Mth, sch. Louisa Bliss, Arm3w3
Camden,
to be present.
July 18, 1870.
abundant
about #2,500; insured for #1,200.
is speedy, it is cheap.
in contact with young children.
testimony.
strong, Bangor.
‘11j* i'. i. Ila/*v.;m- \vaunaim- l-» take
cargo <•!' deal.- at Hangar, owing to ?.*• r
I'm remaining portion.
Iraught of water

Ii A \ B just addrd to i;:y Stock IJOND’S BUTTKU
( ItA( KBK>. >oda
1 .me;.’ 1’ilot I*r* :*«l. Snaps
"1* ail kinds, I.. mon IPmil, (Pit 3P ml Biscuit and
Bunds i'.< ii from !P»ii !’
li n k.
Boston. Ai-•»
a lar^*- sortmeat of
i i i:;.i^ im klc, Hooks and
I.ilirs, &<*.
Also I have just rcei iv> d .".id shall k«-i-j. constiUU1 l.V on hand a Burp- and Well-.S-lrcte 1 stoek of

Sardines,

—

3l< >N DAY, July 17.
lit rn;u—Wc quote choice Western at ibable.
Common W estern sells at loalSc, and good do at lbe.
fine New York ami Vermont butter ranges from
gba -be, and fair to good do at Ida-go per Ho.
CiiKrisr.—We quote line State ami Vermont factory cheese at l<>c; line Western at 'Jab 1-gc; fair to
good cheese at Gats 1-Ic; skim at bauc per lb.
K»;i;s—Fresh eggs are not plenty, and sell at
1Sals l-gc. Northern eggs range from 1»> l-gal7 1-gc
per doz.
IF: \n'—There i< a fair demaml for mediums ut
bOao 1 00 for good and prime lots. Pea beans steady
at si 4"*ul r»U per bush, and yellow eyes 'i ll in 'mail
lot' at t? 1 MJ;t 1 "•> per bush.
II AY AND STKAW—We quote coarse hay at jjl 01)
abb; medium at SIS Onalb o(>, and lineal *17 0baon.
o
Straw is selling at $gG eua'A per ton.

Read & Remember!

Cii/ars, 'Tobacco,

NOTICES.

3L A. CULL\ AX,
Corner of Miller ami < .Toss Sts.
bwi.vs
ls7ii.

1876.

Berne rara.

1 he

•O'OUSE PAINTING, PAPERING
••SOL and braining done in the be.-t manner.
Painting end Paper ng f ront Halls, Parlors a d
Silting Poems, ;t specialty. Orders solicited and
will he promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
price and work assured by

•.

1876.

Ship Edward o'I’rien, Smalley, from Maji'lionefor Liverpool, before reported at Valparaiso leaky
bad linished repairs June 5 and was reloading.
Sdi. -Maggie Lieli, llall, ai Richmond,
trom !
July
Rockland, was struck by lightning night’of !-‘th,

identally discovered remedy. Those who wi ll to
avail themselves of the benefits of this discovery
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressing with stamp naming paper,
Du. CUAKI.i.S 1\ MAUSII ALL,
•'!- Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

SPECIAL,

Pot-

Sid. from Cadiz, July 5th, bark Emma L. Partridge, United Slates.
Ar. at Copenhagen, July 10th, brig John II. Cnindon, PieiT*-, x. York.
Ar. at Manila, no date, brig Xed White, Thornbs,
Wellington, X. Z. to load sugar lor United State-.
Ar. ar Rostock, July Hth, brig DonOaixote, Munroe, New York.
At. Calctit'a, June f.fh, ship Xanev Pendieton,
Pendleton, loading l'or London.

••
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at

Pi. Pi. FORBES,
K'o. 13 Main Street.
Belfast, d line

is;r,.

Speeiiil
1

do-in;;

Xolire.

stuck on account of poor
health, ail persons indebted to me by note or aceount, nr<* lu*re!i.. notilied that thejr account' must
*• 111• d
h*
immedlaiely, or they w ill be plan in the
hands of otlu r | allies- for toll* c! ion.
II. II. KOKBKS,
1 r«‘.
p.nf
Belfast, dune
A
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out my

Belfast
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II:1.- made
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pal point

a

Photographer.

series of view* «»i' 15*•!l’.t"t liny from
to the city, includin''all the mini i

-ve

a:

Wesleyan Grove, Saturday Cove, Northport, and City of Belfast,
The scenery is
ma^uihcent and cannot be surpa'-ed
on t he coa-d of Maim-.
These vieyvs aie ‘la itied ami are numbered—
tin- >« t comprises •,*•» views—and is the lirst time
Mi' h iiu
enterprise lias been attempted.
< all
at in\ studio and Joek at tli.-m. For Sale
—

<

heap.
W. C. TUTTJLE.
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lilLLHK COPIES SIIL1).

Gold Modal Awarded to tlie Anihor by the
“National Medical Association,'’
March 31st, 1876.
>1 published by tin- P!. A IK H»Y Ml.DICAI.

)l

IN >11 H II., a lieu edit "11 nflf.r celebrated
1.1 I 1.
laetlieal wmk entitled the "M'lKN’CK <>l
11 treats upon M \ n
>Ki.l I'llK> 111J\ AT l< • \.
ilooi), how lo-t. how regained ami perpetuated;
cause and cure of Kxhunsted \ itality, Iinpoteiitey,
1’reinat.ure l>eeline in Man, >peniiar«n rleea.tir SemNervous ami
inal fosses
nocturnal a:al diurnal
Physical Debility, liy pocii.mdrin, Bloomi forebodings, Mental Depression, I«*t energy, Haggard
Countenance, Confusion of Mind and I."-- “I Memory. Itnpun State of the Blood, and all diseases
arising I rum tlo- l-.i: :u n:s < ! Y »i nt or t he indiscre-d'mature year-.
tions or exces-i
It tells you all about tin- Morale of < ieuernt i\e
Physiology, lIn IMiy-i,>gv of Marriage, of Wtil
lock and Oils prill g, PI: -i.-.d Contrasts, Ihe Morality
Kmpiricism, Perversion «»i M srriug**. t'oiijugal I’le
ct'M! ami Kiiemlly C<>ui>-< !. Phi-leal Iniirmiiy, Its
Caiist s ami Cun*, Relations Between the Se\i->,
Proofs of the expansion o! Vice, I he Miseries «»!'
Imprudence. Ancient Ignorance and Krrors, Mi an1 i;t t. PuiNti
oi I'na:, Cure of Body ami Miml.
i■» Patients ami In
l !.i 11 m i:n i, A ldr«
fi.t-.s ntflu* price
vaiid Read •I lie Autlior's Prim iples.
of this book is only £! no
This Book also con Mips M<»i: t Than Inn P i:
st uii*Tit»N.-> for the above namt il ami ot her diseases,
each one uortli more than tin* price «.| the book.
Hi: PIIYMOK
The Institute also publishes
(HiY OK WOM AN AND II I.R DJS MASKS.” Price
oil.
1 be best book of the kilid'extaii!.
Also, anothi r valuable medical work treating ex
chisively on MKVIAI. AND NKRYol s DIM \>
KS; more than '.no royal octavo pages, twenty b
gant engravings, boimil in suv-tamial muslin. I’r
only S'.'.no. Barely enough to pay for printing.
•'’The Book for young ami middle-aged men to
readjust now, is the Science of Kite, or self I'n scr
vation. Tie* author has returned from Kurope in
excellent health, and is again tin t liiel ('on-uliing
Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. -t
Bullineh Street, Boston,"Ma-s.’*—Republican dour
mil.
"The Science of I.ife is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.Boston Hei a Id.
"Hope nestled in tin* bottom of Pandora's box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
of these valuable work-, published by tin Peabody
Medical Institute, which art* teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of

or.

—

■

life.”—Philadelphia Kmjuirer.

**lt should be read by the young, the middle-aged
ami even the old.’*—New York ITihuue.
The lirst and only Medal ever conferred upon nnv
Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to Ihe author of these works, March -list, l>n». The presentation was noticed at the time of its oeeurn nee hi
tin* Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the country.
1 his magnificent Medal is of solid
gold, set with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare brilliancy
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of
its materials, and si/e, this is decidedly the most
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose whatever. It is well worth the inspection
of Numismatists
It was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, dune .’Iti,
187ft.
ataloguo sent on receipt oi no. lor postage*.
Lit her of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address lT.AI'.OhY MKIHt’AL 1NM ITi l l', No. 4 Hultinch St,, Boston, Mass., opp. Kovere !louse.
N. B. 'Hie author can he consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring
skill, secrecy and experience. Ottlce hours,.0 a. m.
to 0p.m.
lyii
No Charges for obtaining
Patents unless successful.
C. A. Shaw,
U0 Tremoat Street, Boston.

■LN VX<« Jl UJttD Pamphlet free.
TOT1tTT7T^''KroWDG

Lilies.

Throe

! he \\(
has lost its golden glow,
1 lu- tali w hite lilacs stand arow
lb-hind the bed-. of musk;
Ti:e woodbine climbs the garden rail,
Ami in the copse the nightingale
Is singing through the dusk.
AA'e stand beside the cedar tree,
W
mark, as hi: as eyi scan see,
<>a:- garden's utmost bound.
Ill- !■
lawn, the beds of bloom,
I In- elms beyond the hedge of broom,
And ail i- hallowed ground.
<

<

“Why

e

bull oft we wove them for a crown
i<> d
k the ringlets, chestnut browui,
1 luit ‘U her shoulders strayed.
An, h.-avi n how lbiul, how blind wo were,
We thought her more than earthly fair,
And yet w ere not afraid..
We might have known a soul so white
AVas i■ oil’s, w as neaven’s, by holy right
And never could be ours :
AAA- might have known we could not keep
I he child whose thoughts were grave and
And pure as lily flowers.

deep,

Id!! good, too fair, too pure for us,
Hut w in n keen anguish pierces thus,
Am! bleeding hearts will faint
Ami we must madly wish awhile
I n.it she could barter tor our smile
fhe palm branch of the saint.
AA'e cannot say we feel it best
1 hat site was taken from our breast,
AA’hile sticii hot pulses stir;
And thinking of tin- new turned sod,
AA'e cannot, all at once, thank tied
t hat lie has gathered her.
AA’e can but look with bitter tears
Hack ward and forward over the years
< oid's will our life has crossed!
AA e can but let that will be done,
AA'e can but pra\ that she has won
bar more than we have lost.
<oid may be good to us, and give
Mich comfort a- will let us live
In peace from day to day,
Hut joy will only dawn that hour
AA herein we see our lily flower
In regions far away.
All the Year lloumi.

A

Song of Peace.

11V

.li'Ai.TIN

and Devotion.

a winter day ;
only breakfast ami away;
>(le rs to’dinner sta v,
And are full fed,
1 he oldest man but sleeps
And goes to bed,
barge is his expense

(bid will not. refu-e the poor offerings of poor
not accept the poor offer-

people; but lie will
ings of the rich.

some

strange

mtradiet our past selves,—fatal
moments when a lit of passion, like a lava
stream, lay* low hall our lives. 'George Eliot.
we

■'

"There are," says (r;*ote, "two distinct points
ot \iew from which morality must be looked
at—as it concerns the individual agent, and as it
concerns the observing and judging public."
(bid has written upon the ilowcrs that sweetthe air, upon the breeze that locks the
flower upon its stein, upon the rain-drops that
'W ell I he
mighty river, upon the dew-drops
that refresh the >malic.>t sprig of moss that
rears n> head in the desert, upon the ocean
liiat rocks every swimmer in its channel, upon
every pencilled shell that sleepy in the caverns
of the deep, as well as upon the mighty sun
which warms and cheers the millions of creatin'* s that, live in it' light—upon all he lias
written “None of us livetli to himself."

en

1 believe that the great lesson for us to learn
—every day it seems more true to me—is this,
<b>d and my own soul; there is nothing else in
this world I will trust to for the truth. To
those aionc we are amenable for judgment, to
Him and to His voice within us. From all else
wc

muM

appeal.

Only we

must not

These

just received their Spring Stock of

world.
yet there are
They will not

which they will not do.
mend broken bones,
but they will always allay pain. They have straightened lingers, cured chronic rheumatism of many
years standing, and taken the pain from terrible
burns and scalds, which has never been done by any
other article.
'fl.'Iio White Citiiineut is for the hitman family. It will drive Rheumatism, Sciatica and Neuralgia from the system; cure Lumbago, Chillblains,
l'alsy, Itch, and most Cutaneous Eruptions; it oxtracts frost from frozen hands and feet, and the
f»oi*on of hite* ami tiling'* of venomous rep
tiles; it subdues swellings and alleviates pain of
every kind.
For sprains or bruises it is the most potent remedy
ever discovered.
The Centaur Liniment is used
with great ollicacy for Sore Throat, 'I'ootEtac'li**,
faked Jlr«*a*t*. Earache, and Weak Lack. 1 Infollowing is but a sample of numerous testimonials

FT OUSE with

-v

Hats, Bonnets,

Valuable Heal

FLOWERS.

“Indiana Home, Jeff. Co., Ind., May 28, 7a.
“I think it my duty to inform you that 1 have suffered much with swollen feet and chords.
1 have
not been free from these swellings in eight years.
Now I am perfectly well, thanks to the Centaur
Liniment. The Liniment ought to bo applied warm.
Len.tamin UltOWN.”
The proof is in the trial. It is reliable, it is handy,
is
it
cheap, and every family should have it.
To the sick and bed-ridden, the halt and lame, to
the wounded and sore, we say, “Come and 1m»
healed.“
To the poor and distressed who have spent their
money for worthless medicines, a bottle offentan r
JLiniment will be given without charge.

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

for

Estate

Church Street, is

Laces,

now offered for
sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
109 feet on Church Street, and more
deep, with buildings thereon in good

Will be Sold

—AND—

a

G.

E.

JOHNSON,

at Law!

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Ollier formerly occupied by 11. K. Hoyle.

Wo intent!

give ill <>t our
perfect satisfaction.
to

It has

Toil A l.

that have

tues, never
makes the

Attorney

no

virt ue s.

one

ever

—

.se-

its virIt stil

effectual

most

can

a

be made

Spring

their closet for the

ready and prompt relief of its
Sickness, •ulleiing, and even life is saved
by this timely protection. The prudent should not
neglect if, and the wise will not. Keep it by you
for the protection it affords by it* timely use in sudmembers.

a it

k

a

Dr. J.

AYER &

C.

P rustical and
Sold

INSIDE LINE
—

Mass..

Elisworlhand Bangor.

Anahit tsai Chemists.

by all Druggists

and Dealers in Medicine.

ST I\ AM!' U I. K W I ST( > \
CAPT. CHAS. BEERING,

DEETTISTRTl!
DR. G. P. LOMBARD. |

f* »
Will 1. a\
I a n <l
1 luii'Nihn Kvcniiigc at
I
lO o'clock for Docklul,
h
< a-Jim
o
Peer I.-Jc, Sedgwick
r.
Suiitli West and Par Harbor
'-__.
"■
Mr. P -er!
M ill bridge
Jonesport and Mad da pm '.
ondur
llelttvniug, lea -. Mad.report, every
ntormii;. at -2- t i o'ilock.

fy.

j

Successor to Dr. C. MOORF.
the (-1.1 *tand ol
of «'Uureh and
lias all the la:, t
instruments lor operating upon teeth, in
at
cnnwr

improved
eluding
MORRISON'S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

STEAMER

Twitcneii,

Attorney! Counsellor at law,

appeal

so

haughtily as we are sometimes turned to do,
bm in independence, not in pride. [Frederick
W. iiobi rtsoii.

OF

RICHMOND

Will leave Portland ever;. Monday. Ilcilur*
•lay and 9'ridat' tMcniiigit at lO o'clock
lor Dockland, Camden, Belfa-t, s. ar-porl, Sun-i
point. Pm -k.-pojt, \\'inter[..in, Hampden and Pang
Bet urn mg. l>a\« B:iii;<>r e\ ei ,?l on Hay %1 «*ii
iicmIjm and f I'iilay niorniii^it at O o'clk

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON
CAPT. ORIS B INGRAHAM,
WilT leave Commercial Wharf, Dockland, t\

& Co„

Champtin

CITY

CAPT AIK C. KILBY,

tiesdav

E lmroil.t>
«3nH
morning « at
n'chick. or on arrival of .Meane < it
iimond trom Portland, lor Peer Isle, s. W m,
ir Pat :..»rs
r!
Ml. I
and WinP r Harbor
Deiui ii mg. P ave- Winter Harbor every II cil.
n
iii.h
Friday morning** .if 4.4ti
o’clock. P >.. idiig e .iliovarriving it Dock!.e
at aim •:
1 !
,/cJock. connecting \\ irli Mean.* itv of Didmn nil tor I’«»rtland.
Will leavi
ommercial Wharf, Dockland, ev*
Saturday morning at .» I.'^ o'clock,
arrival of Meaner .s above- !dr Kll-worth, touclii
at Peer I dDeturniug, lei..- Kll-worth every !llo»<i;o
morning at
o'clock, toucliing at P
l ie, arriving in Dockland at about IB «»'< Inc*
com.eding with Steam* ( ity ot Didiniuud for I
land.
1 he Steamer Cu.mm.i
lloi i.irinv has b.-.-n
eently re tilted and larnisln d with a N 1 W Poll.i
and new Modiinery, making her even w o
class Steamer.
f or farther partienl:irs. i.,.;uire .i|
< V i:
>11 DPI A \ T, (ien’l Ageut,
Dailroad \\ hart
Portland, May nth.
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GREER,
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James W. Clark
—

Main (’oiitral Railroad,

OINTMENT

Trains now leave Belfast at i.l" A. M.
Pro
s.lo.
Thorndike s.lo.
l nily
Arriving
to A. M.
Puruhatu
Leave Belfast at ;
M.
Brooks 4. JT
I In
dike Too.
uir. .!
Arriv ing at Durnliam at
P. M.
DI. 1 L'DN'I N(i,

SCRATCHES

BUSINESS SUITS!

—

Mt. Desert, Machias,

i*.y

CO., Lowell,

1)1'•

DRESS SUITS,

T()

>.

THOMPSON.

Goods

$2.50

BOSTON,
LO.WELL,

All freight lim-t he accompanied by l»ill of Lading
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on deliv
DAN 1 FI. LANK, Agent.
ery of goods.
Leila -d, May 25, 1S?<>.

Spring Streets,

Counsellor at Law,
H. H. Johnson & Co. Attorney

a>r

3.65
Centennial Tickets via Fall River
and Stonington,
15.00
14 00
Via, Norwich,

I’j.croitAi. has

ia:v

it
‘■inure is an old comn up stairs,
Ill It iDM\ BLOCK. IWIasti, Ik
and tedious than by the <dd methods. Teeth insertsmells of mould.
ed in Kubber or Celluloid l»a.-e, as persons prefer,
They say Redmond,
“New Yolk, January, 1*71.
fc*“All business entrusted to him will receive lie has the
but
tlie
in
was
buried
the murderer
country right for the use of
it;
rompt attention.
“Every owner of horses should give the Centavu
devil came for his body and loft the coffin
Liniment a trial. We consider it the bast article
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Come and
ever used in our stables.
Us
Particular attent ion given t o making and insert ing
empty, at the end of a week, and it was
“II. MARSH, Supt. Adams Ex. Stables, N.Y.
artiliciai teeth.
u 1C
W- P.
“K. FULTZ, Supt. 1
dually taken from the tomb. It is up
S. Ex. Stables, N. Y.
Before
elsewhere.
purchasing
‘•ALIiERT S. ODIN, Supt. Nat. Ex. Stables,N.Y .”
stairs in the room my grandfather died in,
and they say grandsire does not rest easy
Montgommaly, Ala., Aug. 17, ls7L
Statement of 0. J.
s
in his grave for some reason, though that
“Gentlemen,—I have u-ed over one gross of
JLinimeiif, yellow wrapper, on the
1 know nothing about. Dare you make
Editor
Mountain Herald. Centaur
mules of
besides
dozens
of
the
familv
wnoi-iiSAi.i:
plantation,
ks,
my
that, your bed to-night ?"
Liniment for my negroes. 1 want to purchase ii at
BELFAST, MAINE.
& 177 Commercial Street,
Nos.
the
Omosl
l
175
wholesale
Bel
and
will
thank
to
1870.
1M
me
last,
Colorado,
price,
2'>,
Krnst laughed.
Denver,
you
ship
April
by Savannah steamer one gross of each kind. .Messrs.
“Is that all ? i will do that and sleep
i n > im,\ m i >, m i
A T. Stewart & Co. will pay your bill on presen rathe Prevalence of Catarrh
tion.
,Ia.mi-;s Hallow.”
“Respectfully,
soundly. Why, pretty one, did you think
F.
A.
The best patrons of this Liniment are Farriers and
I had weak nerves?"
and the
of
Veterinary Surgeons. It heals Galls, Wounds and
SPECIALTIES.
“Youi nerves will have good proof if
I’oil-evil, removes Swellings,and is worth million*
Sanford's
Radical
of dollar* to Farmers, Livery-men, Stock-growRemember, no one
Teas, Molasses and
Tobaccos,
you undertake it.
-OM ICE INers, Sheep-raisers, and those having horses or cattle.
sleeps in that wing of the house."
Colfees.
What a Farrier cannot do for $20 the Centaur
Cure for Catarrh.
•T shall sleep the sounder."
Aidcn’s Block, Main Street,
Liniment will do at a trilling cost.
Coffees Roasted Daily with the Burns’
These
a
to
Liniments
iad
are warranted by the proprietors, !
“Good night, then. 1 will send
Patent Roaster.
“Kvery nine out ot ten adults in this whole region
BELFAST, MAINE.
!
a bottle will be given to any Farrier or 1‘hvsi- !
show you the chamber. If you stay there of country is afflicted with Catarrh. It seems to be and
Wholesale Agents for
itfp Particular attention given to < oi.lintinn.
cian who desires to test them. Sold everywhere!
out in this atmosphere. Mr.
climatically
epidemic
ami
inn..
till morning,” said the imperious Miss Smith tells me that the three dozen bottles of RadiAnd some of tho Finest that
Prompt attention gi>eu to
Coxyi:vann
Globe Mills Standard SpicesCommunications by mail.
of
J.
I>.
Rose
0m5-.*.
Laboratory
Barbara, with a nod of her pretty head, « ai. Cl'hi: were immediately sold, and that lie had
J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman
-hi Dky St., New Yolk.
can be had in tho market for
forty orders for more within the last three weeks,
“1 will marry you.”
but had none here to supply from.”
Chios::?
“You vow it?"
The Mr. Smith referred to is the firm of Smith &
“1 vow it."
Dl.AI.Kir IN
S IP P I TST <3I>oll, furniture dealers, Denver. When in Boston
Krnst turned straight away, and fol- about a
year ago he purchased eleven bottles oflowed a lad in waiting, through dim Catarrh
Remedy, aud one of Sanford’s Radical
rooms and passages, echoing stairs, along
Ci kf., the latter at the earnest request of a peisonal
narrow, damp ways, where rats scuttled acquaintance, lie had seen the first named
No, 13 Phenix Row,
remedy
before them, to a low chamber. The boy but bad not heard of the latter. Shortly after his
BELFAST,
Is a pleasant and perfect substitute, in all cases, for
MAINE.
looked pale and scared, and evidently an iv al in Denver we received an order for a dozen
Castor Oil. Castora is the result of an <>I ! Phywanted to hurry away. Gut Krnst made of the Radk al Cl hi:, and soon another with the
sician's effort to produce, for Ids own practice, an
him wait until he took a survey of the I leasing intelligence that Mr. Smith was cured. The
effective cathartic, pleasant to tie tn-te anil
ol
liis
it
was
room by the aid
(Successors to Carle & Morison,)
lamp,
large prevalence of the disease, coupled with the recom- free from griping.
AND OTIIKIl ILLS OF
dkau:i:s in
and full of recesses with high windows in mendations of Mr. Smith, soon created a lively de
Dr. .Samuel Pitcher, liyannis, Mass., succeeded in
lie re- maud, and without advertising nearly three hundred
them which were barred across,
without
the
use
of alchuhol, a purgative
combining,
membered that old Grandsire Ferros had bottles were sent out. This is a striking illustration
agent as ideasant to taUo ;»•* honey, and
been insane several years before his death, of what is frequently done for this remedy as a re- which possesses all the desirable
AND SOUKS ON ALL
Shifi iiml Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Improperties of Pacfeo., &G.
so the
plements, Paints, Oils, (Pass, &c.
tor (>i!.
No. oJ Main
precaution had been necessary for turn for relief from long and painful suffering.
Me.
.Street,
Belfast,
tf;M
In the
the saicty of himself and others.
It is adapted to all ages, hut is especially recomcentre of the room stood a coffin; beside
mended to iiu>tiior» as a reliable remedy for all
a
it was chair. The room was otherwise
disorders of the stomach and bowels of children. It
G. T.
£*}-Wit ness the iiamf of (lent b-rnen who test if;
is certain, agreeable, absolutely harmless, and cheap.
perfectly cnmtv.
to its extraordinary merits
Ernst stretched himself in the coffin.
A. llayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
A New Hampshire Druggist Entirely Cured It should he used for wind colic, sour stomach,
IJelfast,
Also a Splendid Lino of
Israel Ox, (len’i las. Agent,
"lie kind enough to toll Miss Barbara
worms, costiveness, croup, &e., then children can
by Sanford's Radical Cure.
Harrison llayford, Danner,
have
and
that it is a good lit,” said lie.
mothers
rest.
m:\i.i
ii
I
ix
have
sleep
am,
the
may
Radical
kinds
ok
Curl
for
iinit/cnu'u,—
kept
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
J. 15. Hose & Co., of 40 Dey Street, New York, are
The boy went out and shut the door, over a } ear I was afflicted with Catarrh myself and
S. ,J. Dean, Drop, of l.ivery Stable, Kockland
while in lioston was advised to try this remedy, and
f.hen W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No >*e;irspiirt,
the sole preparers of Castoria. alter Dr. Pitcher’s
the
in
the
dark.
leaving
gunsmith
it entirely cured me. Since then 1 have constantly
Dohert (i. Ames, Teamster,
:;ui_*
recipe.
Meanwhile, Barbara was talking with recommended samoitD’s Radical Curl.
d. W. lilack, Deputy Sheriff,
in
of Kim; Wliito
< TUT is CATKS.
Consisting
purl
d.
M. Hale & Do., Stage Drops., Ellsworth,
the blacksmith in the keeping room.
l.lTTLLTo.W N. 11., Sept.
lb?fj.
W. K. ( leaves, Drop of Liv. Stable Stockton,
% ‘Particular attention given to Sewing Muoliine
said
her hands

Try

FARE TO

Coughs. Colds.
by medical skill.

really robbed
these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their
fatal effects, that is \v< 11 founded if tin* remedy Le
taken in season. F,\ery family should have it in
Indeed the Cm

Johnson,

ibr Lostou every Monday,
Vh dticsday, Thur>day and Saturday, tit 2. I*. M.
Returning, will leave liovrnN every Monday.
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 5 1-2 1‘. M.

of

cures

Capt. J.

Koix,

Vv'ill leave Li.u

series of marvelous

confidence in

for it

STEAM Ell

CAMBRIDGE,
KAfAHDIN,
".
P.

Capt. VVm.

been known to the public about

won

STEAMER

wide a reputamaintained it so

May still lx- found

at Law!

she Houtc! Four Trips prr Week.

on

wor

equalled by any oilier medicine.

Consumption, that

GEO. E. W ALLACE,

customers

ARRANGEMENT far tiic SEASON of 1876.
Two Steamers

so
or

by a long continued

years,

cures,

with beginners. For
inetOrgan. Special
impure at 1 Hi Main Street.
Nov.1875—tf-’l

Attorney

is adapted to the tough muscles, cords and tlcsh of
horses and animals. It has performed more nondvrful cure** of Spavin, Strain, Wind galls,
Scratches, Sweeny, and general Lameness, than all
other remedies in existence. Read what the great
l-ixpressmen say of it:

I'k<

terms

S’fUCES !

LOWEST

cured

tion,

••an*

oiler at the very

s,
but

I'Hia'Auiin

11.

few
MULLS, will receive
MISS
pupils for instruction upon tin* Piano and Cabtaken

All of

become household

■ext aordi nary

Musical Notice.
Alil’IIl

In Liu: most. Desirable Shades.

and

:Perhaps

den

Ribbons,
wo

if Wanted.

Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Lemine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premise*. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
HAN’., 11 ARADEN.
Belhist, Feb. 15, 187G.
tflJJ

Silks,

which

immediately

con-

won

not only one
many nations, must have

forty

Sale 1

feet of Land,
than 50 feet
condition.

the

fidence of mankind

among

an

HOMESTEAD of the late
rjHlIE
A
.John
Unladen situated on

or

composition?, I

The few

which have

^
J&ft,ie

things

some
cure cancer

CONSUMPTION.

Acre and a half
JL of land for sale or rent. One
110 vv bouses on Belmont
Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire of
—-.-sgragg~ g EO. G. WELLS.
il'iH
Belfast, Feb. 29, l>7ii.
^v.vt

a

Liniments are simply the wonder of the
Their effects are little less than marvellous,

Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Bronchitis, Asthma, and

as

Cough,

Herd.

or

Castoria. :Over Coats

I ll** wealth «»f a man is the number of things
whirl! he lows ami blears—wbieii he is loved
and blessed b\.

impulse

Have

White, for the Human Family.
Yellow, for Horses & Animals.

For Sale

such

ARABIAN

e

when by

H.H. Johnson & Go.

—

I bat lingers out the day :
II that goes soonest
lias the least to p.u

moments

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,

Have Come

>iu* life i> but

are

Liniments I

Popularity

><Mne

There

A LAUGE TWO STORY IIOUSE
-i-'JL situated on a very sightly spot
at Winterport, lower village, in full
view of the Ray and River, with a
small orchard" and land enough for a large garden,
a good well of water, and a cistern.
The above
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO.
April 29,1875.—till
Monroe, Waldo Co., 31 e.

C'\

^WY^pIutk

showing

i.o! tlock and fold,
i
rich aLumlauce, fat increase,
And alleys clad in sheen of gold,
< Mi, rise and
sing a song of peace'
M
I In sens roams tile land no mole,
And Janus rest- with rusted door.

*

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

-:o.-

Rocky

earth,

Thought

The young liulv who vowed she’d never marry a man under iive feet ten in stature, has not
as yet been led to the altar of Hy-men.

Centaur

Goldrich, Esq.,

The held- forget tin battles fought,
i Im trenches wave in golden grain,
•Shall we neglect the lessons taught
And tear tlie wounds agape againv
; Mother Nature, nurse tin* land,
And heal her wounds with gentle hand.

Jewels of

very

Scalped.

There arrived here on Friday evening’s
Kansas Facitic train a party of three persons, direct from Deadwood City, the new
mining town in the Black Hills. Learning
that one ot tiie party, Ilcman Ganzio of
Milwaukee, had been shot and scalped by
Indians, we took Irom his lips the story ot
his experiences, as follows: “You see we
were coming down into the valley of Hut
Creek, on our way to Fort Laramie. I
had gone on ahead of the wagons, when
looking down a ravine to the right, I saw
live mounted Indians ride across the valley. J started to go back to the train,
when at least a dozen Indians ran out of
the brush, and you bet 1 ran and hollered
for help. In a minute two or three of them
shot at me.
I felt a sharp, stinging pain
in my left leg and another in my left
shoulder, and I fell. Then they were upon
me in a minute, and one of them put his
knee in my back, while another hit me a
clip with a club or a butt of a gun. I don’t
know which, as I had no time to think.
All i knew was 1 was being scalped ; my
hair was held tight. I felt a hot, red hot.
stinging sort of pain all around the top ct
my head, as if my hair was being torn out
by the roots. It was too much ; 1 couldn’t
stand it
1 died—at least 1 thought I did.
But my scalp was saved just as it was being torn oil. The boys at the wagons had
seen me running; saw the Indians, and
came on thirteen of them, and got up just
in time to prevent the red devils finishing
their work.
The Indians, as well as my
friends, though I was dead. But I came
to and my scalp was laid back again.
It was only half loin oil', as you will
see, and is growing again nicely.” The
poor fellow was taken to Fort Laramie and received every attention, and
as soon as lie was able, started lor his
parent’s home in Milwaukee. He is the
first white man who has felt the “Injun’s”
hand in his hair this year, who has lived
to come homo and tell how it feels. [Kansas City Times.

CATARRH.

1 he earth has healed her wounded breast,
1 in- cannon plough the held no more;
I ie heroes re.-t < Mi, let tin m rest
In pi ace along the peaceful shore!
1 hey toughl for peace, for peace they fell;
1 hey -leep in peace, and all is well.

in.

a

“What is it?”

lie brave corn lilts in regiments
leu thousand sabres in the sun,
1 In rick- replace the battle tent.-,
file bannered ta-.-els toss and run.
I lie in idling Steed, the bugle’s blast,
1 lie-e be but .-lories of the past.

o

“lie's as placid as goat’s milk.”
“That is no sign he is a coward. There
is little Fritz, the tanner; lie is quarrelsome enough for you, surely.”
“He is no bigger than a bantam cock,
it is little lie could do il the house was set
upon by robbers.”
it is not always strength that wins a
light, girl It takes brains as well as
brawn. Come now, Barbara, give these
fellows a fair trial.”
Barbara turned her face before the mirror, letting down one raven tress, and
looped up another.
■1 will, mother,” she said, at last.
That evening, Ernst, the gunsmith,
knocked at the door.
“You sent for me, Barbara ?” he said,
going to the girl, who stood upon the
hearth, eoquettishly warming one pretty
foot and then the other.
“Yes, Ernst,” she replied, “I’ve been
thinking of what you said the other night,
when you were here
"Well, Barbara?”
Ernst spoke quietly, lint liis dark blue
eyes Hashed, as lie looked at her intently.

disagreeable thing

1

p<

not ?”

“1 want to test you.”
“How ?”
“I want to see if you dare to do

3I1LLKH.

i I gras- is green on Hunker Hill,
l m waters sweet in Brandywine;
T in sword sleeps in the scabbard still
1 lie tanner keeps bis thick and \ ine ;
Mem, wlm would mar the scene to-day
With vaunt of battlelield or fray?

«

How it Feels to be

Men.

“1 want, when 1 marry, a man who is
brave, equal to any emergency. If I give
u]) my liberty. X want to be taken care of.”
“Silly child ! What is the matter with
Big Barney, the blacksmith?”
“He is big, but I never learned that he
was brave."
“Anil you never heard tiiat he was not.
What is the matter with Ernst, the gunsmith ?”

AA
puc< the bordered garden walk,
AA’heie be.-t she hived to play and talk
About the bees and flowers;
Aumn g the lilies she would flit,
Or. lily-like, beside them .-it
file long sunshiny hours.

k

Bravo

Pretty Barbara Ferros would not many,
ller mother was in consternation.
‘•Why are you so stubborn, Barbara?”
she asked.
“You have plenty of lovers.”
“But they do not suit me,” said Barbara; coolly tying her curls before the
mirror.

Leave Pornham at ‘>.T> A. M. I'nity
Tin
dike PM a.
Brook- lo.ir. Arrive at Belfast
A. U.
I ave Burnham at Me; p. .1.
! nity c. :{<). Th ■<
dikeo.!/.
1 j. Arrive at Belfast 7.50.
Brooks
..

|

DOMESTIC ANIMALS. laiiiioofl. How

READ.

MACHINIST!

Sewing

she, pulling

“Barney,”

away from his grasp, when he would have
kissed her, "1 have a test to put you to
before 1 give you any answer. There is a
corpse lying in the chamber where my

CATARRHAL COUGHS.

W e have known people to suffer a
year or more
from a distressing cough, with all the
symptoms of
in
the
untenanted
of
wing
grandsire died,
and yet be completely cured by a few
the house. If you dare sit with it there, consumption,
bottles of the Radical Curl, simply because the
all night, and let nothing drive you from
cough was but a symptom of Catarrh, and could not
your post, you'll not ask me to marry you be relieved until the principal disease was removed.

in vain.”

"You give

me

a

light,

and

wine and a book to read ?”

"Nothing!”

a

bottle of

inflammation is the mucous lining of
nasal passages and throat that by direct sympathy a cough, constant and distressing, may become
a prominent
symptom of Catarrah. Care, there
fore, must be exercised in determining the oriirin of
So sensitive

to

the

We Have Heard of it!!

Decline in Prices of

C TJ F IT s
\''

Belfast

XL.

Grand

SANBORN

American
Main Street,
J. Lb Ti

i*:

Sand

and

and

M. IK
till

fast, .May 1, lNld.

Something

JOINERS,

Tunppnn,
» Llll UUlJ,

This lirm confidently assure the masters and owners ot ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing eve. v branch of slopwork, for bothw oodeii and iron ships, in a manner
guaranteed to give
satisfaetit u.
t

1ST OTIGE.

Sheeting

tin*

(

Hair.

(MIDI.IK
Charter* .I hv

Hew

Furniture

Great Reduction

to the Court

9'?'

in

A N 1)

O A III,

S E K

IT

-A I'-

WARLIN&MERRILL’S
MAIN

WE

NEWSPAPERS

excellent

of good make
sold at a bargain.

piano,
in line order. Will be
Anand
at the Journal Office.
Apply
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870,

$25.00 Reward.

1

tfiH

GALVAHO-ELECTRIC BELTS,
A new,

lUiriU READ.
cheap, perfect cure for
■71 ErfM Premature Debility. Send for circular or
call on Dr. J. KARR, 832 Broadway, New York.
4wl

11 a i:

11

*
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i. i:

l|
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FIRST

S s|g|

L. D. M. SWEAT, Pre.-i
A. W. COOMBS. >• •!. tan.
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I

1

e

i.

AM)

Kolll-UtiX

I'A'IK.M'

CLASS

Horse

Rake !

R
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OF

PATENTS

Fur Invrntiiws, Trail*- Marks

tl-57

WOOD, Wintcr|*ort, AI

12. EDDY

SOLICITOR

Si-ml for (’imilar.

Hi Id.) AJ

.,

gn f or circular- or in!■ -rmation ntldress
11
A N\ COO.MILS, Secretary, i*oi

A M I I! Ii AN

■.

<

0-n. Aut.

No. 76 State St.,

or

P< si»n>.

opposite Kilby St., Boston

\ A TEU an exten-ive practice of u|i\vur«ls m
> ears,continue-to-ecur* Patents in t lit 1
Mates; al>o in <ireat Britain, Prance, ami ollnu
eign countries, Caveats, Specifications, Aincuts,ami all papers for Patents ext ctifedon n uable term-, with .1. -patch. Ke-earclie- made
inti utility of Patent- oi I
tern due I lie validif
tious, and legal and other advice rendered ii.
( opies of tin claim
matters touching 1 lie -aim
any patent lurui-hed by remitting oue tiollar.
in
recorded
\\
ashiugtou.
signments
A-- ti/eicfi in tic t niti il States possess, s sun
faeUiios i\>r ohtai nia;/ /*»/•'. nts or aseertaimn
pati iiiabUilH of inn-ntions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to |
cure a Patent, and the um.uI great d*day then
lo re saved inv entors.

r\

GRAWXTE

Iron Ware!
FOR

A.

0.

SALE

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

Room

Papers

BORDERS
VERY LOW AT

TESTIMONIALS.
regard Mr Eddy a-oneof the most capable
--ful practitioners wit h whom 1 have had
ficial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
"I

succ<

ComVr of Patent
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors t!
tin y cannot employ a man more eompetent am! tr
wortIiii and more capable of putting their appi:.
tions in a form to secure for them an early ami fa\
able consideration at the Patent Office.
EO.Ml N l) BLItKE, late ComVr of Paten:
“Mr. it. II. Et>i>v has made for me over Til I li.
applications for Patents, having be* n succes-fu!
almost every ease. Such unmi-takable proof of jjp
talent and ability on bis part hauls nieto recoinm
am. inventors to apply to him to procure their
tents, as they may be sure <»! having the most fa.
ful attention*bestow* »1 upon their eases, and at v
.loll N TAOOAKI.
reasonable charges.
Boston, dan l 1*70.
lyrk’7.

40

CALL

A.T

Paints, Oils & Varnishes Belfast Hardware Stor*
PURE LEAD AND OIL
J-

N. M AS IT IIY & SONS Ready Made Colors for
Painting interior and exterior of Houses, Barns,
Fences, See. Call and see before purchasing else-

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.

Before* purchasing your goods. There you will
tiud (ienera L 11 A IlDW A liK, PAINTS, OII>
and V \ UN ISIII.S, NAILS, CLASS, and
LAIIMLIPS 1'ooLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOW LSI’ PltlCLS. Don’t forget
tin* place, ANCILIPS, No. 1 Phenix Kow.
April ’dO Is75.
tf4-j

To the

30tf

People

of

Soarsport.

-O-

AVL taken the Agency of the Bki.kast M
r.LL Wokks, Clark & Fernald,
Proprietors. P«
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of
any d»‘
suription can do so of me as cheap as they can bul
any where in this State.
A. T. QUIMBV
till
Searsport.Sept. 15, 1S75.

Notice of Assignee of His Appointment. III

Piano for Sale !

STATES.

11 h.s am>

STREET.

Repairing & UpholsterJ. C. THOMPSON & SON
SHORT NOTICE.

extra expense.
Hoping to see all my old friends, and as many new
ones as will favor me with a call at my new
place.
1 remain, Respectfully,
GKO. DkPKOUX.
Belfast, June 8, 1870.
JinosTJ

Ad::

>

BS

House,

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS
Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices.
Air*Work taken from houses and returned withoj*

Exchange Street,

1

specialty.

I

of M

of Valuables

»-\
II J Li! by
John M a
L. h S\vaJ .*o!i Mo!.. Man,
William L. * iotihl, I f uIIi|. II. Brown,
:
William!.. I Mi v i ••, William Hammond,
W. II. Ander.-oii.
f rank No\.
I
L. 1». M mi. at,
A. W « oombs,
Aimer ( obitrii, >kowbegan,
Ausoii |* .Morrill, Ih adliebl,
Joseph 1 lain Kemiebunk.

Iron Ware!

I NO AT

ClothinG!

Keeping

Legislature

lilt:

PORTLAND,

prepared to do all kinds of

And Prices to suit the times. I shall make Cornick
and Drarkky Work a
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, I feel confident I shall be able to
please all who may favor me with a call. 1 shall he
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime;
also Lace Drapery put up in tin* latest styles.
Lamhki:«.»uins in Cretone or Worsted Goods cut
and made to order.

act of tin*

--

(Formerly with A. Ib Mathews, Furniture Dealer, No. 70 Main Street,)
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that he is now located on

St., Next door

Safe

I

Geo. BeFroux

Where he is

an

and the l!i.N r \i. of Sai s in its P'iuk Pm-.
\t
•!
i;ri:«;i.At:-l*i;uc»K

-and--

Ciiurcli

Troy,

inthei 'ontity of Wuldo.deceased.l.ygivingbond a
law direct-; he therefore re.jie si* all person*
are indebted to -aid d.-era-wd's .state to make
im diate payment, and those who have anv den
thereon, to exhibit tin* -ane lor set tleimnt tot..
1. M. KNUWI.l

U 11 A X IT K

Lit

S

WORKS: Barton Street.

LORD,

&C

j

«

f'l'M! K -uh-i rilie.- hen by gives public notice
A coticeriied ha! lie bus been duly appointed
taken upon him-elf t in trust of Admini-trate:
tile estate c.f

BOTH ORXAMKNTAI, A I'SKi I i

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

OFFICE : '■> Wutirloo Koa.1.

I

F. RRUGMAN & SON,
oi k
l’o-t < >tlie. pox,

K‘»t:

HERRiMAN, WARRINGTON & CO

2

WE

M

Agonts Wan tod.

WELLS’.

B. F. WELLS.

D. el

B. F. Titki-k.

ckkr.

**

1! Attn >L, New

old

Larthes, Cement, Lime,

Belfast, Mo.

-o-

WIDTHS

UNITED

Hotel.

m

A: the foot of Main Stn et, mar the Kail road Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand >a\\ ed find,
er of all diiiiensinus, Dine,
Hemlock and Npru /o
Hoards, Shingles and Cla](hoards of all qualite

HOUSE,

Coaches to convey passengers to and f rom the cars
and boats.
Sample Booms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept. 1W, 1S75.—tfBi

Mill inerY!

Rubber

r,

Coopery

informs hi-

Assortment

L

s

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Opening

DOWN

Room

oo orss,
Masl, Spar & Blockmakers,

H.

“PULL

Banking

prepared to re
interest on the
September, and

where la- will he glad to welcome them. The house
is near the depot, well fitted and others
very induce,
meat for a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. <;j\e
me a call.
.JOS L I'll SAX BOB \ ,1 B.
this
Belfast, June 1, 1S75.

w

Bill.

a

customers
nEKEKV
public, that he has opened

Announces to his many friends that lie lias
returned and again taken po.v-ession of tinwell known

PRICES !
June

HAVK

edition

r.I.N.J AMIN SIIH;LIN(M;i: late of

WL EL

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,

13

Full

^etn*r;j!
1>kit

Apothecary-

NEW LUMBER YARD

Savings Bank.

KKMOYKD to their new
.iu Custom House Square, are
ceive deposits, placing the same on
tir-t days of dune, duly, August a ml

GLOVES

NECE TIES!

o

and
t fh’»

Lumber Yard

years)

Sanborn Mouse.

W E A. R, !

Xj

ten

December, .January, February and March. Interest
til ing computed on same, tin- tir.-r
Mondays of dune
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from <> to 1J A.
and -j to j p. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 1 *g, noon.
dniiN II. (Jft.Miiv, Treas.
A A I'A PNCF, Prest.
Belfast, June Stli l>?4.
tf

SUSPEN DERS

O

SAIVVliB.I’ro’p.

a

Furniture Store

S

MeDilvery for past

Agm.t of tin- D ist.in Jlarine Insurance Company,
Kur SlYMtsiMitl ami Vicim y, anil
Agent tortile
sal.- cl DIKII 1’IXL l.r.MDI-.lt siu. I
TlMDlit, for
.'-Jiti. Or.lers, Drill.;, s,
Prom \V. L. Pi t KS’
-M ills at Pucksville, S. (
.Scarsport, .Me., April •a’., lsrii.
Imp;*

HOSIERY !

J. 0. THOMPSON <fc SON’S

lAifttV

1ST E W

MARINE INSURANCE BROKER.

C & £h Js m. m S !

>

late Hon. Wm.

a new
< »•

ra

■■

OTIIl l:

KICHA.HD H. MOODY.
Druggist

HENRY II. GRANT,

-AND—

*»

tir/fl. cure
with
ti
si>ia*.M>.n»K::mi:a
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal !.•
1 •>! •» ••! : \'i v, .»I
ami I'hy-ical lueupncitv,
to Marriage, etc.. ai-o, ( u\\| mi*i
p. 1.i• i>-ni
hfli.i.rs'i and l i.'-, induced bv -dl-imlulyeu
sexual extrai agance. fu*.
Ifriee. in -ruled envi 1
only -i\
The edemated author, in tiii- admirable I
ar.-’ .-iia
dearly .Union-: rates, iVom a thirty
practice, that the alarming con-ei|uenres v.
abn-e may he radically cm*. { without the dai;y
u>e ot'in:ertia!
im-dicim* or tit
applieat ion o»
at once simp
Unite; p. itirieg ut :: mo : •■!
ni.d
of
n.cun*
certain,
’feetmil, by
whichever;
ten r, no mailer what hi- condition may !>•
cure him.-ell'cheaply, privately, and ruiilali■,
t
Ihd Lecture deuild Im* i:i he hand m
youth and e\ e,y man in the land.
sent under
al, in a plain envelope, to any
dress, post p ;ic, ..a receipt of -ix cents or tw >
-tamps. Addres- the l‘u:di>her-,

SKAHSp! )UT. M K.

DAILY IJICXCII WDINtlK.U.
Tho best
lies tvnn.fr in tlio market. Call ami sc bolore purchasing elsewhere. Kor salt- at
K .1. MODI.-U.Y & IV*. 5-i .Main St., D. llast.
dmos-ld

tl,

«»r*« «*l I
n
ill**
i•<iii*iuc 1 <>!

1

W ringers.

Large

.M AN V

iVqiiiml By

rpilK
A clot

"Are these all the conditions you can
V.V must accept many tilings, tin* rational offer me, Barbara ?”
the trouble, otherwise all the remedies used will be
tn wliicli are invisible.
"All. And if you get frightened, you worthless, and the disease make
Like the Arabian
«tc|
rapid progress toprince who was carried to a new palace and need never look me in the face again.”
wards consumption.
\ great majority of the cases
paradise in his sleep, and hence never knew
"I’ll take them, then.”
of pulmonary consumption may be traced to m:<;the length or manner ot his journey, but
only
•So Barney was conducted to his post by i.i < rud Catarrh.
confessed the splendor of Ids new home, so we
the lad who had been instructed in the semust often sutler ourselves to love our situation in religion without knowing what arms of cret, and whose
EVERYTHlNO
involuntary stare at
reason or love may have carried us, or along
Ernst's placid face as it lay in the coffin,
PHYSiCIANS
what path was the ilight.
was interpreted by Barney
to lie the
Recommend Sanford’s Radical CVe, and
USUALLY KEPT IN A
“The poor ye have with you always." said natural awe ol a corpse.
He took liis
Prescription Files can be Produced in
the Master. "Not if we can help it, laird,”
cry seat and the boy left him alone with the
<*K AU, KINDS.
out the worshippers in a thousand
Support of the Assertion.
gorgeous
and the rats and the coffin.
“\\ e intend to keep the poor by darkness,
.It is with pleasure we refer to the fact that ever
temples.
Soon after, young Kitz, tfie tanner, ar- siueo its introduction, many members of the medical
themselves. We don't think they would feel at
have unhesitatingly given the Radical
home in/mr gay assemblies.” [\V. Gladden.
rived. flattered and hopeful from the tact [ faculty
! Curl their approval, and have in private recomthat
Barbara
had
sent
for
him.
mended
and encouraged the use of it. “You are
bovi: of Tin-: I»f.a ill f l.
Place a young
"Have you changed your miml, Barba- aware,” said a distinguished city physician, “that
girl under the care of a kind-hearted, graceful
inv obligations to the Massachusetts Medical
.Society
ra ?” lie asked.
woman, and s|j:*. unconsciously to Jierself.
are such that J cannot
publicly recommend or pregrow s into a graceful lady.
Place a boy in the
"No. and. 1 shall not, until 1 know that scribe the Radical Curl; but since I received so
CAW BE FOUND AT
• stablisliim lit
much relief from the use of it myself, after a thoro’
of a thorough-going, straightcan do a
really brave thing.”
trial of the usual remedies, I have
t--rward business man, and the boy becomes a you
advised
privately
"What shall it be? 1 swear to satisfy its use, and presume I have sent to your store no
sell-reliant, .practical business man. Children
less than one hundred of my patients for it.
are susceptible creatures, and circumstances
you, Barbara.”
and senses and action- always
nave a proposal to matte to
impress. As you
Catarrh is the opprobrium metUcomm of the mediyou. luy
inllucnce them, not by arbitrary ru.es. nor by
cal profession, and by many is
plan requires skill as well as courage.”
thought incurable.
-n
n example aloud, but in a thousand other
W hen, therefore, a preparation is
presented to my
"Tell me!”
w a>- that speak
AND WILL BE
notice, endorsed by so responsible a lirm as Messrs
through beautiful forms, pretty
"Well, in this house is a man watching Weeks & Potter, 1 am bound to give it a fair and
Teach your chilpictures, etc.. >o they grow
dren, then, to love the beautiful. If you are a corpse,
lie has sworn not to leave his unprejudiced trial, and when such trial results in a
series of uninterrupted cures, I cannot allow
:de
progive them a corner in the garden, for llowpost till morning. It'you can make him fessional etiquette to interfere
with a candid expresei-. allow them to have their favorite
UNDER
trees; do it, 1 shall he satisfied that you are as sion of my regard for it. I therefore give Sanford’s
te:t, h them to w ander in the prettiest
Radical Ctrl for Catarrh my unqualified
woodlcts,
ap-how them where they can best view the sun- smart and as brave as 1 require my hus- proval, and consider it as a
remedy for the treatment
band to be.”
set: rouse them in the morning, not
ot every form of Catarrh superior to any
by the
preparation
—AT-laid down in any text book with which I am familiar.
-tern "time to work,*’hut with the enthusiastic
is
so
!"
exclaimed
“Why, nothing
easy
Dr. CHARLES MAIN,
"See the beautiful sunrise!"
Very respectfully,
Huy for them Fritz. "I can scare him away. Furnish
And anything you Want in
Boston, May 10.
342 Harrison Avenue.
pretty pictures and encourage them to decorate
their room in his or her childish wav. Give me with a sheet, show me the room, and
EXTREM ELY
to
rest.
You
find
me
will
at
them an inch and they will
ray post
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
go a mile.' Allow go
tie-in the privilege and they will make vour in the morning.”
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
home pleasant and beautiful.
For
sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS &
Barbara did as he required, and saw
the tanner step blithely away to his task. POTTER, Boston, General Agents.
It was nearly twelve o’clock, and she
Dora Peilro in New York.
*2rUSH SANFORD’S JAMAICA
sought her own chamber. Barney was superior to Composition, Hot Drops, etc. GINGER,
4w2
Ni;\v Youk, July 7.
It is doubtful sitting at his
vigil
whether there is in the world a tougher
I intend keeping a
The lace in the collin gleamed whiter
man than Horn Peilro. lie is here in New
40
in the darkness.
The rats squeaked as it'
York again now, and plunging around famine were
upon them, and they smelled
with the vigor of an eccentric sky rocket, llesh. The
made him shudder.
thought
of
nns class of
and the quiet unostentation of a modest He
got up and waited, but something
n AGENTS WANTED IUK iTitUKEAT
the
with
gentleman. Yesterday
made a slignt noise, as if somebody was
Emperor,
Hr. Souza Foutcs, the
imperial physician, behind him, and lie put his chair with the
called at-the ollice of the Commissioners back
It sella faster than any other book ever
against the wall, and sat down One
ancl Solicit Trade to Sustain itpublished.
ot Charities and Correction for a
Agent sold 01 copies in 1 day. Send for our expass to again. He bad been hard at work all tru terms
to agents.
National
Publishing
Company,
visit the institutions on the islands near
day, and at last, in spite of everything, Philadelphia, Pa.
the city. The clerk did not
recognize the lie grew sleepy. Finally he nodded and
Emperor, and, having procured his pass, snored.
-agents to canvass for the
WANTFD
,,n11 1 u
authentic and
Horn Pedro drove to the foot of East
Life of Gov.
it seemed as if somebody had Jlayex, our next President, complete
Suddenly
by Col. R. if. Conwell.
Twenty-sixth street and there took the touched him. He awoke with a start, and Now is the opportunity. The
people are ready for
it. Address B. B. Rlssfll,
JVTercliarit. Tailor.
Publisher, Boston,
regular boat for lllaekwell’s Island. He saw nobody near, though in the center of Mass.
tfn
was quietly
proceeding with his inspec- the room stood a white ligure.
tion when another visitor communicated
"Curse you, get out of this!” he exhis presence to the keepers How an Emclaimed, in a fright, using the very first
-**peror could have reached the island with- words that came to his
tongue.
out a special steamboat, a
champagne
The ligure held up its right hand and
MRS. WELLS
lunch, flags and attendants was beyond
him. He started to
—IX ALL—
the keepers’ comprehension, and they slowly approached
Has just returned from Boston with every thing
nis feet. 'The spectre came nearer, presssent
to
the
Commishurriedly
telegrams
him into the corner.
FRESH &c, TO EW
sioners’ Ollice and to Major Wickham. ing
"The d——1 take you !” cried Barney,
—AT—
When the commissioners learned what a in
his extremity.
line opportunity had been missed they
involuntarily ho stepped back, still the
Ladies if you want a Meat and Tasty
rushed wildly for the island and came up
B. F.
nearer and exwith the imperial party in the penitenti- figure advanced, coming
ltolfast, .June 8, 1S7<>.
4<>tl'
A
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In the District Court of the
District of Maine.

United States, for the

In the matter of A. J. Ilarriman
& Co., Bankrupts.

)
\

jn j^mkruntev
1

maim:, SS: At Bangor, the
twenty-seventh day of June, A..D. 1 >7<». The

DISTRICT

GRANITE

OF

undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment
Assignee of A. J. ilarriman & Co., of Belfast, in

as

the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, within
said District, who have been adjudged Bankrupts
individually and as partners under the style of A.
J. Ilarriman Si Co., upon petition of their creditors,
by the District Court of said District, tiled October
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Assignee
16th, 1875.
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